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REPORT TITLE: ADAPTATIONS POLICY
1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1.

This report introduces the Association’s proposed revised Adaptations Policy.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1.

It is recommended that the Board:
- Approves the proposed Adaptations Policy (Appendix 1).

3.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

3.1.

The Association’s Adaptations Policy is due for review and renewal.

3.2.

Procedural detail from the previous Adaptations Policy has been removed from the
proposed policy and will be held separately.

3.3.

The Association sets out to support customers to remain living independently in their
home in an effective way which meets legal and statutory requirements, best practice and
Scottish Housing Regulator guidance, and which also maximises our income while
demonstrating value for money.

3.4.

The proposed revised draft Policy details the principles, aims and objectives of the
Association’s approach to adaptations. There are no substantial content changes to the
policy from the previous documents with exception to confirming Maryhill Housing’s
position in regards to appropriateness of property. This proposes that typically an
adaptation will not be carried out where long term sustainability is not possible or reallocation of property to another customer with similar requirements will not be likely e.g. a
wet floor bathroom installed in a 3rd floor tenement flat.

3.5.

The policy has been reviewed in line with current good practice and relevant legislation to
ensure compliance.
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3.6.

It is recognised that the adaptations service does not currently have specified targets for
the delivery of the service. It is proposed that, in line with the annual target setting for the
Association, suggested targets will be recommended for approval by the Board.

4.

ADDITIONAL READING

 Existing Adaptations Policy and Procedures (November 2016)
 Equality Impact Assessment - Adaptations Policy
IMPLICATIONS OF THE REPORT
Maryhill Housing is required to ensure that it is achieving value for
FINANCIAL RESOURCE
money as well as effectively managing stock. The Association will
AND VALUE FOR
ensure HAG funding as well as separate budget is closely
MONEY:
managed and all funding is claimed.
LEGAL/REGULATORY/
RULES/NOTIFIABLE
EVENTS:
CORPORATE
PLAN/STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVES:

The Association will work to the standards as defined in the
Scottish Social Housing Charter.
This policy links to our objectives of providing better homes by
supporting customers to remain in their own homes or supporting
to move to more appropriate accommodation.

CUSTOMER/TENANT
PARTICIPATION:

There are no customer/tenant participation implications of this
report.

COMMUNICATIONS:

Customers are currently advised of services provided in relation to
Adaptations when referred by Officers or Occupational Therapy. It
is intended that a new section on the Association’s website is
created to advise customers of this policy.

HEALTH AND SAFETY:
ENVIRONMENT

EQUALITY IMPACT
ASSESSMENT:

RISK ANALYSIS:

There are no health and safety implications of this report.
There are no environmental implications of this report.
An Equality Impact Assessment has been completed which notes
that customers who are elderly or disabled are directly affected by
this policy, largely positively by enabling customers to sustain their
tenancy longer. There is a potential negative impact to a minority
of customers who live in properties which may not be suitable in
the longer term for major adaptations.
The proposed change to the policy intends to reduce the risk to
the Association of incurring cost which is not value for money by
reducing the number of properties which become difficult to let
because they have been substantially adapted.
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Title
Introduction

Adaptations Policy
1

2

Policy Principles


Maryhill Housing (MH) is committed to Tenancy Sustainment by
providing support to those tenants who require it including those
who require their home to be adapted to cope with age, disability or
caring responsibilities.



MH recognises that being able to access appropriate housing or to
adapt existing housing can have a positive impact on health whilst
contributing to independence, privacy and dignity.



MH will provide a person centred approach by ensuring tenants
and their family/carers are consulted at each stage in the
Adaptations process.



MH undertakes to communicate to tenants at each stage of the
Adaptations process.
Key Aims and Objectives

The key aims and objectives of this policy are to:


fully meet all legal obligations, and standards and outcomes as
set out in the Scottish Social Housing Charter, maintaining
robust management information systems for monitoring and
reporting performance in the Annual Return on the Charter
(ARC)



enhance the quality of life for our elderly tenants and tenants
with a disability by contributing to housing Adaptations and
maximising the availability of housing for people with diverse
needs



ensure all aspects of the Adaptations service are carried out
efficiently, effectively and equitably, working in conjunction with
Glasgow City Council (GCC), contractors and all other relevant
agencies



involve tenants and their carers’ in the decision making process
regarding Adaptations and ensure their views are taken into
account



apply effective management of assets to ensure that an
adapted property will meet a customer’s long term needs and
will also be lettable in future in its adapted form
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Sustainability

 establish adequate funding arrangements with GCC to ensure
that Adaptations need is met.
Maryhill Housing reserves the right to refuse to carry out a major
adaptation if a property will not meet the long term needs of the customer
or if it will not allow the property to be re-let as an adapted property in the
future. Maryhill Housing commits to supporting tenants to finding
accommodation to meet their long term needs.

Equal
Opportunities

This policy complies with the Association’s Equality, Diversity and
Inclusion Strategy. An equality impact assessment has been completed in
relation to this policy.

Legal and
Regulatory
Framework

In formulating and implementing this Policy, statutory requirements,
Performance Standards and Good Practice outlined in the Scottish
Housing Quality Standard and the Scottish Social Housing Charter have
been incorporated.
MH will comply with all Legislation relevant to this Policy.

Scottish Social
Housing Charter

The specific Charter Outcomes to which this policy relates are:
Outcome 1: Equalities


“Every tenant and other customer has their individual needs
recognised, is treated fairly and with respect, and receives fair
access to housing and housing services”,

Outcome 11: Tenancy Sustainment


Definitions

“Tenants get the information they need on how to obtain
support to remain in their home and ensure suitable support is
available including services provided directly by the landlord
and other organisations”

Adaptations to Housing: permanent or semi-permanent changes to a
house
Temporary Adaptations: adaptations which may be removed from the
property or redeployed when no longer required e.g. stair lifts, bath aids,
raised toilet seats.
Permanent Adaptations: adaptations which are intended to remain in
the property e.g. Level Access Shower, widening doors.
Minor Adaptations: a change that does not affect the overall structure of
the dwelling, e.g. handrails, lever handles, over-bath showers.
Major Adaptations: adaptations that are permanent, structural changes to
the dwelling e.g. widening doors, kitchen adaptations, and wet-floor
bathrooms.
Adaptation works are classified into three groups:
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Stage 1: Design features that help create a flexible basic design for all
accommodation which allows that accommodation to be readily adapted to
meet individual specific needs without undue disruption. These features
are not specific to a particular condition or individual and are incorporated
in the initial specification for the house. Examples of Stage One design
features include – “wet floor” and gully within bathroom to allow varying
bathing options; kitchen units which can be fitted with worktops at varying
heights.
Stage 2: Adaptations to a house to suit the particular requirement of the
tenant to whom it has been allocated before, or close to, practical
completion and which may be carried out by the original contractor.
Stage 3: Adaptations which are necessary to alter the property to suit the
subsequent changing needs of the tenant or for a new tenant, and which
could not reasonably be included at the time the house was originally
provided, often because the unit had not been allocated to the current
tenant with particular needs at the time of construction.
Funding and
Priorities

 Funding for adaptations to existing MH stock pre Second Stage
Transfer, comes to the Association through the Scottish Government
Affordable Housing Supply Programme. In Glasgow it is administered
by Glasgow City Council Development and Regeneration Services
(GCC DRS) from the Transfer of the Management of Development
Funding (TMDF) budget. MH will make an application to GCC DRS on
an annual basis for funding for adaptations.
 Funding from the above budget is only available for RSL tenanted
properties and not for Shared Ownership/Shared Equity, in addition MH
cannot receive funding from this budget for adaptations of ex GHA
stock included within the Second Stage Transfer in June 2011. Each
year MH will agree a budget for Adaptations and the programme of
adaptations to former GHA properties will be delivered in line with the
approved budget allocation.
 MH will comply with the Scottish Government Guidance Note Funding
of RSL Adaptations in line with (SGGN) 2012/04 March 2012 and any
other subsequent updates.
 Arrangements for the procurement of Adaptations will comply with the
Procurement and Community Benefits policy.
 At annual application stage of funding MH should make GCC aware of
any specific high cost adaptations (over £10k) which are anticipated,
thereafter any requests for high cost Adaptations should be notified in
writing to GCC as soon as the need has been identified if this will have
a significant impact on the budget allocated.
 Allocation of funding will be prioritised in chronological order or order of
priority need in consultation with Occupational Therapy or other
referring professional/agency.
 At this time it is not the policy of the Association to charge individual
tenants for maintenance and replacement of adaptations through a
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specific service charge. This will be reviewed as part of the Annual
Rent and Service Charge Review. The Head of Property will include
future life cycle and replacement costs for adaptations through the
planned maintenance programme.
Programme
Arrangements

Planned Maintenance Programme


The Planned Maintenance Programme to upgrade existing MH
stock will take the needs of disabled people into account. MH has
already enhanced its specifications for bathrooms to include overbath showers, as this is one of the most commonly requested
adaptations. However, as part of the planning process for
investment, particularly in the provision of kitchens and bathrooms
and electrical rewiring, Staff will seek to establish whether there are
people living in the household who require an Adaptation.



Where such households are identified, staff will take steps so that
the improvements can meet the requirements of such households,
using the Adaptations Budget where necessary to fund additional
costs. Where high cost Adaptations are required, a holistic option
appraisal should be carried out to ensure that the eventual solution
not only meets the needs of the disabled person(s) but also
delivers value for money for MH.

New Build Programme


Design standards will be contained in MH’s Design Brief and will
comply with Building Regulations and current good practice
guidance. MH will ensure that all new build properties are built to
Housing for Varying Needs standard. Where a specific need is
identified to satisfy an identified tenant, or having regard to the
Glasgow City Council Local Housing Strategy, a number of new
build properties will be built to fully wheelchair accessible standard.



Tenants and applicants with particular housing needs will have
priority for new homes which will meet their needs. Where possible,
properties will be pre-allocated to enable tenants to participate in
the design of their homes. Where there are particular needs, staff
should request advice from Occupational Therapy, and follow other
relevant procedures detailed in this policy, so that the work will
meet the needs of the household.

Reactive Adaptations


The level of funding will be based on the following criteria: 



Demand and expenditure in previous years
Trends in expressed needs (e.g. through tenant surveys)
External influences, such as changes in government policy

 Where reactive Adaptations are needed to building components
awaiting upgrading under the investment programme (e.g.
installation of over-bath showers) consideration should be given to
the work being carried out and funded through the investment
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programme budget for that year where the adaptations budget has
been exhausted.
 Maryhill Housing aims to conclude a referral within 50 days of a
referral being received.
 Maryhill Housing will require a referral from a qualified medical
professional, which could include Occupational Therapy, before a
request for an adaption will be considered. Any major medical
adaptation will require a referral from an Occupational Therapist.
Promotion

The contents of this policy will be actively promoted by the Association to
ensure that all staff, including Retirement Housing Officers, Registered
Tenants Organisations and tenants are aware of Adaptation opportunities.
The policy will be communicated to all tenants through newsletters and
leaflets produced by the Association, through our website and social
media. The Head of Property will be responsible for ensuring that this
happens.

Evaluation and
Monitoring

Customers who require Adaptations work to their property can expect the
same standards of service as if it were a standard repair. The Association
will assess tenant satisfaction in this respect within three months of
completion of the works. The Association will monitor customer satisfaction
with the adaptations service for internal management purposes. The
Property Officers will undertake the satisfaction assessment. The outcome
of user consultation and feedback will be used to improve on the service
provided.

Approval

Board, 26 November 2020

Policy Owner

Carol Bain, Head of Property

Review

November 2023
This policy will be formally reviewed within 3 years or in line with
revised legislation, Glasgow City Council guidance and other
relevant published documentation on good practice.
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Title
1.0
INTRODUCTION

Adaptations Policy
PRINCIPLES, AIMS, OBJECTIVES AND SUSTAINABILITY
1.1

PRINCIPLES

1.1.2

Maryhill Housing (MH) is committed to Tenancy Sustainment by
providing support to those tenants who require it including those
who require their home to be adapted to cope with age, disability
or caring responsibilities.

1.1.3

MH recognises that being able to access appropriate housing or
to adapt existing housing can have a positive impact on health
whilst contributing to independence, privacy and dignity.

1.1.4

MH will provide a person centred approach by ensuring tenants
and their family/carers are consulted at each stage in the
Adaptations process.

1.1.5

MH undertakes to communicate to tenants at each stage of the
Adaptations process.

1.2

KEY AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

1.2.1

MH key aims and objectives are to:


fully meet our legal obligations and meet the standards and
outcomes as set out in The Scottish Social Housing Charter



enhance the quality of life for our elderly tenants and tenants
with a disability by contributing to housing Adaptations and
maximising the availability of housing for people with diverse
needs



ensure Adaptations are carried out effectively and efficiently
within a reasonable timescale



ensure economy, efficiency, effectiveness and equity in the
delivery of the Adaptations service



ensure effective joint working with the Council, the contractors
and other relevant agencies in the delivery of the Adaptations
service



involve tenants and their carers’ in the decision making
process regarding Adaptations and ensure their views are
taken into account.
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2.0
SUSTAINABILITY

3.0
EQUAL
OPPORTUNITIES
STATEMENT

4.0
LEGAL AND
REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK

5.0
SCOTTISH SOCIAL
HOUSING
CHARTER



establish adequate funding arrangements with GCC to ensure
that Adaptations need is met



maintain robust management information systems for
monitoring and reporting performance in the Annual Return
on the Charter which can be independently verified.

2.1

This Adaptations Policy complies with MH’s commitment to
sustainability and takes account of wider economic and social
impacts of the policy in terms of individuals, households, local
communities and the environment.

2.2

In designing accommodation specifically for people with physical
disability or sensory impairment, the Association needs to match
that accommodation as closely as possible to the individual’s
own, unique requirements. There are basically three ways in
which this close matching exercise can be achieved; Stage One,
Stage Two and Stage Three Adaptations. Further explanations of
these definitions are provided in Section 6.0.

3.1

This Adaptations Policy complies with MH’s Equal Opportunities
Policy. MH recognises its proactive role in valuing and promoting
diversity, fairness, social justice and equality of opportunity by
adopting and promoting fair policies and procedures.

3.2

MH will check its Adaptations Policy and associated procedures
regularly for their equal opportunity implications, taking
appropriate action to address inequalities likely to result or
resulting from the implementation of the policy and procedures.

3.3

MH is committed to providing fair and equal treatment for all its
stakeholders including tenants and will not discriminate against
any on the grounds of race, colour, ethnic or national origin,
religion, age, gender, sex, sexual orientation, marital status,
family circumstances, employment status, physical ability and
mental health. Indeed we will positively endeavour to achieve fair
and similar outcomes for all.

4.1

In formulating and implementing this Policy, statutory
requirements, Performance Standards and Good Practice
outlined in documents such as ‘Raising Standards in Housing’,
have been incorporated and the Scottish Social Housing Charter

4.2

MH will comply with all Legislation relevant to this Policy.

5.1

Registered Social Landlords (RSLs) are responsible for
performing their housing activities to achieve the outcomes in the
Scottish Social Housing Charter. They are accountable to their
tenants and other customers for performance against the Charter.
MH through its performance management and reporting systems
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will show customers how well we are achieving the outcomes,
identify any areas where we need to improve and report on our
achievements to our tenants, other customers, and to the Scottish
Housing Regulator.
5.2

The specific Charter Outcomes to which this policy relates is;
Outcome 1: Equalities


“Every tenant and other customer has their individual
needs recognised, is treated fairly and with respect,
and receives fair access to housing and housing
services”, and

Outcome 11: Tenancy Sustainment


6.0
DEFINITIONS

“Tenants get the information they need on how to
obtain support to remain in their home and ensure
suitable support is available including services
provided directly by the landlord and other
organisations”

5.3

The above outcomes covers how landlords can help tenants who
may need support to maintain their tenancy and includes tenants
who may need their homes adapted to cope with age, disability or
caring responsibilities.

5.4

MH aims to be responsive to particular needs of applicants and
the changing needs of existing tenants. We will adapt our
properties appropriately to meet those needs and maintain
comprehensive information about the adapted properties that we
own.

5.5

RSLs are also expected to be able to demonstrate value for
money in the delivery of procurement of housing Adaptations, and
MH will aim to re-use and recycle Adaptations whenever possible.

6.1

Adaptation works are classified into three groups:(a)

Stage 1
Design features that help create a flexible basic design for
all accommodation which allows that accommodation to
be readily adapted to meet individual specific needs
without undue disruption. These features are not specific
to a particular condition or individual and are incorporated
in the initial specification for the house. Examples of
Stage One design features include – “wet floor” and gully
within bathroom to allow varying bathing options; kitchen
units which can be fitted with worktops at varying heights.
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(b)

Stage 2
Adaptations to a house to suit the particular requirement
of the tenant to whom it has been allocated before, or
close to, practical completion and which may be carried
out by the original contractor.

(c)

Stage 3
Adaptations which are necessary to alter the property to
suit the subsequent changing needs of the tenant or for a
new tenant, and which could not reasonably be included
at the time the house was originally provided, often
because the unit had not been allocated to the current
tenant with particular needs at the time of construction.

6.2
6.2.1 6.2.1

7.0
FUNDING AND
PRIORITIES

Adaptations to Housing
Adaptations are permanent or semi-permanent changes to a
house and are classified as:

6.2.2

Temporary Adaptations

6.2.3

Temporary adaptations are those that may be removed from the
property or redeployed when no longer required e.g. stair lifts.

6.2.4

Permanent Adaptations

6.2.5

Permanent Adaptations are those that are intended to remain in
the property.

6.2.6

Minor Adaptation

6.2.7

A minor adaptation is defined as a change that does not affect
the overall structure of the dwelling, e.g. handrails, lever handles,
over-bath showers.

6.2.8

Major Adaptation

6.2.9

Major adaptations are defined as permanent, structural changes
to the dwelling e.g. widening doors, kitchen adaptations, and wetfloor bathrooms.

7.1

Funding for adaptations to existing MH stock pre Second Stage
Transfer, comes to the Association through the Scottish
Government Affordable Housing Supply Programme. In Glasgow
it is administered by Glasgow City Council Development and
Regeneration Services (GCC DRS) from the Transfer of the
Management of Development Funding (TMDF) budget. MH will
make an application to GCC DRS on an annual basis for funding
for adaptations. The funding allocation for Adaptations will be
agreed annually and included within the Association’s Grant
Planning Target (GPT) MH will seek to maximise opportunities for
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additional funding where this becomes available.

8.0
PROGRAMME
ARRANGEMENTS

7.2

Funding from the above budget is only available for RSL tenanted
properties and not for Shared Ownership/Shared Equity, in
addition MH cannot receive funding from this budget for
adaptations of ex GHA stock included within the Second Stage
Transfer in June 2011. Each year MH will agree a budget for
Adaptations and the programme of adaptations to former GHA
properties will be delivered in line with the approved budget
allocation.

7.3

MH will comply with new procedures for the Funding of RSL
Adaptations in line with Scottish Government Guidance Note
(SGGN) 2012/04 March 2012

7.4

Arrangements for the procurement of Adaptations will comply
with the MH Sustainable Policy for the Procurement of Goods
and Services

7.5

At application stage MH should make GCC aware of any specific
high cost adaptations and thereafter any requests for high cost
Adaptations should be made in writing as soon as the need has
been identified.

7.6

Allocation of funding will be based on agreed priorities.

7.7

At this time it is not the policy of the Association to charge
individual tenants for maintenance and replacement of
adaptations through a specific service charge. This will be
reviewed as part of the Annual Rent and Service Charge Review.
The Head of Property Investment will include future life cycle and
replacement costs for adaptations through the planned
maintenance programme.

8.1

Planned Maintenance Programme

8.1.1

The Planned Maintenance Programme to upgrade existing MH
stock will take the needs of disabled people into account. MH has
already enhanced its specifications for bathrooms to include overbath showers, as this is one of the most commonly requested
adaptations. However, as part of the planning process for
investment, particularly in the provision of kitchens and
bathrooms and electrical rewiring, Staff will seek to establish
whether there are people living in the household who require an
Adaptation.

8.1.2

Where such households are identified, staff will take steps so that
the improvements can meet the requirements of such
households, using the Adaptations Budget where necessary to
fund additional costs. Where high cost Adaptations are required a
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holistic option appraisal should be carried out to ensure that the
eventual solution not only meets the needs of the disabled
person(s) but also delivers value for money for MH.
8.2

New Build Programme

8.2.1

Design standards will be contained in MH’s Design Brief and will
comply with Building Regulations and current good practice
guidance. MH will ensure that all new build properties are built to
Housing for Varying Needs standard. Where a specific need is
identified to satisfy an identified tenant, or having regard to the
Glasgow City Council Local Housing Strategy, a number of new
build properties will be built to fully wheelchair accessible
standard.

8.2.2

Tenants and applicants with particular housing needs (e.g.
Medical A and Community Care cases) will have priority for new
housing which will meet their needs. Where possible, properties
will be pre-allocated to enable tenants to participate in the design
of their homes. Where there are particular needs, staff should
request advice from the Occupational Therapists, and follow
other relevant procedures detailed in this policy, so that the work
will meet the needs of the household.

8.3

Reactive Adaptations

8.3.1

MH will apply for funding for medical adaptations annually in its
Development Funding Plan submission to GCC (as detailed in
section 7 above) to meet the need for adaptations in core stock.
The level of funding will be based on the following criteria: 




9.0
PROMOTION

Demand in previous years
Trends in expressed needs (e.g. through tenant surveys)
Changes in MH policy and working arrangements
External influences, such as changes in government policy

8.3.2

Where reactive Adaptations are needed to building components
awaiting upgrading under the investment programme (e.g.
installation of over-bath showers) consideration should be given
to the work being carried out and funded through the investment
programme budget for that year.

9.1

The contents of this policy will be actively promoted by the
Association to ensure that all staff, including wardens of sheltered
housing developments, Registered Tenants Organisations and
tenants are aware of Adaptation opportunities. The policy will be
communicated to all tenants through newsletters and leaflets
produced by the Association, through our website and Facebook
page. The Head of Property Investment will be responsible for
ensuring that this happens.
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10
EVALUATION AND
MONITORING

10.1

Approval

Policy and Performance Committee – 1st November 2016

Policy Owner

Gordon Wilson, Head of Property Investment
Responsible Director, Donna Birrell, Director of Investment and
Regeneration
November 2019 - Director of Investment & Regeneration
responsible for review.

REVIEW

The tenants who require Adaptations work to their property can
expect the same standards of service as if it were a standard
repair. The Association will assess tenant satisfaction in this
respect within three months of completion of the works. The
Association will monitor customer satisfaction with the
adaptations service for internal management purposes. The Head
of Property Investment will undertake the satisfaction
assessment. The outcome of user consultation and feedback will
be used to improve on the service provided.

The policy and procedures adopted will be formally reviewed within
3 years or in line with revised legislation, Glasgow City Council
guidance and other relevant published documentation on good
practice.
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ADAPTATIONS PROCEDURES
Section 1

PROCEDURE FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF STAGE 1 AND
STAGE 2 ADAPTATIONS

Section 2

PROCEDURE FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF STAGE 3
ADAPTATIONS

APPENDIX 1

STAGE 3 ADAPTATIONS - ACTION & RESPONSIBILITY FLOW
CHART

APPENDIX 2

GLASGOW CITY COUNCIL - PRO-FORMA FORMS FOR HAG
FUNDING OF STAGE 3 ADAPTATIONS

APPENDIX 3

ELIGIBLE ADAPTATIONS SGGN 2012/04
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ADAPTATIONS PROCEDURES
1.0

PROCEDURE FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF STAGE 1 AND STAGE 2
ADAPTATIONS

1.1

The main construction costs for each project will generally be funded at HAG level
below 100%, with a balance provided through a private loan, repaid from rental
income. Accordingly, the cost of Stage 1 & 2 Adaptations must always be readily
identifiable as a separate cost.

1.2

The administration and funding of Stage 1 and Stage 2 Adaptations will be a function
of the Investment and Regeneration Section and should normally be included within
main Scheme Submissions.

1.3

At outline design stage, close consultation with specific client groups/care agencies
will be required to ensure that all specific elements of design required can be
included within project specifications and therefore adequately costed.

1.4

In terms of Stage 2 Adaptations it will be the responsibility of Housing Services to
alert the Investment and Regeneration section as early as possible regarding the
specific needs of the tenant to whom the property requiring to be adapted has been
allocated. Stage 2 Adaptations require to be estimated and shown separately from
other scheme costs and qualify for 100% HAG funding.

1.5

At Cost Plan Stage, if adaptation requirement is known, the Association will provide
an outline assessment of those items likely to be required as Stage 2 Adaptations for
that particular project. That assessment will be based on previous experience from
projects of a similar nature and will, in addition, take account of any known
exceptional factors relative to the scheme or location in question.

1.6

At Tender Stage, the Association will modify or amend its previous assessment
based on updated information and more detailed knowledge of the proposed
building. A list of items, assessed as representing the likely requirements of the
prospective tenants, will again be forwarded to the Quantity Surveyor/Cost
Consultant. These items should be incorporated within the tender documents in
clearly identified section(s) and should be noted as "Provisional Items". In addition, a
clause will be incorporated within the tender documents which will explain to the
Contractor how he, in his offer, will be deemed to have made allowance for the
implementation of such adaptation works.

1.7

During construction, the Association's Housing Services staff will be working on
tenancy selection and assessment. One aim of that exercise is to determine the
exact requirements of each prospective tenant including any particular need or
requirement. The Association's Investment & Regeneration staff will be working with
Housing Services staff to ensure that the understanding of the tenants' needs are
reconciled within any building constraints.

1.8

A schedule of the agreed adaptations will be prepared and passed to the Lead
Consultant, normally the Architect, as early as possible but in any event, four months
prior to the anticipated completion date. The Lead Consultant will be required to
process this information into the form of contact details, specification and variations
issued under cover of Architect's or Contract Administrator’s instructions. It is
essential that the precise requirements are accurately interpreted and communicated
9

throughout the above process and to facilitate this, the Association may request from
the Architect, large scale plans and elevations of critical areas such as bathrooms to
allow those adaptations to be precisely noted.
1.9

In turn, it is equally important that close attention is paid on site to the fixing locations
to ensure an accurate match of the tenants requirements and the completed
provision.

1.10

On-Going Costings of Stage 2 Adaptations
As and when Stage 2 Adaptations are instructed on site the Development &
Regeneration section will seek approximate costs from the project’s cost consultant.
The details of additional costs of each Stage 2 Adaptation should be forwarded to
Glasgow City Council indicating the Association’s expectation that the costs will be
100% HAG eligible.

1.11

Final Cost of Stage 2 Adaptations
It will invariably be the case that the costs assessed at both cost plan and tender
stage for Stage 2 Adaptations will be different from the final cost. The lists prepared
for those earlier exercises are "best guesses", whereas the final cost relates to actual
provision. Again, it is necessary to prepare a separate "final account" detailing the
actual cost and is likely to vary significantly from that allowed at tender stage, to have
cost reports which detail separately, the anticipated actual costs for Stage 2
Adaptations to allow early submission to Glasgow City Council of a request for
increase in funding.
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2.0

PROCEDURE FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF STAGE 3 ADAPTATIONS

2.1

This section deals with the procedures to be adopted for the administration and
implementation of Stage 3 Adaptations. For administrative purposes a flow chart of
actions and responsibilities has been appended to this document as Appendix 1.

2.2

Planning and Co-ordination

2.3

It will be the responsibility and function of the Head of Property Investment to coordinate the planning of Stage 3 Adaptations and take measures to anticipate
requirements for adaptations work. This information alongside knowledge of existing
stock can be used to better inform the planning of adaptations work.

2.4

Planning assumptions will be required from the Head of Property Investment of future
adaptation budgets required and priorities each year, to inform the annual application
process. Information on current stock and adapted property will be required to
provide a contextual profile of need for adaptations. The tenant profile e.g. age,
gender and so on and assumptions made about this information can also be used in
planning future adaptations etc.

2.5

The Project Manager will principally be involved in the administration of applications
and referrals for Stage 3 Adaptations and with the liaison with individual
occupiers/occupational therapists, Health and Social Work Departments and other
relevant agencies/authorities.

3.0

Annual Programme Agreement - Offer of Funding

3.1

The Association will be invited annually to make application to GCC DRS for an
annual programme agreement. The application for the funding of adaptations and for
claiming of Grant should be made using the Application for Adaptations Funding
Proforma and RSL Adaptations Grant Claim Form as appended to this procedure as
Appendix 2 The Quarterly Monitoring form as appended should also be submitted
with the Grant Claim Form. The Programme Agreement issued by Glasgow City
Council in response to the above will include an allocation for Stage 3.

4.0

Streamlined Procedures

4.1

Adaptation works covered by a programme agreement will be subject to a
streamlined procedure - i.e. the Association can instruct works without prior approval
of its proposals and may claim HAG in line with the above mentioned guidance,
provided that the following conditions are met:


the cost of the Adaptation works can be met from the amount
included in the Association's programme agreement for such
works, and



the total works only cost of the Adaptations does not exceed
£15,000 per contract, and



procurement of the works is in accordance with Glasgow City
Council Guidance and complies with the MH Sustainable Policy for
the procurement of Goods and Services.
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4.2

A full application for prior approval of HAG will only be required in the following
circumstances:

the Adaptation works are not covered by the Association’s
programme agreement for such works and



the total works costs exceeds £15,000 per contract and/or



the Association cannot comply with the guidance on procurement
of works.

5.0

Housing Association Administrative Costs

5.1

A standard allowance of 10% of works costs will be HAG eligible.

5.2

Glasgow City Council recognises that in some cases Associations may wish to use
another party or agency to administer its Adaptations programmes. This may have
benefits of scale for some Associations. In such circumstances a similar of allowance
of 10% applies.

6.0

Value Added Tax

6.1

Whilst most Stage 3 Adaptation works are zero rated for the purposes of V.A.T.,
there may be some exceptions. Where this applies, the Association is required to
establish the requirement to pay VAT with HM Customs and Excise. Where works
are zero rated the Association must obtain an eligibility declaration form by individual
tenant receiving Adaptation.

7.0

Annual Grant Funding Allocation

7.1

It will be the responsibility of the Investment & Regeneration to advise Housing and
Corporate Services of Annual Grant Funding Allocations for Stage 3 Adaptations.
The Head of Investment will in turn prepare funding applications and provide
quarterly report on spend to inform the Investment & Regeneration Section’s own
grant planning monitoring during the course of the financial year. The Investment &
Regeneration section should receive copies of all funding applications, HAG claims
for payment and details of monies drawn down /received.

7.2

The Investment & Regeneration section will undertake to review programmes in line
with Grant Planning Targets to ensure that funding under spend situations are
reduced to a minimum and to ensure that MH can take advantage of any additional
funding that may become available. No additional adaptation work should be
instructed for which grant funding is required without prior confirmation from Glasgow
City Council that additional funds are available. In addition, Glasgow City Council
should continue to be informed of the scale of the Association’s unmet need.

7.3

Depending on the circumstances and the scale of the Association’s reserves, the
Association may decide to self-fund low cost adaptation work. This will be the
subject of a separate report to the Board for approval. This will require prior
authorisation from the Director of Investment & Regeneration and should be reported
to Glasgow City Council.
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7.4

In the event that the Association exceeds the allocation of Grant funding for Stage 3
Adaptations and no other funding is available MH will consider self funding low cost
adaptations up to the value of £300 per property.

8.0

Types of Adaptation Work Eligible for HAG

8.1

Stage 3 Adaptation works potentially eligible for HAG funding should be essentially of
a permanent nature. Examples of items which may be eligible for HAG funding are
shown in the list attached as Appendix 3. Other works may be the responsibility of
other authorities such as Health Boards or Social Work Departments. HAG support
will not normally be available to cover items which are the responsibility of these
other agencies. Adaptation works which are not the responsibility of other agencies
and which are agreed to be eligible for HAG will attract 100% grant.

8.2

Social Work Departments, in collaboration with Health Authorities, have a
responsibility to provide specialist advice on the specific needs of people with a
physical disability. All applications for approval of HAG for Stage 3 Adaptations must
be based on such specialist advice, or on medical opinion, and must comply with
specialist recommendations. This will ordinarily entail the provision of a letter or
report from a suitable qualified expert, such as an Occupational Therapist. With the
agreement of Glasgow City Council, the requirement to obtain such independent
specialist advice may be waived for funding applications for minor works (for
example, provision of handrails).

9.0

Work Specifications

9.1

The Association has established standard specifications for commonly occurring
Adaptations work, although care should be taken to ensure that a particular
Adaptation is tailored to the needs of the individual and the circumstances of the
property.

10.0

Procurement of Works

10.1

To qualify for HAG funding, Stage 3 Adaptation works should comply with MH’s
Sustainable Policy for the Procurement of Goods and Services and Glasgow City
Council procurement guidelines.

10.2

SHGN 2001/02 indicates that where works contracts are estimated to cost up to
£15,000, RSLs have the discretion to select how adaptations are procured, within the
context of achieving value for money/best value and MH’s own policy thresholds for
procuring contracts.

10.3

In terms of MH’s tendering procedures for Adaptations, value for money and
continuity will be sought by making use of the Planned Maintenance Contractors
Framework by carrying out a mini-tendering exercise and the Successful Contractor
will be appointed for 3 years. The tender will indicate the likely type and volume of
Adaptations in a 12-month period. Contractors will be asked to price per specific type
of Adaptations but will be advised that the type and volume of adaptations cannot be
guaranteed due to the reactive nature of the service.

10.4

Any adaptation estimated to cost in excess of £5000 but not exceeding £10,000
which has not been tendered for in 10.3 above must be tendered by 3 Contractors
from the framework to comply with the Associations Procurement Policy
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10.5

Any adaptation estimated to exceed £10,000 but not exceeding £50,000 must be
tendered by 4 Contractors via Public Contracts Scotland to comply with Associations
Procurement Policy.

10.6

The Head of Property Investment will ensure that Contractors are given clear
timescales to complete work. The tenant will be advised of these.

10.7

The Association will monitor the performance of contractors and use this information
in managing its maintenance programmes.

10.8

All adaptations carried out under the Contract will be post-inspected by Association
staff to monitor workmanship.

10.9 The Association will report on its performance against targets and standards (see
above-section 7.1) The key findings will be published annually.
11.0

Referrals

11.1

All requests for Adaptations must be referred to an appropriate Occupational
Therapist (either from the local Social Work Department or Hospital) for assessment.
The Association will ensure they have named contacts.

11.2

Tenants approaching the Association direct will be asked to make an application to
their GP for an Occupational Therapist assessment or to apply to the Social Work
Offices direct. Referrals will only be considered for action when made on the official
Social Work Form.

11.3

All applications will be acknowledged by the Project Manager within 2 weeks and
applicants advised of the action that will be taken by the Housing Association. At
acknowledgement stage the Project Manager will liaise with Housing Services
regarding appropriate housing options. If a funding problem is likely, the applicant
and OT should be informed of this. Details of the Association’s budget for
Adaptations should be made available to the OT section to assist prioritisation where
budgets are limited. The establishment of protocols should be encouraged between
the Association and Occupational Therapy Departments. Such protocols are helpful
in relation to establishing responsibilities, categories, timescales for assessments
and so on.

11.4 The Association should expect detailed recommendations from OTs and not simple
statements.
12.0

Prioritising

12.1

The Social Work recommendation form allows for applications to be prioritised into
three categories.
Priority 1 :
Priority 2 :
Priority 3 :

12.2

Client at risk if adaptation not provided
Carer at risk if adaptation not provided
Neither client nor carer at risk if adaptation not provided

Recommendations will be grouped accordingly to their priority ratings. In general,
Priority 1 recommendations would normally take precedence over Priority 2 and 3
cases.
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12.3

The Association should seek wherever possible a standardised system of
prioritisation through an appropriate pro forma. This will require close liaison with
Occupational Therapists.

13.0

Alternatives to Adaptations

13.1

Wherever appropriate, the tenant should be encouraged to consider a transfer to
other available property which may already be adapted or require minimal adaptation
to suit the tenants needs. For example, it may not be considered best practise to
install a “wet floor” bathroom in a top floor flat or to remove the bath and install a
shower in a four/five apartment house occupied by only a 1/2 person household. A
system of recording Adaptations has been introduced and is stored in SDM

13.2

For the avoidance of doubt, the Association will in all cases consider best practice in
terms of appropriateness of adaptations and their location. For example, installation
of wet floor bathrooms above first floor level in flatted accommodation may be
considered inappropriate.

14.0

Option Appraisal

14.1

Where the OTs assessment indicates that high cost works, with a potential value of
£10,000 are required, the Association should carry out, or commission, a holistic
option appraisal in conjunction with Occupational Therapy staff to assess the housing
options and alternatives available to the tenant. The option appraisal will consider:












proposals for planned housing investment or demolition;
the likely medical prognosis, and the long-term usability of the proposed
adaptation(s);
the suitability of the property to meet the tenants’ current and future needs
the tenants desire to stay in their current accommodation;
the availability of the tenants existing support network and carers;
the likely availability of suitable alternative accommodation by MH or the
possibility of opportunity conversions
the likely availability of alternative accommodation from other RSLs, sharedownership or owner-occupation
the cost of Adaptations required;
technical or planning requirements which may make an adaptation unviable;
timescale of available options;
sources of funding available.

14.2

Where the outcome of the option appraisal is that the best solution would be a move
to suitable alternative accommodation, MH will carry out urgent minor adaptations to
the current home, where the move would be likely to take more than 6 months.

14.3

In exceptional cases, major projects may require the disabled person and their family
to be decanted from their home for part or all of the construction stage of the project.
A full assessment should be carried out by the Project Officer to confirm that the
works cannot be programmed in a manner that obviates this need.

14.4

If alternative temporary accommodation is required, MH A will identify an appropriate
property. This may require joint working with GCC Social Work Dept. other RSLs to
identify suitable decant accommodation. Tenants and their carers, including the OT,
will be involved from the very early stages of the Adaptation process.
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15.0

Selection

15.1

When the level of the annual Stage 3 allocation is known, the Head of Property
Investment will agree how the resources available might best be applied. In the
event that the likely costs of providing the required adaptations for the cases
outstanding exceeds the cash allocation for the year, cases will be prioritised in
chronological order or order of priority need in consultation with Occupational
Therapist or other referring professional/agency.

15.2

Where an adaptation is refused, any advice available on other options should be
forwarded to the applicant.

16.0

Timescales

16.1

From the tenant’s point of view, timescale targets would ideally cover the period from
the tenant’s enquiry to the completion of the work. However, such a target may not
be easy to achieve, as the Association is not in control of the assessment process
nor of funding availability. Tenants should be advised (as sensitively as possible) that
the overall timescale depends on the priority rating arising from the OT’s assessment
and to the availability of funding. We will however endeavour to achieve the following;


Acknowledgement of OT Report to Tenant and arrange visit within 3 days



Commencement following visit within 10 days



Completion within 5 days of commencement (dependant on scale of work)

16.2

MH will aim to complete adaptation works post assessment within a 12 week period.

17.0

Building Warrants

17.1

On occasions, there may be the need to obtain building warrants for some types of
work, e.g. work involving the change of use of a room. Where this is the case, the
Association will have a target timescale of two months within receipt of the OT’s
referral to submit an application for warrant.

17.2

Once the warrant is received, the timescales for completion of works will be
determined as part of the tender process and be intimated to the tenant. The tenant
will be kept informed of any changes to the programme.

17.3

The Association will seek to negotiate and agree (in writing) procedures with the local
Building Control Department. In particular it will be important to seek the Building
Control Department’s views on what work requires a warrant.

18.0

Asset Management Strategy and Adaptations

18.1

Carrying out adaptations will link to the Association’s Asset Management Strategy
and to the Asset Register. The Association must make the best use of its stock and
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must collate information and data on adaptations that are made to inform future
allocation exercises. It can only make appropriate lets of adapted property if record
keeping systems enable clear information on such property and on people seeking it
to be maintained and easily retrieved. A system of recording adaptations has been
introduced and is stored in SDM to facilitate this process.
18.2

In some cases, when an adapted property becomes available, it may be appropriate
to ask an OT to advise on which applicants appear to be most suitable; a home visit
(or visits) may be necessary. If this is not possible, an OT may at least be able to
give general advice to the Association, for example on what sort of disability the
property may be suitable for.

18.3

Stripping out adaptations should only be an option of last resort, after extensive
efforts to relet the property have failed (e.g. after advertising to other landlords etc.)

19.0

Maintenance and Replacement of Adaptations

19.1

At the time of carrying out an adaptation, the Association should be clear about
where responsibility for maintenance and repair lies and how it is to be funded. The
adaptation will be added to the Planned and Cyclical programmes of the Association
and maintained as per the appropriate cycle and timescale. The adaptation will be
included in the routine procedures for reporting repairs and maintenance items, with
many (e.g. lifts and hoists) being in the highest category of priority.

19.2

Particular attention should be paid to whether the original providers of the equipment
are willing to retain responsibility for its ongoing maintenance; if they are not, it
should be clearly established how maintenance and repairs will be carried out.

19.3

At this time it is not the policy of the Association to charge individual tenants for
maintenance of adaptations through a specific service charge. The Head of Property
Investment will include future life cycle and replacement costs for adaptations
through the planned maintenance programme.

20.0

Reporting and Approval

20.1

Applicants selected will be dealt with during the course of the year and will be
advised accordingly of arrangements and to the timing of the work. Details of
adaptations are included in the ARC return each year and reported to the Board

21.0

Low Cost Home Ownership

21.1

Where housing is being developed for Low Cost Home Ownership initiatives, works
associated with Stage 1 and 2 Adaptations will be eligible for HAG on the basis that
the adaptation works carried out during construction/improvement are reflected in the
property valuation. Stage 3 adaptations are not eligible for HAG since sharing owners
are eligible for local authority grants in the same way as owner occupiers.
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ADAPTATIONS PROCEDURES
APPENDIX 1
STAGE 3 ADAPTATIONS
ACTION & RESPONSIBILITY FLOW CHART

Annual planning meeting held by Investment & Regeneration, Housing and Corporate
Services to discuss resources. Anticipated demand for adaptations to coincide with
application to be made to GCC DRS

Annual Budget agreed for former GHA properties and Annual Grant Planning Target
approved for Stage 3 Adaptations by Glasgow City Council. Investment & Regeneration
section to confirm MH and GPT budget to Housing and Corporate Services

Head of Property Investment to co-ordinate annual planning meeting with Occupational
Therapist to confirm Association’s annual funding and identify priorities.

Applications or recommendations received by Investment Team Project Manager

Head of Property Investment to assess eligibility for Housing Association Grant and prioritise
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Assessment of Adaptations request to be undertaken by Project Manager and Housing
Services together with examination of other alternatives, e.g. transfer

An estimated cost for Adaptation to be obtained by Project Manager together with an
assessment of whether this cost can be accommodated within the annual budget/GPT.

Project Manager to confirm that adaptation is to be carried out with applicant/Occupational
Therapist, and Housing Services. The Head of Property Investment to confirm on a quarterly
basis estimated expenditure to Investment & Regeneration to inform quarterly reports on
GPT and spend to the Board.

Specification for the works to be prepared and cost obtained in accordance with
procurement guidelines contained within Association/Glasgow City Council procedures.
Where works are zero rated for V.A.T. purposes applicant requires to sign annex D form.
The Project Manager will obtain such declarations.

On completion of the works the Project Manager will submit application forms for HAG to
Glasgow City Council quarterly in arrears in line with GCC guidance. Thereafter a review to
be undertaken by the Project Manager to assess the applicant’s satisfaction with adaptation
works.

At the end of each financial year, the Head of Property Investment will include adaptations
data within the ARC return
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ADAPTATIONS PROCEDURES
APPENDIX 2
GLASGOW CITY COUNCIL
PRO-FORMA FORMS FOR HAG FUNDING OF STAGE 3 ADAPTATIONS

File ref. for Stage 3 Adaptations forms F:\DEVELOPMENT\Development Files\HAG
FORMS\GLASGOW CITY COUNCIL STAGE 3 APPLICATION_GRANT_MONITORING
PROFORMAS.docx

GLASGOW CITY COUNCIL
Adaptations Budget for Registered Social Landlords 2016-17
Application for Adaptations Funding - Pro – Forma
RSL Name:
RSL Key Contact:
E-Mail Address:

Phone Number:

Anticipated Funding Requirement for
General Housing Adaptations for 201617
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Funding Requirement for Identified
Major Adaptations or Complex Cases

GLASGOW CITY COUNCIL
Adaptations Budget for Registered Social Landlords 2016-17
RSL ADAPTATIONS GRANT CLAIM FORM: 2016/17
RSL Name:
Address (please complete):
Post Code (please complete:
Project Name:
TRS Ref No:
RSL Contact Details:
Name:
(please complete in the event Tel No:
of a query regarding this
E-mail Address:
claim)
Items of Expenditure
Please complete the table below and attach supporting documentation cross referenced to match each item being
claimed.
Work Undertaken
e.g. Adaptation Type and Property Reference

Amount of Grant Claimed
e.g. Amount claimed for adaptation
Show Administration allowance separately

Total Grant Requested in this Claim
Total Grant Awarded for 2016/17
We hereby claim grant of

£

in respect of the financial year 2016/17 in accordance

with the terms and conditions of the relevant Offer of Grant.
Signed by (RSL authorised signatory):
Position:
Date:
Please return to:

Appropriate HSD Office
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Scottish Government Finance Dept. use only:
Amount Approved:

Payment Ref No:

Input by:

Date:

Authorised by:

Date:

GLASGOW CITY COUNCIL
Adaptations Budget for Registered Social Landlords 2016-17
RSL ADAPTATIONS 2016/17 – QUARTERLY MONITORING INFORMATION
RSL NAME:
RSL KEY CONTACT:
E-MAIL ADDRESS:

PHONE NUMBER:

Reporting Period: e.g. April – June 2016
Local Authority
Area

Category

Adaptation
Type

Recipient

e.g.
Aberdeenshire

Internal

Installation Shower

Older People

Number
Delivered in
Reporting
Period
10
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ADAPTATIONS PROCEDURES
APPENDIX 3
ELIGIBLE ADAPTATIONS (List not exhaustive) SGGN 2012/04
1.0

External Adaptations









2.0

Handrail at front or rear of dwelling
Widening paths around property
Modification or widening of steps
Defining steps for people with visual impairment
Outdoor lighting
Paved areas for wheelchairs
Carport or covered access to property
Installation of ramp to front / rear access
Internal Adaptations


















3.0

Widening or re-hanging of doors
Re-positioning of door locks
Replacing door knobs etc
Installation of door call, entry phone and door unlock systems
Additional stair rail
Alterations to windows
Installation of stair lift
Vertical hoist including reinforcing ceilings and provision of hoist track
Provision of level access shower, adapted bath etc
Alteration or relocation of taps, power supplies, lights, sockets and heating
appliances
Storage space for wheelchair
Acoustic insulation
Warning or alarm systems
Non-slip or tactile surfaces
Letter cages or delivery shelf
Alterations to kitchen storage or equipment (excluding full re-design)
Major Works






Extensions or alterations to provide suitable bedroom or bathroom for a disabled
person
Vertical through floor lift
Re-design of existing kitchen
Creation of hard standings or other extensive external alterations
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Equality Impact Assessment
Name of Project

Adaptations policy

Name of completing officer

Carol Bain

Date of approval

Date EqIA created

2/11/2020
05/10/2020

Stage 1 – who will this affect? Identify the main stakeholders, eg staff, tenants, applicants.
Tenants and potential tenants of Maryhill Housing

Stage 2 – Scoping Exercise - Equality evidence used in this Equality Impact Assessment
Identify the main sources of the evidence, both quantitative and qualitative, that supports your analysis. This could include for
example, data on the Association’s workforce, tenants or applicants
Information Source (include link where published)
What does this information include?
Equality and Diversity Strategy that can be found here
This strategy document clearly details MH’s approach to equality,
diversity and inclusion; setting out how MH recognises that
This policy has been developed in line with the following legislation:
discrimination and exclusion will adversely impact an individual’s
basic human need for good housing opportunities.
Equality Act 2010
Housing (Scotland) Act 2014
This policy links to our long term objectives to:
 Improve customer experience and increase customer
satisfaction



Scotland’s Population – The Registrar General’s Annual Review of
Demographic Trends, published here:
https://www.nrscotland.gov.uk/files/statistics/rgar/2018/rgar18.pdf
Scotland’s Wellbeing: national outcomes for disable people, published
here: https://www.gov.scot/publications/scotlands-wellbeing-measuringnational-outcomes-disabled-people/pages/17/

Address poverty and enable customers to make their lives
better
 Provide better homes and developing neighbourhoods to
feel proud of
Demographic trends in Scotland and Scotish local authority areas
including life expectancy, health conditions, and household data.
Analysis of the Scottish National Performance Framework outcome
indicators from the perspective of disability

Stage 3 – Considering the above information, what impact will this proposal have on protected groups? Consider whether the impact
is positive, negative or neutral.
Sex

Neutral impact – there is no evidence that this policy would have a detrimental impact due to the sex of a
customer(s).

Gender Reassignment

Neutral impact – there is no evidence that this policy would have a detrimental impact due to gender or
gender reassignment

Age

It is generally accepted that as people get older, their ability to live independently decreases as a result of
increased risk of ill health or age-related disability. This policy aims to support customers who have
physical or sensory impairmments to sustain their tenancy by making adaptations to properties to
accommodate the customer’s independent living needs. This is a positive impact on the protected
characteristic.The proposed inclusion of a policy statement to reserve the right of the Association not to
make an adaptation to a property which is deemed to be unsuitable for the long-term viability of the
Association’s ability to re-let an adapted property may have a negative effect on some individuals who live
in properties which are not on the ground floor.
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Disability

This policy aims to support customers who have physical or sensory impairmments to sustain their
tenancy by making adaptations to properties to accommodate the customer’s independent living needs.
This is a positive impact on the protected characteristic.The proposed inclusion of a policy statement to
reserve the right of the Association not to make an adaptation to a property which is deemed to be
unsuitable for the long-term viability of the Association’s ability to re-let an adapted property may have a
negative effect on some individuals who live in properties which are not on the ground floor.

Race & Ethnicity

Neutral impact – there is no evidence that this policy would have a detrimental impact due to a customer’s
race or ethnicity

Sexual Orientation

Neutral impact – there is no evidence that this policy would have a detrimental impact due to sexual
orientation.

Religion or Belief (or No Belief)

Neutral impact – thereis no evidence that this policy would have a detrimental impact due to a customer’s
religion or belief

Pregnancy & Maternity

Neutral impact – it is unlikely that any support requested by a pregnant woman would require major and /
or permanent work to a property (in relation to her pregnancy)
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Stage 4 – Are there any negative impacts on the above groups?
The proposed inclusion of a policy statement to reserve the right of the
Association not to make an adaptation to a property which is deemed to
be unsuitable for the long-term viability of the Association’s ability to relet an adapted property may have a negative effect on some individuals
who live in properties which are not on the ground floor.

Can you objectively justify these? If not, what actions could be
taken to mitigate, advance equality or fill gaps in information
The Association can struggle to re-let an adapted property without
carrying out further works to that property to remove that adaptations
that have been made to it. it is therefore proposed that each
requested adaption should be considered on its own merits and with a
view to the ability of the Association to re-allocate a property on
change of tenancy.

Stage 5 – General duty. There are three key considerations to think about in terms of equalities implications on any new policy as set
out below. Please set out how you have considered each of these.
Is there anything more the policy could do to eliminate
discrimination?

No

Could the policy better advance equality of opportunity?

No

Does the policy pay due regard to the need to promote good
relations between different groups?

Yes

Are there any other actions you could take to better meet the
General Equality duty?

No

Stage 6 – List any proposed actions as a result of this equality impact assessment
Action

Where captured
4

Adaptations procedures to be revised to include possible limitations on adaptations made to properties above the ground floor

Policy cover
paper and
Property team
delivery plan
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REPORT TITLE: COVID IMPACT & RELAUNCH
1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide Board with an update on the impact of the
coronavirus restrictions across the Association’s activities and also to update on relaunch
planning.
2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1 It is recommended that the Board:
- Notes the COVID Impact Analysis as at 16 November 2020
- Notes the progress on relaunch planning
3.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

3.1 The restrictions imposed in the fight against coronavirus (COVID-19) are unprecedented
and are having a significant impact across all aspects of daily life. It is extremely important
that the Association monitors the impact on our activities, manages the risks created and
also puts in place plans for the relaunch of services once restrictions are lifted.
3.2 Appendix A provides Board with the summary version of the COVID-19 Impact Analysis as
at 16 November 2020. The Impact Analysis is updated on a monthly basis by Senior
Management Team (SMT) members.
3.3 The Chief Executive provided details of relaunch planning in the updated Routemap emailed
to all Board members on 6th August 2020 and updated to reflect the new Tiered system on
16th November 2020. Appendix B provides a summary of the Association’s services that
have been relaunched (shaded green) as well as those which are still due to be relaunched
in each phase – with projected timeframes where available.
IMPLICATIONS OF THE REPORT

FINANCIAL RESOURCE
AND VALUE FOR MONEY:

The financial impact of the coronavirus restrictions are being
monitored within the impact analysis.
The revised budget for 2020/21 was presented to the
September 2020 Board.
1

LEGAL/REGULATORY/
RULES/NOTIFIABLE
EVENTS:

CORPORATE
PLAN/STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVES:

A monthly return on coronavirus impact is now being
submitted to the Scottish Housing Regulator.
The SFHA produced COVID-19 guidance on Practical
Governance Advice, this included a template business
continuity update which has been used as a starting point to
develop the Association’s COVID-19 Impact Analysis
document.
The coronavirus restrictions could have a significant impact on
our ability to deliver our corporate plan objectives within the
desired timeframes. An important part of the impact analysis
process will be developing comprehensive relaunch plans to
enable the Association to get back on track with service
delivery and achievement of objectives as soon as possible.
In September 2020, to accompany the restated budget and
business plan financials, the Delivery Plan for 2020/21 was
reviewed and re-stated and reported to the Board.

CUSTOMER/TENANT
PARTICIPATION:

Consultation methods with customers during the period of
restrictions have to be tailored to avoid face to face meetings.

COMMUNICATIONS:

Effective communication with all stakeholders is an integral
part of managing the coronavirus restrictions.

HEALTH AND SAFETY:

The Health & Safety implications of the coronavirus
restrictions such as social distancing, actions to limit infection
risk and PPE are contained within the Impact Analysis and the
risk register.

ENVIRONMENTAL:

There are no implications.

EQUALITY IMPACT
ASSESSMENT:

There are no implications.

RISK ANALYSIS:

10 identified risks arising from the coronavirus restrictions
have been identified and were reported to April Board. These
risks have been updated and this has been reported to this
November Board.
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Maryhill Housing – COVID19 Impact Analysis Summary
Service Delivery


Routine repairs re-started on 13/7/20 – final batch of
backlog non-emergency jobs to contractor on 20/8/20
 Allocations - temp TFFs 8 let to date, 7 standard lets in
August and 25 Sep and 36 in October..
 Current void properties – 56 (40 over 17 days)
 Full close cleaning service now resumed.
 Neighbourhood Team resumed full service 03/07/20
 Landscaping service back to pre-covid service levels
 Arrears management continuing, legal actions proceeding
reduction in non tech arrears of over £50k in September.
 Welfare calls to tenants now reducing – number of calls to
date – 1529
 Full medical adaptations service resumed mid-October
 COVID-19 funding awarded via community regen team
£102,000 with £99,785 now having been distributed to local
organisations and tenants.

Legal & Regulatory


water tank and asbestos surveys – restarted in common
areas
 fire door installations started on 14/9/20
 smoke detection upgrades on-going
 gas servicing backlog reducing – current number of overdue
services – 1 (as at 30/10/20)
 forced access for overdue gas servicing started 16/9/20
 construction site at Leyden Street restarted and on site at
Oran and Shiskine.

Latest Data as at 17 November 2020
Staff Welfare















All Garrioch Road staff enabled for home working
Office skeleton staffing and not yet open to customers
Healthy @ Home initiative, moving to monthly newsletter
Priority Covid-19 testing portal established
Relaunch planning – Phase 3, Stage 2 plans underway.
HR completed risk assessments with all staff on vulnerable list
Phase 2 - Re-orientation packs issued and returned - 6 July 2020.
Phase 3 – Stage 1 reorientation packs issued – 07 Aug 2020, face
covering update issued 10 Oct 2020
Pulse survey - 3rd survey issued – 6 November 2020
Current number of staff furloughed - 0
Current number of staff flexible furloughed – 0
Current number of staff on reduced hours – 0
Current number of staff on relaxed working pattern – 3 (2.6 FTE)
Monthly sickness absence numbers:
o Normal absence – for October – 13 people
o COVID sick – 0 COVID self isolating – 1

Finance – monthly data as at 31/10/20
Cashflow impact latest month
compared to February 2020
Current rent arrears impact
(since Feb 2020)
Void rent loss impact (precovid ave.£4k-£4.5k month)
Furlough income
Draft Budget underspends as
at 30 Sept 2020

£5.8m end of February,
£6.8m end of October
Increase of 0.6% in non tech arrears
from February 2020 from 3.9% to 4.5%
£22,783 in October. Void loss year to
date £123,640.
£13k for March & April, May & Jun £16k,
Jul £15k, Aug £6k, Sept £1.5k, Oct £326.
Reactive repairs £258k, Void repairs
£(7)k, Cyclical repairs £174k, Planned
Maintenance £259k
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Maryhill’s Relaunch Routemap – summary of relaunch activities – 16/11/20
*SG Phase 1
28th May 2020
Garrioch office fully
closed

SG Phase 2
Earliest possible:
18th June 2020
Garrioch office - very limited
staffing in order to support
Phase 2 service restarted

SG Phase 3
No date known

SG Phase 4
No date known

Garrioch office - open to
the public (subject to
physical distancing
requirements) but SG
states remote working is
still the default – TBC
Retirement Housing
common rooms reopen TBC

Garrioch office - open
to the public
but SG still
encourages home
working

Leasing properties to
GCC for use as temporary
furnished flats

Neighbourhood Station
handed over and in use

Restarting in-house
landscape maintenance
service

Neighbourhood Team - restart
full time hours and full services
apart from entering customers’
homes
Void property repairs restarted

Neighbourhood Team restart delivering services in
customers homes

Restarted routine reactive
repairs
Caledonian Cleaning - restart
full services
Restarted delivery of
external/communal cyclical
and health and safety services
currently on hold
Restarting Property Officers
carrying out external
inspections and Housing
Officers inspecting closes –
reactive only
Restarting lettings and mutual
exchanges already ready to go

Restarting routine reactive
repairs
Restarting delivery of
investment programme
Restarting delivery of
cyclical and health and
safety services requiring
access to customers homes
Restarting Property Officers
carrying out inspections
within customers homes

Development projects
able to start on site –
Leyden Street now back
on

Staff Teams responding
to emergencies and
relaunch planning
activities by visits out from
home base

Restarting virtual meetings
with factored customers - TBC

Serving of notice of seeking
possession

Green - completed

Community @ Maryhill
and
Maryhill Online porta
cabins
re-open

Restarting new mutual
exchanges

Restarting Community
Regen grant funded
activities (staggered) –
outdoor youth program
Restarting face to face
meetings with customers in
the office (where virtual not
possible)
Restarting accepting card
payments at the office - TBC
Restarting seeing drop in
customers in the office
Recalling sisted cases as a
result of COVID-19 (subject
to Court confirmation)
Restarting home visits
where it cannot be
conducted over the phone
Restarting housing officers
inspecting closes

Restarting Community
Regen grant funded
activities (staggered) TBC

Carrying out Evictions
Restarting all home
visits - TBC
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REPORT TITLE: CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT
1.

PURPOSE

1.1

This report aims to provide Board with an overview of key activity and issues for
information. The report updates Board Members on organisational, housing related or
other relevant issues, and provides progress updates on items which do not require a
paper in their own right.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1.

It is recommended that the Board:



Notes the content of this report.
Approves delegated authority to officers to purchase further larger family homes
(three bedroom and above) up until the end of March 2021 with grant funding from
Glasgow City Council where the total financial input required from the Association is
both no more than 50% of the notional private finance that the rental income will
support and also is not anticipated to exceed £25,000.

Contents:
1.
2.
3.

Chief Executive
Operations
Resources

1.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE

1.1

Notifiable events
One new notifiable event has been submitted since the last Board meeting around the
withdrawal of Robertsons from the Smeaton Street new build scheme. The Regulator
has responded to ask to be kept up to date with this issue.
No notifiable events have been closed since the last meeting.
At the time of writing ten notifiable events remain open as follows:
- 1002840 Glenavon render failure
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-

1003364 Common area asbestos records
1003383 Water safety management
1003452 Employment tribunal
1003706 Closure of the offices to the public as a result of Coronavirus
1003971 Resignation of a Board Member for non-personal reasons
1003972 External review of management of potential Board member breaches
1003978 Resignation of a Board Member for non-personal reasons
1004118 New Rules
1004159 Smeaton Street new build contractor withdrawal

All information requested by the Regulator for 1003971, 1003972 and 1003978 has now
been provided but no response has been received at the time of writing. A verbal
update will be provided at the meeting if applicable.
1.2

Delegated decisions taken
No delegated decisions have been taken since the September Board meeting.

1.3

Correspondence from Regulators/Government
The Association has been allocated a new Regulation manager – Joyce Stewart. The
change has been made because of varying workloads between different Regulation
Managers. Joyce can be contacted on joyce.stewart@shr.gov.uk.
The CEO met with Joyce and Regulation Analyst Paul Thomson on 4th November. The
Regulator asked for an update on all open notifiable events. This has subsequently
been provided. No feedback has been received at the time of writing.
The Regulator advised that the delay in closing off the Governance-related notifiable
events was due to the change in personnel and apologised for the delay.
No correspondence has been received from Regulators since the September Board
meeting.
Correspondence has been received from the Scottish Government to highlight their
response to the Stage 1 Grenfell Enquiry. This is currently being reviewed by officers
and any resultant outputs or actions will be brought to the January 2021 Board.

1.4

Customer survey – access to the Association’s services
As the Association moves through relaunching its services officers have started to think
about how the organisation might look and feel post covid social distancing restrictions,
e.g. will all staff return to the office majority of the time or will more remote working
become our new normal. We have carried out an initial survey of staff and all of our
office based staff would like to work remotely more in the future. This issue will be
considered in more detail by the Board in the future but in order to inform these
discussions officers are planning to consult customers around how they would like to
contact us and access services in the future. We will also collect data on why customers
are visiting the office when we start to open up when government restrictions allow. This
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will ensure we are Thinking Customer First when developing our ‘new normal’. This
survey was anticipated to be issued in October 2020 but officers are proposing to
postpone this until the New Year. This is so it does not clash with the rent survey and
because the extension of restrictions are likely to continue until the New Year.

1.5

Absence of the Director of Resources
The Director of Resources has been absent from work since 23rd September and will
not return to work until at least the 18th of November. Karen Fee (previously Head of
Finance) has been appointed as Interim Director of Resources for an initial period of
one month from 2nd November 2020. An external candidate has been appointed as
Interim Head of finance (28 hours per week) until the end of January
2021.

1.6

Development update

Removed as commercially sensitve
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1.7

Board Recruitment
The second round of Board recruitment is progressing well. The applications were
received from tenants, one of whom also applied in the first round. The first induction
session has been held and interviews are scheduled for Wednesday 18th November for
two candidates. The third candidate may be interviewed later because of other personal
commitments. If the candidates are successfully interviewed before the November
Board meeting they will be invited to attend the November Board meeting as observers.

2.

OPERATIONS

2.1

Working group for in-house services
It was agreed at the Board Away Day in November that the next steps in considering inhouse services would be the formation of a working-group to carry out learning visits to
other Associations who have developed and disbanded in-house services.
The proposed remit for the working group is shown at Appendix A. Two Board
Members have volunteered to be part of this working group to date. Please do step
forward and volunteer if you are interested. The working group will not meet in practice
until covid restrictions are lifted.

2.2

Temporary changes in the housing management service
The Associated changed its approach to housing management in September 2020 to
move to specialist teams focusing on rent arrears, anti-social behaviour and allocations.
This transition has been successfully delivered with rent arrears reducing in September
and October and progress now being made to address the backlog of empty properties.
The intention is still for this change to be short term and for the housing officers to revert
back to their normal patches of properties once the rent arrears and been brought fully
under control and the backlog of voids has been fully addressed. The Housing
Management Team are currently developing their plans for a smooth transition back to
generic working over the coming months.

2.3

Glenavon render legal case
Removed as ongoing legal case
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2.4

Glenavon Heating Solution – Feasibility Report
A feasibility report was commissioned to assess the suitability of individual air source
heat pump systems in the Glenavon 20 storey blocks.
The Association has currently approved the installation of this type of heating in the mini
multi blocks which are seven storeys and has seen this type of system in situ in similar
blocks owned by other housing providers.
A 2018 feasibility study which considered options for the upgrading of heating across all
of the Association’s electrically heated homes recommended air source heat pumps as
the preferred option across the different stock types in respect of cost to customer cost
to the Association, reliability and energy efficiency.
Two units have been installed in the Glenavon blocks for 12 months now as part of a
pilot but it was agreed by officers that this was not adequate to fully understand the
impact of fitting this type of heating throughout the blocks. In view of this it was agreed
to commission a more detailed feasibility study ahead of the full roll out of the heating
system upgrades.
The 2020 feasibility study highlighted a range of considerations that need to be taken
into account if individual air source heat pumps are to be fitted to the blocks which
include:
 Consideration of an adequate amount of airflow and the potential need to fit an
additional louvre in the drying area and the impact this would have on the render
 The location of the 3 units which would take up additional space to achieve an
adequate amount of airflow
 Strong winds on particular elevations which would affect the performance of the air
source pump unit
 The lack of an in situ drainage system for condensate removal and the cost of
creating a system to do this
 Building regulations and planning considerations
To assess the suitability of individual air source heat pumps the 2020 feasibility study is
recommending extending the pilot to an upper west facing drying room and three
adjacent properties and fitting the additional louvre to test suitability.
Given the cost considerations and the impact of the render it is proposed to revisit the
original option appraisal rather than extending the pilot at this stage. We will be working
with the Consultants who have provided the recent study and drawing on case studies
from other Associations to revisit the original study with a view to reviewing the
alternative options of a communal air source system and high heat retention storage
heaters and to seek specific guidance on installation costs, running costs and practical
considerations relating to the multi storey stock.
It is proposed to hold a special Board meeting in mid-December 2020 to consider this
issue in detail.
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2.5

Changes to Glasgow City Council’s bulk uplift service and the Association’s
response
Glasgow City Council (GCC) used to provide a free bulk uplift service to all residents in
Glasgow. For residents of houses this meant that customers could report an item of bulk
refuse (e.g. a mattress) that needed collecting and a specific GCC team would come
and collect this within 28 days and dispose of it appropriately. For tenants in our
tenements and flats the council provided a bulk collection service from established bulk
collection points, usually located on the street. The same GCC team would travel
between these points on set days and collect any items of bulk. Customers could take
their items to these collection points themselves or our close cleaning contractors
provided a bulk pull out service which meant that as part of cleaning the closes they
would pull any bulk left in bin areas out to the collection points be collected by GCC.
Our close cleaning days were set to coincide with GCC bulk collection days.
This service stopped at Lockdown and GCC have confirmed that it will not return in its
previous form. It will move to a free request only service from early December then will
move to a paid request only service from Jan/Feb 2021. The charge will be £35 for up to
ten items and customers will be able to request this online or over the phone. There will
also be a charge to Associations for GCC collecting from ‘bulk chambers’ (such as the
bin areas in our multis).
Since Lockdown the Association has done our best to ensure our estates our free from
bulk. However, this was very difficult in the early stages of Lockdown when the recycling
centres were closed. We have responded to the worst build ups of bulk either using our
own Neighbourhood Team where staffing allows or using a contractor. We have
prioritised keeping our high rise blocks free from a build up of bulk at all times due to the
fire risk implications.
It is officers’ view that the Association should look to continuing to provide a free bulk
service in the long term to ensure that we achieve our strategic objective of developing
neighbourhoods to feel proud of. Under our current contract with Caledonian
Maintenance we would have paid £27k per annum for the bulk pull out service. This is a
saving that we can use to replicate the GCC service with a cost neutral impact on the
Association, our tenants and our owners.
The Association will be delivering a pilot project to assess the staffing resources
required to deliver this from December to January/February and will return to the Board
with a proposal for a permanent solution in the New Year.
Customer communication on this issue has been poor. Glasgow City Council did not
advise customers or the Association that the bulk collection service had stopped. This
generated a number of customer complaints during the Lockdown period. We were
initially advised that the service disruption was due to lockdown and only in the past
week has it been confirmed that the service will definitely not resume at all. The
Association has written to all customers who used to receive the service to advise them
of interim arrangements and we will write again once details of our pilot are finalised.
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3.

RESOURCES

3.1

Strathclyde Pension Scheme Review
Removed as confidential

3.2

Your Place re-name – Lowther Homes
We have been advised that Your Place (Wheatley Group’s factoring subsidiary) has
merged with its mid-market, private rent and outright sale subsidiary Lowther Homes. Its
name will change to Lowther Homes. The Association owns a number (less than 100)
tenanted properties in blocks factored by Lowther Homes. These are properties where
there are a majority of owners in the block and at the point of second stage stock
transfer majority support for transfer to Maryhill Housing could not be achieved. This
was because there was a majority of owners in the block voting either against the
transfer or not voting at all.

3.3

Extension of delegated authority to purchase properties
In September 2020 the Board approved: delegated authority to officers to purchase
further larger family homes (three bedroom and above) up until the end of November
2020 with grant funding from Glasgow City Council where the total financial input
required from the Association is both no more than 50% of the notional private finance
that the rental income will support and also is not anticipated to exceed £25,000.
This delegated authority was granted pending the approval of a wider Stock
Rationalisation and Acquisition Policy which was due to be approved by November
Board. Unfortunately this policy has been delayed by the absence of the Director of
Resources and will not be delivered until the New Year. It is, therefore, proposed to
extend the delegated authority set out above to the end of March 2021.
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Remit for In-House Services Working Group
Summary:
The Board agreed at its last Away Day to set up a working group of staff and Board
members to investigate the provision of in-house services.
Background
Reactive repairs, close cleaning and landscaping are key services for the
Association. Past and current experience of service delivery by external contractors
has been variable and there has been several discussions between the Board about
the potential benefits to bring some of the services in house. The investigation of the
delivery of in-house services was highlighted by the Board as a priority for the
Association and is included in the Delivery Plan for 2019/20.
The discussion at the away day considered the benefits and risks of bringing
services in house and the following key issues and considerations were identified:








Clarity on the overall objective of bringing any service in house
Potential areas of service which should be brought in house
Resource implications
HR issues – cultural challenges, location of staff
Management capability and resourcing
Reputational risk
Governance/legislative implications

The Scope of the Group.
The scope of the group is to consider the benefits and risks in more detail through
learning from other Associations. The working group will report on each of the key
issues identified above and consider different models of in-house delivery, e.g.
sharing with other Associations, directly employed staff and use of subsidiaries.
Timeframes/Format
Stage 1:
Establish a group of Board member volunteers to be part of the working group by
Friday 14 February 2020.
Stage 2:
Staff and volunteer Board members to attend a workshop meeting to agree other
Associations to visit and key information to collect by end March 2020.
Stage 3:
Complete visits to other Associations by September 2020

Stage 4:
Collate information from visits and working group to meet to discuss feedback from
visits and agree recommended next steps by November 2020.
Stage 5:
Working group to report back to the Board with recommendations by January 2021.
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REPORT TITLE: OUR OVERALL ASSURANCE POSITION
PURPOSE OF THE REPORT:
1.1

This report sets out the Association’s overall assurance position and introduces the
proposed 2020 Assurance Statement for submitting to the Scottish Housing Regulator.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

2.1

It is recommended that the Board:
-

Approves the Assurance ratings proposed by officers as set out in Appendix A.
Approves the Assurance statement as set out at Appendix B

3.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

3.1

The Association holds quarterly Assurance Boards where the Board considers
compliance against the seven Regulatory Standards of Governance and Financial
Management, the Scottish Social Housing Charter and other legislative requirements
which together comprise the Scottish Housing Regulator’s Regulatory Framework.

3.2

These quarterly Assurance Boards culminate in the production of the Annual Assurance
Statement which is a one page summary of the Association’s compliance with the above
standards. This is summarised in the diagram below. The proposed 2020 Assurance
Statement is set out at Appendix B. This must be submitted to the Regulator by the end
of November 2020.

Full Assurnace
FrameworK
(Board,
quarterly)

3.3

Assurance
Dashboard
(Board,
quarterly)

Assurance
Statement
(Regulator,
Annually)

These Board meetings usually follow a set agenda whereby reports are provided on each
key area of compliance and summarised into a slide presented by the lead Head of
Service or Director.
1

3.4

Following discussions between the Chair and Chief Executive the decision was taken to
move away from this format due to the current requirement for virtual meetings as a result
of the Covid-19 pandemic. Instead, this paper and the dashboard summarises our overall
Assurance position and the individual Assurance papers are appended to this report. The
reports refer to performance up to October 2020 (Performance report, Finance
Statements, Risk Review) or November (Governance Effectiveness Plan, Delivery Plan,
Investment Update, Development Update, H and S Assurance report).

3.5

Compliance with the Regulatory Framework was last reported to the Assurance Board in
August 2020. The table below highlights key changes since August and indicates whether
the change has been impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic.

3.6

This update includes actions identified from the recent independent review and exit surveys
with previous Board Members both carried out by Linda Ewart. Recommended actions from
both reports have been incorporated into the Governance Effectiveness Plan shown at
Appendix L
Area

From

Covidrelated?

To

Explanation

Complaint
(with nonmaterial
areas for
improvement)

Backlog of circa 200 housing
options interviews still
outstanding acting as a
barrier to households looking
to join our housing register.
Backlog of empty properties
outstanding from the covidpandemic. 56 properties
empty as of end of October,
40 empty for over 17 days.

Yes

Complaint
(with nonmaterial
areas for
improvement)

Need to conclude
discussions on the future of
the Company Secretary role

No

No

Compliance with the charter
Access to
housing and
support

Compliant

Regulatory standards
Regulatory
standard 1:
leadership
and direction

Compliant

Regulatory and legal requirements
Data
protection
and publish
information

Compliant
Compliant
(with nonmaterial
areas for
improvement)

Association’s website
updated on Board papers
and minutes

Health and
safety

Working
towards
compliance

Completion of work to
produce compliant common
area asbestos register.

Compliant
(with nonmaterial
areas for
improvement)

2

Reduction of outstanding
gas services from 32 to 1.

Yes (one
outstanding
gas service
is covid
related)

3.7

The key issue of material non-compliance in relation to the common area asbestos register
has been addressed. The register’s compliance will be externally verified in the specialist
health and safety audit during February 2021. There is still one gas service appointment
which is outstanding but this number is so low that it is not material when benchmarked with
peers.

3.8

It was anticipated that the Assurance approach in November would revert back to the usual
format and that the Board would approve its annual Assurance statement at the August
meeting. However, the extension of the covid-19 restrictions have meant that an in-person
Board is not possible and therefore the November Assurance papers will remain in the
same format as June and August.

3.9

The Regulator has produced updated guidance on annual Assurance Statements in the
context of the covid-19 pandemic. Associations who do have material non-compliance are
asked to distinguish non-compliance with is covid related. The Association is not identifying
any material on-compliance and therefore this guidance does not apply to Maryhill.

3.10

A tracked version of the proposed 2020 Assurance Statement is shown at Appendix C. This
shows what has changed from the 2019 Assurance Statement. Key changes summarised
below:
1. The asbestos register has been removed as an area of material noncompliance
2. Under the section ‘improvement’ the following have been identified as key
areas of focus:
a.
Kept from 2019:
i.
Improving standards of customer satisfaction;
ii.
Mitigating the impact of welfare reform and ensuring high levels
of rent collection;
b.

Kept general area from 2019 but amended detail:
i.
Delivering work to help reduce tenants’ heating bills and
improve safety. Last year’s bullet included meeting Scottish
Housing Quality Standard (SHQS) and Energy Efficiency in Scottish
Social Housing (EESSH) but we are so close to SHQS and already
ahead of our target on EESSH that it is not proposed to reference
these in 2020. The focus has also changed from ‘improving energy
efficiency’ to ‘reducing tenants’ heating bills’ to make it more plain
English and customer friendly.
ii.
Developing our Board and succession planning for the role of
Chair of our Board. Last year this bullet just said ‘succession
planning for the Board’. We now have a new board and therefore the
focus is developing it and finding a new chair
iii.
Continuing to improve and externally validating our approach to
health and safety. Last year this said ‘keeping tenants safe through
robust management of health and safety’. This year it is proposed to
identify this as an area of focus but also highlight the progress made.
3

c. Added completely new:
i. Making is easier for our customers to access our services
online. This will be a key area of focus with the investment we are
making in booking repairs through MyHome (our customer portal),
rolling out smart heating and ensuring that our services remain
accessible to as many customers as possible as the pandemic
stretches on.
ii. Supporting our communities affected by the covid-pandemic,
particularly by efficiently letting empty homes and reducing
homelessness in Glasgow. This aims to reflect covid, but also
recognises that letting empty properties is a key area of focus, and
also showed our commitment to helping with homelessness.
3.11

Board members are asked to read this cover paper, the Assurance Dashboard (Appendix A)
and the Assurance Statement (Appendix C) as required reading. The other appendices are
provided as detailed reading if Board Members are particularly interested or want to delve
into the detail in a particular area. The other appendices are not required reading.

3.12

Appendices:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.

Assurance Dashboard
2020 Assurance statement (clean)
2020 Assurance Statement (tracked)
Full Assurance Framework
Performance
Investment Programme
Complaints and customer feedback
Risk Management
Financial Management
Development Programme
Health and Safety
Governance Effectiveness Plan
Delivery Plan
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE REPORT
FINANCIAL RESOURCE
AND VALUE FOR MONEY:

There are no implications

This report explains how the November 2020 Assurance
Board meeting will work and summarises the changes
LEGAL/REGULATORY/RUL since the August 2020 Assurance Board. It introduces
ES/NOTIFIABLE EVENTS: and explains the proposed 2020 Assurance Statement,
submission of which by the end of November 2020 is a
key Regulatory requirement.
CORPORATE
PLAN/STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVES:

Production of an Assurance Statement by November
2020 is a requirement highlighted in the 2020/21
Governance timetable.

CUSTOMER/TENANT
PARTICIPATION:

There are no implications

COMMUNICATIONS:

The Assurance Statement will be available on the
Association’s Website and key elements will be included
in our Annual Report video.

HEALTH AND SAFETY:

There are no implications

ENVIRONMENTAL:

There are no implications

EQUALITY IMPACT
ASSESSMENT:

There are no implications

RISK ANALYSIS:

In order to comply with the regulatory Framework the
Association is required to produce an evidence based
annual Assurance Statement setting out compliance
against the Regulatory Framework. Associations are
expected to keep a record of the evidence used to
produce the Assurance Statement. These Assurance
papers will form a key part of this evidence. The
Assurance Statement will form part of the overall
Regulatory view of the Association. Failure to comply with
these requirements could result in Regulatory
intervention.
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Key

Assurance Framework Dashboard

Compliant

November 2020

Complaint (with non-material areas for improvement)

November 2020: Updates highlighted in yellow
Scottish Social Housing Charter
The Customer/Landlord Relationship (Equalities,
Communication and Participation)






Equality and diversity strategy in place and action
delivered
Customer satisfaction with being kept informed and
opportunities to participate reduced and lower than peers
Improving performance on responding to complaints within
timeframes
New Customer Charter to be developed and to be rolled
out by March 2020 December 2020 (covid-dependent)
Complaints training and improved processes on learning
from complaints introduced in January 2020.

Working towards compliance
Not compliant

Housing Quality and Maintenance








Repairs response times low and better than benchmark
Repair satisfaction static but lower than benchmarks
Customer satisfaction with the quality of the home reduced
and lower than benchmark
Not compliant with SHQS and unlikely to be with EESSH
due to large numbers of electrically heated properties
although good progress being made towards compliance
Corporate Plan allocates resources to replacing all electric
storage heaters over a four year period.
Corporate Plan allocates resources to common area and
foyer improvements over four year Investment Plan.

Neighbourhood and Community (Estate management and
Anti-social behaviour)

Access to Housing and Support (Housing options and
Tenancy sustainment)











Performance on resolution of ASB in line with benchmarks
Customer satisfaction with the management of the
neighbourhood reducing and low compared to peers.
ASB strategy delivered October 2019 and processes
being updated.
Customer satisfaction with ASB introduced from
September 2019 but performance declined during
lockdown.
Potential for expansion of in-house services considered in
November 2019 and working group being established.







Allocations Policy reviewed in 2018 in response to 2014
Housing Act
New Development Policy clearly linked to housing need
Over 25% of lets made to homeless households
Lead organisation in Glasgow Housing Register pilot.
Backlog of over 200 households seeking housing options
appointments to join the Association’s waiting list.
Backlog of forty empty properties for over 17 days as a
result of the covid pandemic.

Getting Good Value from Rents and Service Charges







Rents lower than peers.
Strong voids performance and better than benchmarks
Savings targets of £500k over four years to move to CPI linked rent increases by 2025.
Rents restructured from 2016 – 2018.
Customer satisfaction that rents provide value for money reduced.
Rent collection performance declined in 2019/20 and in the first half of 2020/21 and is worse than peers.

Regulatory Standards
Standard 1 – Leadership and direction

Standard 2 – Openness and accountability to customers

6 statements are compliant

4 statements are compliant

1 statement complaint (with non-material areas of
improvement)

1 statements compliant (with non-material areas of
improvement)

Agreed actions (more info page 13)
- Conclude discussions the role of Company Secretary

Agreed actions (more info pages 19 - 23):
- Launch a Maryhill Instagram account
- Capture customer preferences for communication

Standard 3 – Managing resources for affordable rents

Standard 4 – Making decisions and managing risk

5 statements are compliant
2 statements compliant (with non-material areas of
improvement)
Agreed actions (more info pages 24 – 30):
- Consider group structure in next Corporate Plan
- Consider EVH membership

5 statements are compliant
1 statement compliant (with non-material areas of
improvement)
Agreed actions (more info page 33):
- Updating risk map with controls from across the business

Standard 5 – Honesty and integrity

Standard 6 – Skills and knowledge

6 statements are compliant

4 statements are compliant

2 statements compliant (with non-material areas of
improvement)

3 statement working towards compliance, not material

Agreed actions (more info pages 37 - 42):
- Ensuring new values promoted in the Association’s offices
- Deliver Board training on local community groups
- Deliver Board equality and diversity training
Standard 7 – Organisational changes
9 statements are compliant
Agreed actions:
- None

Agreed actions (more info page 43):
- Succession planning for the role of the Chair.
- Complete Board review process for 2020
- Recruit new tenant Board members

Regulatory Requirements & Legislation
Health and Safety

Environmental Protection









New single staff H and S Forum in Place with roles and
responsibilities clarified.
Common area asbestos register now compliant – to be
externally verified during 2020/21
1 gas service expired
Non-material Improvements also needed in water
management and legionella, lone working, electrical
inspections, fire safety,

No current Environmental Strategy in Place due to be
completed by September 2020.

Data Protection and Published Information

Performance Reporting, Tenant Scrutiny, Complaints









Reasonable assurance given in recent GDPR internal
audit.
FOI policies and procedures in place in line with
Information Commissioner and SFHA best practice.
Website publication schedule up to date
‘Strong’ rating in FOI internal audit




Tenants involved in scrutinising performance through the
Service Improvement Panel and feedback sought on new
video Annual Review
Customer Engagement Strategy updated in Feb 2020
Complaints timeframes reviewed and learning improved in
Jan 2020.

Scottish Public Services Ombudsman Complaints

Whistleblowing





Work to improve our complaints handling complete changes to the SDM complaints module, establishment of
a learning from complaints group and additional training
for staff.




Whistleblowing Policy in place and training recently
provided for all staff.
Whistleblowing Policy refreshed in October 2019.
Virtual Board fraud/whistleblowing training to be delivered

Equality and Human Rights

Housing Law







Equalities Impact Assessment training completed and
EQIAs introduced for future policies.
Work required to set up SDM housing management
system to record all protected characteristics. Due to be
complete by March 2020 March 2021.

Allocations Policy, ASB Policy and tenancy agreement
reviewed in light of 2014 Housing Act. Key housing
management policies in place.

Accounting and Taxation

Employment Law







External and internal auditors in place.
VAT review carried out by external auditors in 2019.
Financial controls internal audit scheduled for 2020/21.



HR employment advice from Employers in Voluntary
Housing (EVH) and external legal advisers.
Model policies provided by EVH

Maryhill Housing
Assurance Statement 2020
Compliance
Maryhill Housing has appropriate assurance that we:
- Comply with the regulatory requirements as set out in Chapter 3 of the Regulatory
framework;
- Comply with the standards and outcomes in the Scottish Social Housing Charter for
tenants, people who are homeless and others who use our services;
- Comply with the Scottish Housing Regulator’s Standards of Governance and
Financial Management.
- Comply with all relevant legislative duties
The Association’s Board assesses compliance against these requirements on a quarterly
basis and considers detailed evidence, together with customer feedback, as part of this
assessment. This evidence bank is available on the Association’s website.
Improvement
In order to sustain compliance the Association will be focusing on the following areas
during the coming year:
- Improving standards of customer satisfaction
- Making it easier for our customers to access our services online
- Delivering work to help reduce tenants’ heating bills and improve safety
- Mitigating the impact of welfare reform and ensuring high levels of rent collection;
- Developing our Board and succession planning for the role of Chair of our Board
- Supporting our communities affected by the covid-pandemic, particularly by efficiently
letting empty homes and reducing homelessness in Glasgow
- Continuing to improve and externally validating our approach to health and safety
This Assurance Statement was approved by the Association’s Board on 26th November
2020.

Signed by:

__________________

______________

Roger Popplewell, Chair

Bryony Willett, CEO

Maryhill Housing
Assurance Statement 20192020
Compliance
Maryhill Housing has appropriate assurance that we:
-

Comply with the regulatory requirements as set out in Chapter 3 of the Regulatory
framework;
Comply with the standards and outcomes in the Scottish Social Housing Charter for
tenants, people who are homeless and others who use our services;
Comply with the Scottish Housing Regulator’s Standards of Governance and
Financial Management.
Comply with all relevant legislative duties apart from the Control of Asbestos
Regulations 2012

The Association’s Board assesses compliance against these requirements on a quarterly
basis and considers detailed evidence, together with customer feedback, as part of this
assessment. This evidence bank is available on the Association’s website.
Improvement
The table below sets out how the Association will address the area of non-compliance:
Issue
The Association does not hold a complete
register of asbestos in common areas

Action
Completion of a common area asbestos
register, externally verified, by March 2020.

In order to sustain compliance the Association will be focusing on the following areas
during the coming year:
-

Improving standards of customer satisfaction;

-

Making more of our services available online and supporting more of our customers
to get online

-

Delivering key investment projects to replace inefficienthelp reduce tenants’ heating
systems and ensure our properties meet the Scottish Housing Qualitybills and
Energy Efficiency in Scottish Social Housing Standards;improve safety

-

Mitigating the impact of welfare reform and ensuring high levels of rent collection;

-

SuccessionDeveloping our Board and succession planning for our Board;

-

Keepingthe role of Chair of our tenants safe through robust management of health
and safety in our propertiesBoard

-

Supporting our communities affected by the covid-pandemic, particularly by efficiently
letting empty homes and reducing homelessness in Glasgow

-

Continuing to improve and externally validating our approach to health and safety

This Assurance Statement was approved by the Association’s Board on 31st October
201926th November 2020.
Signed by:
___________________

________________________

Roger Popplewell, Chair

Bryony Willett, Chief Executive

Key

Assurance Framework

Compliant
Complaint (with non-material areas for
improvement)

June 2020

Working towards compliance
Not compliant

Scottish Social Housing Charter

1.

Charter Outcome

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Equalities

Equality and Diversity Strategy in
Place. Detailed self-assessment in
2017 and 2019 and improvement from
‘developing’ E and D approach to
‘achieving’.

Social landlords perform all aspects of their
housing services so that every tenant and
other customer has their individual needs
recognised, is treated fairly and with
respect, and receives fair access to housing
and housing services.
This outcome describes what social
landlords, by complying with equalities
legislation, should achieve for all tenants
and other customers regardless of age,
disability, gender reassignment, marriage
and civil partnership, race, religion or belief,
sex, or sexual orientation. It includes
landlords’ responsibility for finding ways of
understanding the rights and needs of
different customers and delivering services
that recognise and meet these.

Range of improvements delivered
including training for all staff on E and D
responsibilities and cultural awareness
and proactive links made with specific
community advocacy organisations,
such as Maryhill Integration Network.

Assurance – lines
of defence
 2nd – Equality and
Diversity Strategy
 2nd – 2019 - 2022
Corporate Plan.

Agreed actions
Delivery of Equality and Diversity
Action Plan. Aiming to be
‘excelling’ in equality and
diversity over the next three
years. (Equality and Diversity
Action Plan)

New Corporate Value to ‘celebrate
diversity’.
Consideration of changes in customer
demographic as part of Corporate
Planning process.
Not yet collecting full protected
characteristic information to shape
services around customers’ needs.
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2.

Charter Outcome

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Communication

Customer satisfaction with being kept
informed reduced in 2018 and is lower
than peers.

Social landlords manage their businesses
so that tenants and other customers find it
easy to communicate with their landlord and
get the information they need about their
landlord, how and why it makes decisions
and the services it provides.
This outcome covers all aspects of
landlords’ communication with tenants and
other customers. This could include making
use of new technologies such as web-based
tenancy management systems and smartphone applications. It is not just about how
clearly and effectively a landlord gives
information to those who want it. It also
covers making it easy for tenants and other
customers to make complaints and provide
feedback on services, using that information
to improve services and performance, and
letting people know what they have done in
response to complaints and feedback. It
does not require landlords to provide legally
protected, personal or commercial
information.

Theme in customer satisfaction survey
and complaints around not resolving
issues and the first point of contact and
failure to follow up issues/return
contact.
Range of communication channels
used including:
-

Website
Text
Email
Newsletter
Social media channels
Residents’ associations
Customer portal

Complaints information held in leaflet
form and on website.
Learning from complaints forms in
place for staff and learning from
complaints group in place. ‘You Said,
We Did’ section in all newsletters and
now in new report for all Assurance
Board meetings.

Assurance – lines
of defence
 1st – website
 1st – social media
channels
 1st - newsletters
 1st – Complaints
procedures and
forms
 2nd – Complaints
& Other Customer
Feedback
assurance report

Agreed actions
Development of new Customer
Charter setting out expectations
around contact with the
Association by March 2020
December 2020 (Delivery Plan)
Launch of Instagram account by
June 2019 October 2019
December 2019 September 2020
March (Corporate Team Delivery
Plan).

 3rd – Service
Improvement
Panel review of
customer contact
during 2019/20.
 3rd – External
customer
satisfaction
survey
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3.

Charter Outcome

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Assurance – lines
of defence

Participation

Customer satisfaction with participation
in decision making reduced in 2018 and
is lower than peers.

 2nd – Customer
Engagement
Strategy

Customer engagement strategy in
place setting out key priorities.

 1st - Service
Improvement
Panel
Governance
paper to Board

Social landlords manage their businesses
so that tenants and other customers find it
easy to participate in and influence their
landlord’s decisions at a level they feel
comfortable with.
This outcome describes what landlords
should achieve by meeting their statutory
duties on tenant participation. It covers how
social landlords gather and take account of
the views and priorities of their tenants,
other customers, and bodies representing
them such as registered tenant
organisations; how they shape their
services to reflect these views; and how
they help tenants, other customers and
bodies representing them such as
registered tenant organisations to become
more capable of involvement – this could
include supporting them to scrutinise
landlord services.

Moving to more digital forms of
communication which has been more
successful, e.g. over 500 responses to
our rent consultation survey this year.
Seek transactional feedback on repairs,
anti-social behaviour, investment works
and new tenant feedback.
Support nine registered tenants’
organisations.
Support service improvement (scrutiny)
panel to review services in detail and
clearly link this into governance
framework.

Agreed actions

 2nd – Assurance
Board report,
complaints and
customer
feedback
 3rd – External
customer
satisfaction
survey

2019 Annual report produced in video
form and work underway on 2020
video.
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4.

Charter Outcome

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Quality of housing

Customer satisfaction with quality of the
home reduced in 2018 and is lower
than peers.

Social landlords manage their businesses
so that tenants’ homes, as a minimum, meet
the Scottish Housing Quality Standard
(SHQS) when they are allocated; are
always clean, tidy and in a good state of
repair; and also meet the Energy Efficiency
Standard for Social Housing (EESSH) by
December 2020.
This standard describes what landlords
should be achieving in all their properties. It
covers all properties that social landlords
let, unless a particular property does not
have to meet part of the standard.
If, for social or technical reasons, landlords
cannot meet any part of these standards,
they should regularly review the situation
and ensure they make improvements as
soon as possible.

Specific concerns raised around fuel
poverty and the estate environment.
Not SHQS compliant in 2019 and not
projected to be EESSH compliant by
2020 due to high numbers of electrically
heated properties. However, good
progress being made towards EESSH
compliance and now 90% complaint.

Assurance – lines
of defence
 2nd – Corporate
Business Plan
including financial
plans and
projections.

Agreed actions
Delivery of 2020/21 Investment
Programme

 1st – 2019/20
Investment Plans
 2nd – 2018/19
ARC

New Corporate Plan clear focus on
improving energy efficiency and
common areas. Resources in place to
replace all electric storage heaters over
a four year period. Funding secured to
deliver in over 300 properties from
2021/2022.
Resources in place to improve foyers,
communal areas and some back courts
over the next four years.
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5.

Charter Outcome

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Repairs, maintenance & improvements

Customer satisfaction with quality of the
repairs service has improved during
2020/21 but is lower than peers.

Social landlords manage their businesses
so that tenants’ homes are well maintained,
with repairs and improvements carried out
when required, and tenants are given
reasonable choices about when work is
done.
This outcome describes how landlords
should meet their statutory duties on repairs
and provide repairs, maintenance and
improvement services that safeguard the
value of their assets and take account of the
wishes and preferences of their tenants.
This could include setting repair priorities
and timescales; setting repair standards
such as getting repairs done right, on time,
first time; and assessing tenant satisfaction
with the quality of the services they receive.

Repairs Policy consultation carried out
in 2020 and policy will be updated in
March 2021.
Repairs timeframes: performance
exceeds benchmarks for emergency
repairs but not routine. Shorter
timeframes included in contract from
April 2021.

Assurance – lines
of defence

Agreed actions

 3nd – repairs and
investment works
customer
satisfaction
 2nd – strategic
performance
indicators
 1st – repairs and
maintenance
policy

Interim contractor appointed from July
2020 to March 2021 and repairs data
not accurately captured.
Repairs right first time: performance
improved in 2019/20 but is slightly
lower than peers.
High levels of customer satisfaction
with improvement works.
Refocused Property Team during 2019
to introduce patch-based Property
Officers.
New interim repairs contractor procured
for July 2020 start and contractor
appointed for new contract from April
2021 onwards.
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6.

Charter Outcome

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Assurance – lines
of defence

Estate management, anti-social
behaviour, neighbour nuisance &
tenancy disputes

Customer satisfaction with quality of the
neighbourhood reduced during 2018
and is lower than peers.

 1st – Estate
Management
Policy

Social landlords, working in partnership with
other agencies, help to ensure as far as
reasonably possible that tenants and other
customers live in well-maintained
neighbourhoods where they feel safe.

New in-house landscaping service
introduced for approximately 1/3 of the
stock in 2017 with positive results.

 1st – Anti-social
behaviour policy

This outcome covers a range of actions that
social landlords can take on their own and
in partnership with others. It covers action to
enforce tenancy conditions on estate
management and neighbour nuisance, to
resolve neighbour disputes, and to arrange
or provide tenancy support where this is
needed. It also covers the role of landlords
in working with others to tackle anti-social
behaviour.

New landscape maintenance and close
cleaning contracts introduced in 2017
and 2018 following consultation with
tenants.
Landscaping service externally postinspected
Estate Management Policy in place and
updated in 2020 setting out standards
customers can expect.

Agreed actions
Commencement of working
group to consider expansion of
in-house services by January
2020 TBC (covid-dependent)
(Delivery Plan)

 2nd ASB strategy
 2nd – ASB key
performance
indicators
 3rd – External post
inspection of
landscaping
service

Anti-social behaviour policy sets out
standards customers can expect. New
anti-social behaviour strategy approved
October 2019 and processes
developed.
Good performance on resolution of
ASB issues – better than peers in
2019/20.
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7.
8.
9.

Charter Outcome

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Housing options

Currently backlog of housing options
interviews caused by covid-19.
However, normally do provide Housing
Options interviews with aim of reducing
and preventing homelessness.

Social landlords work together to ensure
that people looking for housing get
information that helps them make informed
choices and decisions about the range of
housing options available to them, and that
tenants and people on housing lists can
review their housing options.
Social landlords ensure that people at risk
of losing their homes get advice on
preventing homelessness.

Assurance – lines
of defence
 1st – Allocations
Policy

Agreed actions
Developing plan to bring Housing
Options interviews up to date, by
end November 2020. (Housing
Management Team Delivery
Plan)

Participation in Glasgow Housing
Register project to improve accessibility
of housing.
Bi-annual visits to all tenants introduced
in 2018 which will include high level
housing options discussion.

These outcomes cover landlords’ duties to
provide information to people looking for
housing and advice for those at risk of
becoming homeless. This could include
providing housing ‘health checks’ for
tenants and people on housing lists to help
them review their options to move within the
social housing sector or to another sector.
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10.

Charter Outcome

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Access to social housing

Housing Options Interviews for all new
applicants including advice around
prevention of homelessness.

Social landlords ensure that people looking
for housing find it easy to apply for the
widest choice of social housing available
and get the information they need on how
the landlord allocates homes and on their
prospects of being housed.
This outcome covers what social landlords
can do to make it easy for people to apply
for the widest choice of social housing that
is available and suitable and that meets
their needs. It includes actions that social
landlords can take on their own and in
partnership with others, for example through
Common Housing Registers or mutual
exchange schemes, or through local
information and advice schemes.

New Development Policy approved in
2018 focusing new build on meeting
housing need identified in 2017 housing
needs and demand study.

Assurance – lines
of defence
 1st - Allocations
Policy
 1st – New Build
Policy

Agreed actions
Let all backlog of empty
properties caused by covid-19 by
January 2021 (Housing
Management Team Delivery
Plan)

 3rd – Housing
needs and
demand study

Participation in Glasgow Housing
Register project to improve accessibility
of housing.
Clear Allocations Policy fully reviewed
in 2018 in response to 2014 Housing
Act and to add affordability as a
dimension of housing need.
Currently 56 empty properties, and 40
have been empty for over seventeen
days.
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11.
12.
f

Charter Outcome

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Assurance – lines
of defence

Tenancy sustainment
C
Social landlords ensure that tenants get the
information they need on how to obtain
support to remain in their home; and ensure
suitable support is available, including
services provided directly by the landlord
and by other organisations.

Rent arrears policy focused on
prevention

 1st – rent arrears
policy

Referral pathways in place to a range of
third sector support providers

 3rd – universal
credit internal
audit during
2019/20

This outcome covers how landlords on their
own, or in partnership with others, can help
tenants who may need support to maintain
their tenancy. This includes tenants who
may be at risk of falling into arrears with
their rent, and tenants who may need their
home adapted to cope with age, disability,
or caring responsibilities.

Financial support team mainstream
funded by the Association
Tenancy sustainment slightly lower
than peers

Agreed actions

 1st – adaptations
policy

Resources allocated to deliver
adaptations where required and
improved process introduced in 2019
for adaptations decisions
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13.

Charter Outcome

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Value for money

Void turnaround performance improved
in 2019/20 compared to 2018/19 and is
still significantly better than peers.

Social landlords manage all aspects of their
businesses so that tenants, owners and
other customers receive services that
provide continually improving value for the
rent and other charges they pay.
This standard covers the efficient and
effective management of services. It
includes minimising the time houses are
empty; managing arrears and all resources
effectively; controlling costs; getting value
out of contracts; giving better value for
money by increasing the quality of services
with minimum extra cost to tenants, owners
and other customers; and involving tenants
and other customers in monitoring and
reviewing how landlords give value for
money.

Rent arrears performance declined in
2019/20 and in the early part of
2020/21. It is now improving but
remains worse than our peers.
Competitively procured contracts in
place for all key services.
Savings target of £750k over seven
years exceeded ahead of time and new
target of further £500k set to be
achieved by 2024/25.

Assurance – lines
of defence

Agreed actions

 2nd – Corporate
Business Plan
and long term
financial plans.
 2nd – Strategic
key performance
indicators
 2nd - Annual
Procurement
Strategy
 1st – Procurement
Policy
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14.
15.

Charter Outcome

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Rents
D
and service charges

Rent levels broadly in line with the
national average but 7 – 9% lower than
peer landlords in Glasgow.

Social landlords set rents and service
charges in consultation with their tenants
and other customers so that a balance is
struck between the level of services
provided, the cost of the services, and how
far current and prospective tenants and
service users can afford them. Tenants get
clear information on how rent and other
money is spent, including details of any
individual items of expenditure above
thresholds agreed between landlords and
tenants.
These outcomes reflect a landlord’s legal
duty to consult tenants about rent setting;
the importance of taking account of what
current and prospective tenants and other
customers are likely to be able to afford;
and the importance that many tenants place
on being able to find out how their money is
spent. Each landlord must decide, in
discussion with tenants and other
customers, whether to publish information
about expenditure above a particular level,
and in what form and detail. What matters is
that discussions take place and the
decisions made reflect the views of tenants
and other customers.

Rents projected to increase at CPI +
1% for four years then will reduce to a
flat CPI only increase from 2024/25.
Customer satisfaction that rent provides
value for money reduced in 2018 and is
lower than peers. However rent
restructure delivered over previous
three years to ensure rents fairer and
easier to understand.
Extensive customer consultation on
rent options carried out in 2019 in line
with Regulatory best practice. 61% or
over 500 respondents were in support
of the proposed increase. 240 customer
have responding to this year’s rent
increase survey so far.

Assurance – lines
of defence

Agreed actions

 2nd – Board
papers on 2019
and 2020 rent
consultations
 2nd – Corporate
Business Plan
and long term
financial plans
 3rd – externally
delivered
customer
satisfaction
survey
 1st- rent structure

Consultation with customers around
changes to rent for internet and more
efficient heating systems completed in
August 2019 with responses from over
50% of customers and in May 2020
with responses received from over 20%
of customers.
Publication schedule in place publishing
transparent financial information.
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Regulatory Standards
Standard 1
The governing body leads and directs the RSL to achieve good outcomes for its tenants and other service users.

1.1

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The governing body sets
the RSL’s strategic
direction. It agrees and
oversees the organisation’s
business plan to achieve its
purpose and intended
outcomes for its tenants
and other service users.

There are 2/3 Board Away Days per year that
enable strategic discussions, including a financial
business planning workshop in the spring. These
days cover a range of ‘where are we now’
information including customer feedback, risk
review, KPI performance, and budget performance.
This also covers consideration of external factors
through SWOT and PESTLE analyses.
The financial business planning workshop in the
spring gives Board opportunity to consider medium
term and long term financial scenarios.
The draft Corporate Business Plan is then
produced, then the final Business Plan presented
to Board for approval.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st – away day
agendas, slides and
notes
 2nd - Standing Orders
and Scheme of
Delegation approved
by Board
 2nd - Corporate
Business Plan and
appendices including
risk assessment,
annual delivery plan,
and annual KPIs
approved by Board

Draft priorities are shared with RTOs for comment.
The three year Corporate Plan is translated into an
annual Delivery Plan, KPIs, and budgets. All of
these are reported quarterly to Assurance Boards.
2020 internal audit in business planning returned
strong result
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1.2

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The RSL’s governance
policies and arrangements
set out the respective roles,
responsibilities and
accountabilities of
governing body members
and senior officers, and the
governing body exercises
overall responsibility and
control of the strategic
leadership of the RSL.

This is set out in broad terms in the Standing
Orders and Scheme of Delegation.

Assurance – lines of
defence

 1st - role descriptions
for senior officers,
Board Members and
Up to date job descriptions for the Chief Exec,
officer bearers
Directors and Performance & Governance Manager
 1st – papers from
are in place. Role descriptions are also in place for
Board Away Day
Board Members, the Chair and Vice Chair. These
 2nd - Scheme of
are shared during induction so expectations are
Delegation and
clear. Exec JDs are reviewed annually as part of
Standing Orders
appraisals. Non-exec JDs are reviewed every three
approved by Board
years as per the Policy Schedule.
 2nd - investigations
following breaches in
Board reviews are carried out annually and a new
Code of Conduct
Governance Effectiveness Plan approved annually,
presented to Board for
with progress reported quarterly Assurance Boards.
decision
Board Away Days in May 2019 and December
2020 focus on Code of Conduct and the role of the
Board.

Agreed actions
Conclusion of discussion around
role of Company Secretary,
timeframes contingent of absent
staff member returning, (Board
action tracker)

Consideration of appropriateness of reports and
information to Board is completed annually as part
of Board review process. Exec team participates in
the Board review process.
Board and Committee structure fully reviewed in
2018/19 and a new streamlined structure
introduced included quarterly Assurance Boards to
ensure the right information is considered in the
right place.
External programme of Board development support
being delivered in 2020/2021.
Board giving consideration of Company Secretary
role but not concluded.
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1.3

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The governing body
ensures the RSL complies
with its constitution and its
legal obligations. Its
constitution adheres to
these Standards and the
constitutional requirements
set out below.

Our Rules are based on the SFHA model rules and
were updated during 20120 Any deviations from
the rules comply with the constitutional standards.
This was confirmed with external legal advice.
These include provision for emergency decisions
outside of meetings via email – this is then minuted
at the next meeting.
There is a section in all Board reports to consider
legal/regulatory issues, including reference to the
Rules and notifiable events.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st – Board report
templates
 1st – Governance
Excellence Plan and
Board Learning &
Development Plan
 2nd – Scheme of
Delegation approved
by Board
 3rd – Rules approved
by Regulator and FCA

External legal advice is taken as appropriate, e.g.
around bringing the dormant subsidiary back into
use.
The Standing Orders were fully reviewed and rewritten in 2018/19 to reflect organisational changes
and the new governance structure. Further updates
were made in 2020.
A clear Scheme of Delegation is in place and
includes reference to notifiable events and
notification to other key bodies such as funders.
A Board training and development plan is produced
and monitored annually.
Organisational details are kept up to date on the
Landlord Portal. This is managed by the
Performance and Governance Manager.
Regulatory updates are a standing agenda item at
monthly senior management team meetings.
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1.4

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

All governing body
members accept collective
responsibility for their
decisions.

Collective responsibility is highlighted in Board
Member induction.
Board minutes reflect the discussions that take
place and are available on the website.
Disagreements at Board are settled by votes and
this is recorded in the minutes.
https://www.maryhill.org.uk/about-us/boardmeetings-and-minutes/
The annual Governance Effectiveness process
includes a self-assessment on collective decision
making.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st - Board minutes
including those on the
Maryhill Housing
website
 1st - Board Member
induction programme
 1st – papers from
Board Away Day
 2nd – Board Member
Code of Conduct
signed annually by all
Board Members

Board Away Days in May 2019 and December
2020 focused on Code of Conduct and the role of
the Board.
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1.5

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

All governing body
members and senior
officers understand their
respective roles, and
working relationships are
constructive, professional
and effective.

Meetings are chaired effectively to ensure purpose
of reports and decisions required from Board
members are clear. Board, senior officer and officer
bearer role descriptions are in place.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st - role descriptions
for senior officers,
Board Members and
officer bearers
 1st - Board member
Effective Board member induction programme that
induction programme
has been checked against the GWSF guidance and
 2nd - Board member
other best practice is in place. This includes the
review process
Code of Conduct and worked examples of the role
 3rd – External Board
of the Board, and involves a meeting with the
member review every
Chair. A 6 month review is carried out to ensure
three years
the effectiveness of the induction process.
The annual Board review process explicitly asks a
question around constructive relationships between
Board members and senior staff.
During 2019 both Board and senior staff had
training/away days which focused on constructive
relationships between Board members and senior
staff. Actions came out of this which were
incorporated into the Board Effectiveness Plans for
2019/20 and 2020/21.
A process is in place to appraise the Senior
Officer’s performance. The outcome of this is
reported to the Board. This will be externally
supported during 2020/21.
An external Board development consultant has
been appointed for 2020/21 who will observe
meetings and provide reflections, including on the
role of staff and Board members.
Private Board review discussion is held after each
Board meeting.
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1.6

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Each governing body
member always acts in the
best interests of the RSL
and its tenants and service
users, and does not place
any personal or other
interest ahead of their
primary duty to the RSL.

An effective Board Member induction programme is
in place that includes the Code of Conduct and
Declarations of Interest. All Board Members also
sign these documents every year following the
AGM.
All Board reports include links to the Strategic or
annual plans.
A Register of interest is held and checked before
every Board meeting by the Performance and
Governance Manager and reported to the Audit
and Risk Committee quarterly.
Board Members are elected onto the Board at
annual AGMs. Candidates are invited to describe
why they want to join the Governing Board and this
background information is included in the
documentation.
Board Away Days in May 2019 and December
2020 focused on Code of Conduct, different types
of interest and the role of the Board.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st – Board Member
files with signed
documents
 1st – Board
recruitment process
 1st - Board member
induction programme
 1st – papers from
Board Away Day
 2nd – Board Member
Code of Conduct and
Declarations of
Interest signed
annually by all Board
Members
 2nd - Board member
review process
 3rd – External Board
member review every
three years
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1.7

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The RSL maintains its
independence by
conducting its affairs
without control, undue
reference to or influence by
any other body (unless it is
constituted as the
subsidiary of another body).

Responsibilities to declare interests set out in staff
and Board Member Code of Conduct.
There is an opportunity to declare interests at the
start of every Board and Committee meeting, this is
also checked by the Performance and Governance
Manager and included in the note to chair. Conflicts
are managed appropriately.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st – Governance
Effectiveness Plan
 1st – Board Member
files with signed
documents
 1st - Board member
induction programme
 1st – Employee Code
of Conduct
 2nd – Board Member
Code of Conduct and
Declarations of
Interest signed
annually by all Board
Members
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Standard 2
The RSL is open about and accountable for what it does. It understands and takes account of the needs and priorities of its tenants, service users
and stakeholders. And its primary focus is the sustainable achievement of these priorities.

2.1

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The RSL gives tenants,
service users and other
stakeholders information
that meets their needs
about the RSL, its services,
its performance and its
future plans.

Information for customers and other stakeholders is
published on our accessible website, on social
media, in our newsletters (3 per year), and in our
Annual Review. We also have a new online portal
for customers – My Home. We currently have
approximately 490 users.
Information is also given to new tenants when they
move into their property, explaining about our
services and what they can expect.
Recent improvements have been made to the
information we publish about our Investment
Programme, following a review by our scrutiny
panel.

Assurance – lines of
defence
 1st – Maryhill Housing
website and social
media
 1st – My Home portal
 1st – newsletters
 1st – Annual Review
 1st – Tenant
Handbook
 2nd – Customer
Engagement Strategy
approved by Board
 2nd – Communication
Strategy approved by
Board

Agreed actions
Review our use of social media
and launch Maryhill’s first
Instagram account, by June
October 2019 December 2019
September 2020 March 2021
(Corporate Team Delivery Plan).
Review how we capture and
record customers’ preferred
communication method /
communication needs, by March
2021 March 2020 TBC
(Corporate Team Delivery Plan).

We have a Customer Engagement Strategy and
Communication Strategy that set out how we will
engage and communicate with all stakeholders.
We have a toolkit for staff about how to
communicate with customers who cannot speak or
read English. Interpretation and translation is
provided.
Website reviewed to ensure FOI compliance and a
range of information published in line with
Information Commissioner/Scottish Federation of
Housing Associations guidance
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2.2

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Assurance – lines of
defence

The governing body
recognises it is accountable
to its tenants, and has a
wider public accountability
to the taxpayer as a
recipient of public funds,
and actively manages its
accountabilities.

Our website and social media profiles are used for
wider public accountability, as we have an
important role in our local community that goes
beyond our standard housing and factoring
services. The website includes electronic copies of
our newsletters, Annual Review and annual
statutory accounts.

 1st – Maryhill Housing
website and social
media
 1st – newsletters
 1st – Annual Review
 1st – consultation and
other events

Agreed actions

Our newsletter includes ‘you said, we did’ reporting
on our complaints and other feedback.
A working group of customers help to develop our
Annual Report on the Charter.
We hold consultation events for our new
developments in the area and these are open to
the public.
We regularly hold events in the local community,
such as our Christmas and Halloween events, and
these are promoted to the wider public through
posters in local shops and schools (these will
resume when covis restrictions are lifted).
We produced a publication framework as part of
our Freedom of Information implementation. This
includes publication of Board papers.
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2.3

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The governing body is open
and transparent about what
it does, publishes
information about its
activities and, wherever
possible, agrees to requests
for information about the
work of the governing body
and the RSL.

We publish a range of information on our website,
including the minutes from our Board meetings.
https://www.maryhill.org.uk/about-us/boardmeetings-and-minutes/
When additional information is requested from
customers or other stakeholders we always try to
be as open as possible and provide this for them.
Guide to Information in place and Publication
Scheme produced in line with best practice from
SFHA.
Processes introduced and team training completed
on Freedom of Information.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st – Maryhill Housing
website
 1st – record of Subject
Access Requests
 1st – Freedom of
Information
Implementation Plan
 2nd – GDPR Policy
approved by Board,
with a range of
supporting procedures
 3rd – 2019/20 FOI
preparedness audit
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2.4

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The RSL seeks out the
needs, priorities, views and
aspirations of tenants,
service users and
stakeholders. The
governing body takes
account of this information
in its strategies, plans and
decisions.

We carry out a full customer survey at least once
every 3 years. This includes the statutory Charter
questions as well as a range of other questions
specific to our services and objectives.
In support of the full survey, we also carry out
smaller service-based surveys. These cover areas
such as repairs, anti-social behaviour investment &
maintenance, and new tenancies. The results of
these surveys are presented back to the Board
quarterly and reviewed in more detail during an
away day. Improvement actions are agreed to
address any areas of dissatisfaction.
We received over 500 responses to our 2019 rent
consultation with over 60% of respondents in
favour of rent increase proposals.240 responses
have been received so far in 2020.

Assurance – lines of
defence
 1st – online, text and
paper surveys,
including annual Rent
Consultation
 1st – survey results
and action plans
 1st – Service
Improvement Panel
minutes and reports
 2nd – Board Away Day
slides and notes,
reviewing customer
satisfaction results
and agreeing priorities
 2nd – Customer
Engagement Strategy
approved by Board

Agreed actions
Delivery of area profile training
for Board members by the end
of March 2021 (Governance
effectiveness plan).

We have a scrutiny group, the Service
Improvement Panel, and work with 8 RTOs. Board
Members attend consultation events with these
groups, such as around the new Customer Charter.
We have a Customer Engagement Strategy which
sets out how customer influence decisions. We
introduced a new approach to involving customers
in 2019 which included digital feedback. The
organisation’s Stakeholder Map is contained within
the Communications Strategy and stakeholders are
actively engaged with.
The Board have identified getting a better sense of
our communities as a learning goal for 2020/21.
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2.5

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Assurance – lines of
defence

The RSL is open, cooperative, and engages
effectively with all its
regulators and funders,
notifying them of anything
that may affect its ability to
fulfil its obligations. It
informs the Scottish
Housing Regulator about
any significant events such
as a major issue, event or
change as set out and
required in notifiable events
guidance.

We have a positive relationship with our Regulation
Plan Manager at the Scottish Housing Regulator,
and often discuss issues or keep them informed.
We also have a robust notifiable events process, to
ensure that we notify the Regulator formally of any
incidents that meet the set criteria. The Scheme of
delegation sets out who is responsible for reporting
notifiable events and a register is held.

 1st - Notifiable Events
process and records
 1st – Governance
Calendar
 2nd – CEO Reports to
Board
 3rd - Internal and
External Audit Reports

Agreed actions

We also have a good working relationship with the
SPSO and ICO, and staff are clear when to raise
relevant issues with Corporate Support.
Any notifiable events are reported to Board in the
CEO Report at each meeting, or beforehand via
email if required.
Covenant compliance is reported to quarterly
Assurance Boards and the relationship with key
partners is actively managed at a senior level, e.g.
six monthly liaison meetings with funders.
A governance calendar is in place and used to
develop Board and Committee agendas.
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Standard 3
The RSL manages its resources to ensure its financial well-being, while maintaining rents at a level that tenants can afford to pay.

3.1

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The RSL has effective
financial and treasury
management controls and
procedures, to achieve the
right balance between costs
and outcomes, and control
costs effectively. The RSL
ensures security of assets,
the proper use of public and
private funds, and access to
sufficient liquidity at all
times.

Board approve budget, medium term financial
plans and long term financial plans annually as part
of Business Planning cycle. Board have the
opportunity to comment on draft before budget is
finalised.
Corporate Business planning process includes
feedback from customers and prioritisation of
resources in response to this – e.g. in 2018
feedback in customer satisfaction survey around
cost of heating – resources allocated to replacing
electric heating systems.
Rents approved annually by the Board and in 2018
options given to tenants. Robust rent setting
process in line with Regulator’s thematic enquiry.
Rent affordability tested in a variety of ways. Rent
affordability included as a key section in the
Corporate Plan.
Costs are benchmarked through HouseMark and
anomalies have been investigated and addressed –
e.g. high reactive repairs spend.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st - Corporate
Business Plan
 2nd - Board away day
presentations and
notes
 2nd - Value for money
strategy
 1st - Treasury
management policy
 1st - Annual report
 1st - Scheme of
delegation
 3rd - Internal audit plan
and reports
 3rd - External audit
reports
 3rd - HouseMark cost
benchmarking report
 3rd - External audit
management letter

Performance against budget is monitored monthly
by senior management team and reported in detail
to the Audit and Risk Committee quarterly and at
new Assurance Boards.
Treasury management policy is in place and
reviewed annually by an external advisor that
reports directly to the Board.
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Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

Treasury Management Strategy in June 2020.
Covenant compliance is assessed and projected
quarterly.
Corporate business planning clearly assesses
covenant compliance.
Key business plan long term financial assumptions
were tested externally during 2018 and
amendments made – e.g. bad debt provision
increased.
Value for money strategy in place and reviewed
annually as part of business planning process.
Current programme of savings - £500k over four
years.
Annual report includes information on where money
is spent and rent affordability.
3 year internal audit plan prepared annually with
input from Audit committee and senior staff.
Regulator’s key business planning risks considered
in internal audit plan. Progress against audit
actions reported quarterly to Audit and Risk
Committee.
Scheme of delegation was reviewed in 2018/19
and 2020 and new authorisation levels introduced
to support efficient financial management.
All Board reports include a section on financial
implications and value for money.
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3.2

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The governing body fully
understands the
implications of the treasury
management strategy it
adopts, ensures this is in
the best interests of the
RSL and that it understands
the associated risks.

Treasury management policy previously approved
every three years by Audit and Risk committee –
from 2019 approved by Board. The Policy takes
account of the CIPFA code on Treasury
Management.
Effectiveness of Treasury Management tested
annually by external advisors reporting to
Board/Committee.
Specialist Treasury Management advice externally
procured as required, e.g. 2018 Treasury
Management Review. This included training on
Treasury Management to the Board.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st - Reports and
training materials
around 2018 Treasury
Management Review.
 2nd - Corporate Risk
Register
 1st - Finance and
Treasury
Management training
provided to the Board
during 2018.

Treasury Management decisions included in
Scheme of Delegation.
Treasury Management included in the
Association’s strategic risk register.
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3.3

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The RSL has a robust
business planning and
control framework and
effective systems to monitor
and accurately report
delivery of its plans. Risks
to the delivery of financial
plans are identified and
managed effectively. The
RSL considers sufficiently
the financial implications of
risks to the delivery of
plans.

Whole Association approach to business planning
commenced in the autumn and concluded in the
Spring with draft and final plans to Board. Business
Planning processes developed from SHR
guidance.

Assurance – lines of
defence

 2nd - Corporate
Business Plan
 1st - Annual delivery
Plan
 2nd - Annual KPIs and
Policy and
Risk review completed and included in the
Performance
Corporate Plan as an appendix. Key risks reported
Committee report
to the Audit and Risk Committee and Assurance
including
Board quarterly.
benchmarking
nd - Progress reports

2
Key risks tested through financial scenarios and
to Assurance Board
discussed as Board business planning workshop.
nd - Risk Board and

2
Scenario testing includes treasury risks, e.g. LIBOR
Committee reports
increases.
 2nd - Budget Board
High level strategic objectives translated into
and Committee
annual delivery plan (action plan), KPI targets,
reports.
policy schedule. Key performance targets
developed through Board working group. All of
these key documents separately approved by the
Board. KPIs set following benchmarking exercise
with comparable landlords.

Agreed actions
Consideration of group
structures in next corporate
Planning cycle – 2021 (Board
and Committee Schedule –
future years projects)

Performance against budget reported to Senior
Team monthly, and Audit and Risk Committee and
Board quarterly.
Progress against these along with any corrective
action reported to new assurance Board quarterly.
All reports for new Assurance Board have been
reviewed for 2019 to ensure clear and simple to
support the Board to challenge as appropriate.
Development of 2020 Corporate Plan did not
include consideration of group structures/mergers.
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3.4

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The governing body
ensures financial forecasts
are based on appropriate
and reasonable
assumptions and
information, including
information about what
tenants can afford to pay
and feedback from
consultation with tenants on
rent increases.

Affordability assessed as part of annual rent setting
process. Affordability assessed in line with
Regulator’s Thematic Review and using SFHA /
HouseMark tool.
Board decision on final rent increase considers
feedback from tenants.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 3rd - Report by
Treasury advisers on
business plan
assumptions.
 2nd - Rent increase
Board reports – pre
and post consultation.

Key financial assumptions, e.g. long term interest
rates, itemised as part of annual Corporate
Business Plan and compared with previous years.
Explanation of provenance of assumptions
included, e.g. bank of England projections.
Key financial business planning assumptions tested
by external Treasury Advisers during 2018.
Five year financial projections are submitted to
SHR in accordance with statutory guidance.
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3.5

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The RSL monitors, reports
on and complies with any
covenants it has agreed
with funders. The governing
body assesses the risks of
these not being complied
with and takes appropriate
action to mitigate and
manage them.

Covenant compliance both actual and projected
included in quarterly management accounts report
to Board and Audit and Risk Committee quarterly.
Detailed Treasury Review Process undertaken in
2018 which considered covenants and considered
in detail by Audit and Risk Committee prior to
approval by Board.
Board member financial training delivered internally
by Director of Resources and externally by
Treasury Advisers included information on
covenant compliance.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st - Financial and
Treasury
Management Board
training materials
 2nd - Quarterly
management
accounts
 2nd - Annual Corporate
Business Plan and
financial appendices.

Covenant compliance of long term and medium
term financial plans set out in Corporate Business
Plan.
Testing of financial scenarios including assessment
against covenants and the impact on financial
viability assessed.
Risks and mitigation actions reported to Assurance
Board quarterly.
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3.6

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The governing body
ensures that employee
salaries, benefits and its
pension offerings are at a
level that is sufficient to
ensure the appropriate
quality of staff to run the
organisation successfully,
but which is affordable and
not more than is necessary
for this purpose.

Full EVH members so salaries and other elements
of Ts and Cs set centrally.
Pensions reviewed during 2017 and 2019 and
changes introduced in April 2018 and April 2020 –
external pension advice procured and reported
directly to the Board. Majority of staff moved to
defined contribution pension scheme.

Assurance – lines of
defence
 1st - Staff terms and
conditions
 2nd - Reports to the
Board during pension
review
 2nd - Reports to the
Board during SMT
restructure

Agreed actions
Consideration of EVH
membership in November 2020
2021/22 Board Away Day
(Board and Committee
Schedule – future years
projects)

Non-EVH changes to terms and conditions require
Board approval in scheme of delegation.
EVH Membership considered as part of November
Board Away and May 2020 and was due to come
back to November 2020 away day – now moved to
2021/22 due to absence of HR Manager.
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3.7

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The governing body
ensures the RSL provides
accurate and timely
statutory and regulatory
financial returns to the
Scottish Housing Regulator.
The governing body
assures itself that it has
evidence the data is
accurate before signing it
off.

Audited accounts, audit management letter and
Board response to the auditor all approved by the
Board following detailed consideration by the Audit
and Risk Committee.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st - Governance
Calendar

External audit function regularly re-tendered to
ensure current Best Practice is applied.
Governance calendar in place from April 2019
setting out all returns, leads and sign off required.
This is reviewed monthly by Senior Management
Team.
From 2019 returns requiring Board approval, e.g.
the ARC is considered by the Board ahead of
submission and in 2020 a working group was set
up to consider this in detail.
Corrections to returns are made as required, e.g. in
2018 and 2019 corrections made to ARC and five
year financial returns. Board made aware of this.
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Standard 4
The governing body bases its decisions on good quality information and advice and identifies and mitigates risks to the organisation’s purpose.

4.1

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The governing body
ensures it receives good
quality information and
advice from staff and,
where necessary, expert
independent advisers, that
is timely and appropriate to
its strategic role and
decisions. The governing
body is able to evidence
any of its decisions.

We have an agreed reporting format for Board and
Committees, that helps summarise each report and
make clear what we are asking Board Members to
consider. We record all decisions in our agreed
minute format, and publish Board decisions on our
website. Board papers are issued a week in
advance. Board papers are structured to consider
key issues first. Format of Board papers is
considered as part of Board review process and
changes have been made in 2018, 2019 and 2020.
https://www.maryhill.org.uk/about-us/boardmeetings-and-minutes/
We reviewed and streamlined our Committee
structure in 2019, as well as reviewing our Scheme
of Delegation to agree what must be considered at
each governance level.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st – Maryhill Housing
website
 1st – Board training
budget and Learning
& Development Plan
 1st – Board agendas,
papers and minutes
 2nd – Standing Orders,
Scheme of Delegation
and Committee remit
approved by Board
 3rd – presentations
and reports from
external advisors

We make good use of external professionals and
advisors, particularly in relation to areas identified
as requiring additional assurance and / or more
complex areas, e.g. pensions, treasury. Specialist
advisors provide advice directly to the Board by
attending meetings. In addition, Board Members
and senior officers are encouraged to attend
networking and learning events throughout the
year.
The Board had three away days during 2019/20
focused on: governance; strategic planning and
detailed financial business planning and KPI
setting.
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4.2

Assurance – lines of
defence

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The governing body
challenges and holds the
senior officer to account for
their performance in
achieving the RSL’s
purpose and objectives.

There are good discussions at Board and
 1st – Board agendas,
Committee meetings, with questions being asked of
papers and minutes
 1st – Board appraisal
senior officers relating to their papers and the
process and records
decisions Board Members are being asked to
 2nd – Standing Orders,
make. A session on scrutiny and challenge was
Scheme of Delegation
provided at the May 2019 Board Away Day this
year.
and Committee remit
approved by Board
The relationship between Board and senior officers
 2nd – CEO appraisal
is reviewed annually as part of the Board Appraisal
process
process.

Agreed actions

The CEO’s performance is appraised annually
using an agreed process by a sub-committee of
Board members. The outcome is reported to the
Board. In 2020/21 this process will be externally
supported.
Performance across the business (KPIs,
development, investment delivery, finance, risk) is
reported to quarterly Assurance Boards.
A new Scheme of Delegation was approved in
2019 and ensures appropriate delegation for
efficient running of the business.
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4.3

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The governing body
identifies risks that might
prevent it from achieving
the RSL’s purpose and has
effective strategies and
systems for risk
management and
mitigation, internal control
and audit.

We have a detailed risk register and map including
lead senior officers that is updated at least
quarterly and reported to management, to Audit &
Risk Committee, and to Board. The risk approach
has been reviewed and improved during 2019 and
considers SHR guidance on risk as part of risk
identification.
We have a Risk Strategy that forms part of our
Corporate Plan and is reviewed annually with
approval from Board.

Assurance – lines of
defence
 2nd – Risk Strategy
and Risk Register
approved by Board
 2nd - Risk reports to
Audit & Risk
Committee and to
Board
 3rd - Internal and
External Audit reports
and plans

Agreed actions
Risk review exercise completed
by all teams but needs to be
incorporated into new risk map
by March 2021 (Resources
Team Delivery Plan)
Risk control responsibilities will
then be monitored through
managers monthly 1 to1 from
April 2021. (Resources Team
Delivery Plan)

Risk implications are included on our Board paper
template, so all decisions are made with the
relevant risk areas being considered.
Our internal and external auditors regularly check
our Risk Register to inform their audit proposals.
Three yearly internal audit plans are approved
annually by the Board following discussion with
senior management team and Audit and Risk
Committee.
Risks are considered in detail quarterly by senior
management team and highlighted to all managers.
Our scheme of delegation and Board reports
include identification of notifiable events and
responsibilities for submitting.
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4.4

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Where the RSL is the
parent within a group
structure it fulfils its
responsibilities as required
in our group structures
guidance to:

We currently have a dormant subsidiary- Maryhill
Communities Ltd - that we intend to use in the near
future. This has been delayed by covid delaying the
development of mid-market rent housing. Currently
there is an annual meeting of the subsidiary’s
board to agree that it will remain dormant and to
sign off the necessary regulatory returns.

a) control the activities of,
and manage risks arising
from, its subsidiaries;
b) ensure appropriate use
of funds within the group;

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st - Maryhill
Communities Ltd
minutes
 1st - Companies
House returns and
online profile

Governance framework for the subsidiary in
preparation for activation approved by the
Association’s Board in September 2019.

c) manage and mitigate risk
to the core business; and
d) uphold strong standards
of governance and protect
the reputation of the group
for investment and other
purposes.
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4.5

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The RSL has an internal
audit function. The
governing body ensures the
effective oversight of the
internal audit programme by
an audit committee or
otherwise. It has
arrangements in place to
monitor and review the
quality and effectiveness of
internal audit activity, to
ensure that it meets its
assurance needs in relation
to regulatory requirements
and the Standards of
Governance and Financial
Management. Where the
RSL does not have an audit
committee, it has alternative
arrangements in place to
ensure that the functions
normally provided by a
committee are discharged.

We have had an internal auditor for many years.
Our three year internal audit plan is signed off by
the Board following working groups with Senior
Management Team and the Audit and Risk
committee. This includes consideration of key risk
areas and risk and business planning guidance
from the Scottish Housing Regulator.
The audit plan and all audit reports are presented
to our Audit & Risk Committee, which meets
quarterly and has a remit strongly focused around
audit, risk, assurance and financial management.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st - Audit & Risk
agendas, papers and
minutes
 2nd - Internal Audit
Plan approved by
Board
 3rd - Internal Audit
Reports
 3rd - External Audit
Reports

Internal audits returning limited assurance are
reported to the full Board.
Our internal auditor was re-procured in 2019
following a competitive process using SFHA
guidance.
In 2020/21 also experimenting with alternative third
lines of defence, e.g. jointly procured specialist
audits and peer reviews. Progress in delivering
these now reported to Audit and Risk Committee
quarterly.
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4.6

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The governing body has
formal and transparent
arrangements for
maintaining an appropriate
relationship with the RSL’s
external auditor and its
internal auditor.

Our internal and external auditors are formally
procured in line with our Procurement Policy. Once
assigned the contract they provide an audit
programme or plan to formalise what they will
review and report on while working for us. This
plan is approved by Audit & Risk Committee and by
Board.
The External Audit Report is considered and
approved at the annual AGM, alongside the
statutory accounts. A representative from the firm
presents the Report to all Members in attendance.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st - AGM papers and
minutes
 1st - Board papers and
minutes
 1st - Internal &
External Audit
contracts
 1st - Audit & Risk
papers and minutes
 2nd - Internal &
External Audit Plans
approved by Board
 3rd - Letter confirming
independence of
external auditor
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Standard 5
The RSL conducts its affairs with honesty and integrity.

5.1

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The RSL conducts its affairs
with honesty and integrity
and, through the actions of
the governing body and
staff, upholds the good
reputation of the RSL and
the sector.

Corporate Business Plan includes clear sections on
values having been developed through extensive
consultation with staff and in response to feedback
from customers – hence the new value to Deliver
on Promises.
Senior Management Team and Board workshop
held to discuss 2020 Corporate Business Plan held
in February 2020.
Board member Code of Conduct included in Board
Member induction and re-emphasised as part of
May 2019 and December 2020 Board Away Days.
This also considered role as a Trustee of a Charity.
Explicit expectation for senior staff to be outward
looking in JDs and competency framework and the
association takes the opportunities to promote the
work of the Association through housing press and
by speaking and conferences and events.

Assurance – lines of
defence
 2nd - New Corporate
Business Plan.
 1st - Board member
signed codes of
conduct
 3rd - Best companies
survey to assess
effectiveness of
leadership
 2nd Board Review
process (internally)
 3rd – external Board
review process very
three years

Agreed actions
Values publicly stated in offices
by October 2019 March 2020
TBC (covid-dependent)
(Corporate Team Delivery Plan)
Briefing session for Board on
local community groups and the
Association’s relationship with
them by March 2020 October
2020 March 2021. (Governance
Effectiveness Plan)

Development of openness culture through All
Manager quarterly away days and Best Companies
surveys.
Networking with local organisations carried out as
part of developing Equality and Diversity Strategy
and community networking event planned for front
facing staff. Also integration with the wider
community through social media, Community Fund
and donations programme.
Honesty and value driven included in 2018 Board
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Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

review process.
The organisation is a Glasgow Living Wage
employer and is part of the Disability Confident
Scheme.
Corporate Plan objectives, vision and values
embedded across the organisation – e.g. 1-1s, all
manager meetings. New appraisal process
launched in December 2019 and tracked quarterly.
5.2

The RSL upholds and
promotes the standards of
behaviour and conduct it
expects of governing body
members and staff through
an appropriate code of
conduct. It manages
governing body members’
performance, ensures
compliance and has a
robust system to deal with
any breach of the code.

Code of conduct signed annually by Board
members – use SFHA model.
Code of conduct included in Board member
induction process and considered in detail at May
2019 Governance Away Day.
Robust process for Annual Board member review –
externally delivered in 2020. Board member Code
of Conduct and the Association’s new values form
part of the annual Board review process. Results
from the review process discussed at Board in
autumn and then feed into following year’s
Governance Effectiveness Plan.

 1st - Signed Board
Member code of
conducts
 1st - Board member
induction materials
and procedure
 1st - Board member
review process –
paper to the Board
 1st - Notifiable events
regarding alleged
breaches in the Code
of Conduct.

Robust process in place to manage alleged
breaches in the code of conduct – Regulator
notified and process in Code of Conduct followed
for alleged breaches. Process led by the Chair as
appropriate and external investigation carried out
as required. External review carried out in 2020
followed potential breaches and improvements
approved to the protocol for managing potential
breaches.
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5.3

Assurance – lines of
defence

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The RSL pays due regard to
the need to eliminate
discrimination, advance
equality and human rights,
and foster good relations
across the range of
protected characteristics in
all areas of its work,
including its governance
arrangements.

Introduction of equality impact assessment for
 2nd - Equality and
policies as per policy schedule from September ’19.
diversity strategy and
Senior Management Team trained and format
action plan
externally verified.
 1st - Equalities policy
 1st - EIA for new
Toolkit in place for communicating with staff who do
policies
not speak or read English and training provided to
 1st - Accessible office
staff. Interpretation and translation offered.
facilities
Equality and diversity strategy approved in April
2018 and refreshed in May 2019 following a period
of assessment against good practice and
consultation with relevant representative groups.

Agreed actions
Delivery of Board Equality and
Diversity Training by November
2020 January 2021
(Governance Effectiveness
Plan)

New values include ‘celebrate diversity’ to reflect
perception of diversity as an asset rather than a
problem.
Processes in place to encourage applications for
jobs from under-represented groups, e.g.
promotion of jobs to specific networks. Ethnic
diversity of staff team now reported to the Board.
Equalities policy in place to safeguard against
discrimination of staff.
E and D training completed by all staff and Board
during 2018 and now part of induction from 2019.
Cultural awareness training delivered to all staff in
June 2019.
New Board members recruited during 2018 and
2020 that are representative of the community we
serve.
Board equality and diversity training to be delivered
in 2020/2021.
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5.4

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Governing body members
and staff declare and
manage openly and
appropriately any conflicts
of interest and ensure they
do not benefit improperly
from their position.

Requirement to declare interests set out in staff Ts
and Cs and Board code of Conduct. This is
completed annually for both groups and a register
held. Guidance is issued to explain what should be
registered as an interest.
SFHA model payments and benefits policy is in
place for staff and Board members.
Board member induction includes responsibility to
declare interests. Further discussion held on this at
May 2019 Governance Away Day.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st - Register of
interests
 1st - Board member
declarations of
interest on file
 1st - Gifts, payments
and benefits policy
and register in place
based on the SFHA
model.

There is a standing item on Board agenda for
declaration of interests. This is reported to the Audit
and Risk Committee quarterly. This is also checked
in advance of Board meetings by the Performance
and Governance Manager.
Where declarations of interest are noted this is
managed appropriately, e.g. members of the Board
not participating in discussions or leaving the room
for certain discussions. This is minuted.
There is a standing item on senior management
team agendas for regulatory updates. This is
checked by the Performance and Governance
Manager.
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5.5

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The governing body is
responsible for the
management, support,
remuneration and appraisal
of the RSL’s senior officer
and obtains independent,
professional advice on
matters where it would be
inappropriate for the senior
officer to provide advice.

Appraisal process is in place for the Senior Officer
which is undertaken by the Chair, Vice chair and
Chair of Staffing Committee. This is then reported
to the full Board. Feedback is sought from the full
Board to include in the appraisal. This process will
be externally supported during 2020/21.
From April 2019 CEO remuneration managed in
line with the SHR guidance.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 2nd - CEO appraisal
 2nd - Board reports
following CEO
appraisal
 2nd - CEO
remuneration report to
Board March 2019.

A salary benchmarking exercise was carried out
ahead of recruitment to the current CEO.
Where the CEO has a personal interest, e.g. the
March 2019 Board paper on CEO remuneration,
the CEO is not involved in these discussions.

5.6

There are clear procedures
for employees and
governing body members to
raise concerns or
whistleblow if they believe
there has been fraud,
corruption or other
wrongdoing within the RSL.

Fraud theft and anti-bribery policy in place and all
staff trained on this in February 2019. Refresher
will be provided virtually during 2020.
Whistleblowing Policy and procedure in place –
reviewed October 2019.
Payments internal audit carried out in 2018
following payment of a fraudulent invoice and
processes improved as a result.

 1st - Whistleblowing
policy
 1st - Fraud, theft and
anti-bribery policy
 3rd - Payments internal
audit
 2nd - 2019 fraud
notifiable event

Fraud and attempted fraud notified to the Board
and regulator and a full learning review carried out.
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5.7

5.8

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Severance payments are
only made in accordance
with a clear policy which is
approved by the governing
body, is consistently applied
and is in accordance with
contractual obligations.
Such payments are
monitored by the governing
body to ensure the payment
represents value for money.
The RSL has considered
alternatives to severance,
including redeployment.

Severance payments are made in line with the
payments and benefits policy based on the SFHA
model and the terms and conditions.

Where a severance
payment is accompanied by
a settlement agreement the
RSL does not use this to
limit public accountability or
whistleblowing. The RSL
has taken professional legal
advice before entering into
a settlement agreement.

Settlement agreements are drafted by our legal
advisers and the format does not limit public
accountability or whistleblowing.

Legal advice has been taken in all instances of
severance and the legal advice has been
presented directly to the Board to provide
assurance that the policy has been complied with.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st - Payments and
benefits policy
 2nd - Board reports on
staffing restructures
during 2018 and 2019.

Severance Policy in place.

 1st - Example
settlement agreement
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Standard 6
The governing body and senior officers have the skills and knowledge they need to be effective.

6.1

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The RSL has a formal,
rigorous and transparent
process for the election,
appointment and
recruitment of governing
body members. The RSL
formally and actively plans
to ensure orderly
succession to governing
body places to maintain an
appropriate and effective
composition of governing
body members and to
ensure sustainability of the
governing body.

We currently have 11 elected Board Members. Our
minimum is 7 and max 15, with at least 12 of these
being elected, so we are meeting that requirement.
Six Board members are customers (five tenants,
one owner) and five are independent. This
complies with the customer majority in our rules.
There is a role description in place for Board
Members and Office Bearers.
Our most recent recruitment process took place in
2020 and resulted in the election of 5 new Board
Members. Three of these Board members are
tenants of the association, and each brings a
variety of skills identified in our 2019 skills
assessment. All 5 went through a detailed
induction process including observing meetings to
help them learn about housing and our
organisation, as well as meeting staff and other
Board Members. Board recruitment is ongoing in
2020 to recruit new tenant Board members
specifically.

Assurance – lines of
defence
 1st – Governance
Effectiveness Plan
 1st – Board Member
Information maintained
by Corporate Support
 1st – AGM papers and
minutes
 1st – Board Member
Recruitment Process
 1st – Board Member
Induction Checklist &
materials
 2nd – Board Member
Appraisal Process and
paperwork approved by
Board and carried out by
Chair
 3rd – Rules approved by
Regulator and FCA

Agreed actions
Put in place a succession
plan for the chair
(Governance Effectiveness
Plan 2020-21).
Complete recruitment of
tenant Board Members, by
December 2020 (Governance
Effectiveness Plan 2020-21)

We use the annual face-to-face Board appraisal
process to discuss with Board Members what their
plans may be for the future. This allows us to
manage succession effectively.
A new Vice Chair was appointed in May 2020.
The Chair’s term will end in 2020 and we do not
have a clear succession plan in place.
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6.2

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The governing body
annually assesses the
skills, knowledge, diversity
and objectivity it needs to
provide capable leadership,
control and constructive
challenge to achieve the
RSL’s purpose, deliver
good tenant outcomes, and
manage its affairs. It
assesses the contribution of
continuing governing body
members, and what gaps
there are that need to be
filled.

We have a detailed annual Board Appraisal
Process, which covers Board Members’ own
performance and skills assessment (discussed at
face-to-face discussions) as well as wider
governance effectiveness. For the latter, we use
an electronic survey to gather Board Member
views, followed by a Governance Effectiveness
workshop to discuss the results as a group.
The final output of this process is a Governance
Effectiveness Plan, structured in line with the
Regulatory Framework and outlining what actions
will be taken to improve our compliance over the
next year.
In 2020 and 2021 the Board review process will be
completed externally to help support a relatively
new and inexperienced Board.
When looking to recruit new Board members we
identify the skills we required (based on the
feedback from the review process) as part of the
advertisement and assessment process.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st – Governance
Effectiveness Plan
 1st – analysis of
Governance
Effectiveness survey
 1st – Governance
Effectiveness
presentations (Oct & Jan
Board meetings)
 1st – relevant Board
minutes
 2nd – Board Member
Appraisal Process and
paperwork approved by
Board and carried out by
Chair
 2nd – Governance
Effectiveness Plan
approved by Board and
progress reported
quarterly
 3rd – Board appraisals
managed by external
facilitator every third year
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6.3

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The RSL ensures that all
governing body members
are subject to annual
performance reviews to
assess their contribution
and effectiveness. The
governing body takes
account of these annual
performance reviews and its
skills needs in its
succession planning and
learning and development
plans. The governing body
ensures that any nonexecutive member seeking
re-election after nine years’
continuous service
demonstrates continued
effectiveness.

This year our annual Board Appraisal Process will
be delivered externally. In the previous two years
this was delivered in-house and we used individual
Board Appraisal forms to review each individual’s
performance during the year, as well as an
electronic survey to gather their views on other
areas of governance / the Board. Meetings are
then held between the Chair and each Board
Member, followed by a Governance Effectiveness
workshop to discuss the outputs as a group.
For the Chair himself, in 2019 a survey was sent to
all Board Members asking for their feedback on
him. He then had an appraisal meeting with the
Vice Chair in the same format as the others.
The final output of this process is a Governance
Effectiveness Plan, with a Board Learning &
Development Plan alongside it. The L&D Plan sets
out what training will be held during the year to
ensure we have the right mix of skills and that
Board Members stay up to date with regulatory
matters.
We had one Board Member subject to the 9-year
rule in 2017. The normal appraisal process was
expanded to consider his contribution to the Board
and to what extent he remained objective and
effective. The Chair was satisfied that this Board
Member should continue, and this recommendation
was then discussed and approved by Board.

Assurance – lines of
defence
 1st – Governance
Effectiveness Plan
 1st – analysis of
Governance
Effectiveness survey
 1st – Governance
Effectiveness
presentations (Oct & Jan
Board meetings)
 1st – relevant Board
minutes
 1st – Board Member
Information maintained
by Corporate Support
 2nd – Board Member
Appraisal Process and
paperwork approved by
Board and carried out by
Chair
 2nd – Governance
Effectiveness Plan
approved by Board and
progress reported
quarterly
 2nd – Board Learning &
Development Plan
approved by Board
 3rd – Board appraisals
managed by external
facilitator every third year

Agreed actions
Complete 2020 Board review
process by December 2020
(Governance Effectiveness
Plan)

The Board appraisal process has been delayed in
2020 due to movement in Board membership.
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6.4

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Assurance – lines of
defence

The RSL encourages as
diverse a membership as is
compatible with its
constitution and actively
engages its membership in
the process for filling
vacancies on the governing
body.

Our approach to membership is clearly set out in
our rules. We promote shareholding membership
when we sign up new tenants, through our website
and through adhoc discussions with customers,
e.g. responding to complaints or customer
satisfaction surveys. Of our 11 elected Board
Members, 5 are tenants of the association.

 1st – Board Member
Information maintained
by Corporate Support
 1st – Board Member
Recruitment Process
 3rd – Rules approved by
Regulator and FCA

Agreed actions
Recruit additional tenant
Board members by
December 2020 (Governance
Effectiveness Plan)

Of the 5 new Board Members recruited during our
most recent round of recruitment, two are tenants,
one is an owner, and two are independent Board
members.. All of whom undertook a detailed
induction process including observing meetings
before joining the Board.
1 new Board Member is also from a BME
background which is more representative of the
diverse communities within Maryhill.
Board recruitment is ongoing in 2020 specifically
seeking more tenant Board members.
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6.5

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The RSL ensures all new
governing body members
receive an effective
induction programme to
enable them to fully
understand and exercise
their governance
responsibilities. Existing
governing body members
are given ongoing support
and training to gain, or
refresh, skills and expertise
and sustain their continued
effectiveness.

We have a detailed induction process to help all
new Board Members learn about the housing
sector and our organisation, understand the Board
Member role, observe Board meetings as well as
meeting staff and other Board Members, receiving
tours of our stock, and meeting with the Chair to
discuss their interests and skills. This induction
process was revised in 2019 following
consideration of Best Practice from GWSF.
Our annual Board Appraisal Process and Board
Learning & Development Plan ensure new and
existing Board members are given ongoing support
and training. We have a healthy L&D budget for
our Board Members, which ensures they are able
to attend conferences and formal training
throughout the year. We also provide a
programme of internal briefing sessions.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st – Board Member
Recruitment Process
 1st – Board Member
Induction Checklist &
materials
 2nd – Board Member
Appraisal Process and
paperwork approved by
Board and carried out by
Chair
 2nd – Board Learning &
Development Plan
approved by Board

Board member learning from training or events is
reported back to the wider Board at the next
meeting with a standing agenda item.
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6.6

6.7

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

If the governing body
decides to pay any of its
non-executive members
then it has a policy
framework to demonstrate
clearly how paying its
members will enhance
decision-making, strengthen
accountability and
ownership of decisions,
improve overall the quality
of good governance and
financial management and
deliver value for money.

We do not currently pay our Board Members, who
are involved with us on a voluntary basis only.

The governing body is
satisfied that the senior
officer has the necessary
skills and knowledge to do
his/her job. The governing
body sets the senior
officer’s objectives,
oversees performance,
ensures annual
performance appraisal, and
requires continuous
professional development.

The Chief Executive goes through an annual
appraisal process, with an appraisal meeting held
with the Chair, Vice Chair and Chair of Staffing
Panel. The outcome of this appraisal is reported to
the full Board. In 2020/21 this process will be
externally supported.

We have a Board Expenses Policy that ensures
Board Members are not out of pocket for attending
our meetings or other events. This covers travel
expenses and overnight allowances for those who
wish to claim them, as well as child care if required.
This policy is regularly reviewed and approved by
Board.

Part of this process is agreeing the Chief
Executive’s objectives for the year. These
objectives are presented to Board for formal
approval. The objectives fall under 3 main
headings – Behaviours, Tasks, and Skills. This is
in line with the wider Staff Appraisal Process of the
organisation.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 2nd – Board Expenses
Policy approved by
Board annually

 1st – Staff Appraisal
Process
 1st – Chief Executive
appraisal form
 1st – Relevant Board
paper and minutes
 2nd – Chief Executive
objectives approved by
Board
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Standard 7
The RSL ensures that any organisational changes or disposals it makes safeguard the interests of, and benefit, current and future tenants.

7.1

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The governing body
discusses and scrutinises
any proposal for
organisational change and
ensures that the proposal
will benefit current and
future tenants.

Any proposal for organisational change would be
subject to significant discussion by the Board
supplemented by external advice.
At Maryhill we have a dormant subsidiary and in
the past year we have investigated the best
structures for delivery of certain activities, such as
selling development services. Consideration of
these issues has not directly affected current or
future tenants.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 3rd - Board paper and
external legal advice
November 2018 on
subsidiary governance
 1st - Brief for 2014
option appraisal
following departure of
the CEO.

Previously options appraisals have been carried
out following the departure of CEOs and the brief
for these was clear that tenants’ interests are a key
consideration.

7.2

The RSL ensures that its
governance structures are
as simple as possible,
clear and allow it to meet
the Standards of
Governance and Financial
Management,
Constitutional
Requirements, and Group
Structures guidance.

Investigation into options for group structure
specifically considered the Group Structures
Guidance and the Standards of Governance and
Financial Management. The proposed group
structure following this exercise aimed to be as
simple and clear as possible.

 2nd - Board paper
November 2018 on
subsidiary governance

Governance framework for the subsidiary
approved by the Board in September 2019 in
preparation for activation.
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Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

The RSL ensures
adequate consultation with,
and support from, key
stakeholders including
tenants, members, funders
(who may need to give
specific approval) and local
authorities as well as other
regulators.

The only constitutional change at Maryhill in recent
years has been an update to the rules to bring
them into line with the SFHA model process. This
process was completed quickly and efficiently.

7.4

The governing body is
satisfied that the new (or
changed) organisation will
be financially viable,
efficient and will provide
good outcomes for tenants.

This is not relevant for Maryhill at the moment but
these will be key considerations when the detail of
the intra-group arrangements are established
between the parent and subsidiary during 2020/21.

7.5

The RSL establishes
robust monitoring systems
to ensure that delivery of
the objective of the change
and of commitments made
to tenants are achieved
(for example in relation to
service standards,
operating costs and
investment levels).

The Association has not recently undertaken any
organisational change.

7.3

Requirements on rule changes set out in scheme
of delegation. Senior Management Team and
Board received training on the scheme of
delegation and notifiable events in April 2019.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st - Scheme of
Delegation approved
in January 2019 and
updated in April 2019
to include regulatory
requirements.

Detailed service agreement
between Maryhill Housing and
Maryhill Communities to be
approved during 2020/21
2021/22 (Board Schedule, 202021)

The second stage stock transfer in 2011
comprised the most significant organisational
change at Maryhill and the association reviewed
these commitments in April 2020.
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Assurance – lines of
defence

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

7.6

Charitable RSLs seek
consent/notify OSCR of
changes to their
constitution and other
changes as appropriate.

This was completed as part of the 2020 Rule
Change process.

 1st - 2018/19 rule
change process
including notification
to OSCR.

7.7

The governing body
ensures that disposals,
acquisitions and
investments fit with the
RSL’s objectives and
business plan, and that its
strategy is sustainable. It
considers these taking
account of appropriate
professional advice and
value for money - whether
as part of a broader
strategy or on a case by
case basis.

The Association’s approach to acquisitions is
covered in our Asset Management Strategy. This
strategy mentions disposals but there is no detail
on our approach to disposals and why/when/how
they would be undertaken.

 2nd - Asset
Management strategy
 1st - Treasury
Management Policy
 1st Capital Accounting
Policy
 1st - 2019-20 Delivery
Plan
 3rd – Board Paper and
external advice on
disposal of
commercial unit at
1036 Maryhill Road
 3rd – Annual external
review of Treasury
performance

Our approach to Investments is set out in our
Treasury Management Policy and performance is
externally assessed annually.
Where a decision has been taken to dispose, e.g.
the March 2019 decision to dispose of a
commercial property, this has been based on an
option appraisal and external advice from a third
party.
Our Capital Accounting Policy was approved in
2020.

Agreed actions

The Association has commenced work to assess
the long-term viability of its multi-storey stock and
considered this at the November 2019 Board away
day. An external review was concluded at
approved by the Board in October 2020.
7.8

The RSL complies with
regulatory guidance on
tenant consultation, ballots
and authorisation.

This does not apply to Maryhill.
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7.9

Description

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Assurance – lines of
defence

The RSL notifies the
Regulator of disposals in
accordance with regulatory
guidance.

Regulator is notified of disposals in accordance
with the Regulatory guidance and specific advice
was sought in 2019 around the treatment of
‘flipping tenancies’. Notifiable event was submitted
in April 2019.

 1st - April 2019
notifiable event on
housing leases.
 1st – Delegation
Schedule

Agreed actions

Historically practice around disposals has not
followed the regulatory guidance and this was
notified to the Regulator in April 2019.
This has been addressed - following this incident
the Delegations Schedule was updated to include
notifiable events and other regulatory permissions
and the standard Board paper format was updated
to include notifiable events
7.10

The RSL only agrees fixed
or floating charges where
the assets are used to
support core activities. This
should exclude providing
security in relation to staff
pensions.

The Association’s only loan is to fund core activity
of investment in our homes and building new
homes. The Association does not provide any
security in relation to pensions.

 1st - 30 year financial
plans
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Regulatory Requirements & Legislation
Each landlord must….

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Prepare an Annual
Assurance Statement in
accordance with our
published guidance, submit it
to us between April and the
end of October each year,
and make it available to
tenants and other service
users.

First statement signed off by the Board on 19th
September 2019 and 2020 Statement prepared
for approval on 26th November 2020.

ii.

Notify us during the year of
any material changes to the
assurance in its Assurance
Statement.

Not applicable until first statement submitted.
However ongoing compliance with the Regulatory
framework will be assessed at quarterly
Assurance Board meetings. Assurance
dashboard will be updated on our website
quarterly.

iii.

Have assurance and
evidence that it is meeting all
of its legal obligations
associated with housing and
homelessness services,
equality and human rights,
and tenant and resident
safety.

Legal obligations included in implications section
of all Board reports. Policies refer to relevant
legislation. Compliance against key legislative
areas below:

i.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st – Governance
Effectiveness Plan
 2nd - Assurance Board
meetings with
standard agenda
 2nd - Assurance
Framework and
Dashboard

Allocations: Current policy compliant with the
2014 Housing Scotland Act. Lettings quotas
reported at quarterly Assurance Boards. Lets to
homeless households significantly increased
following request from GCC and Scottish
Government. Evidence of tenant consultation with
Allocations Policy was changed. Housing needs
and demand study carried out in 2017.

 2nd – Board report
cover papers
 3rd - External Audit
reports
 3rd - Specific Internal
Audits

Environmental Strategy to be
produced by September 2020
during 2021/22 (Policy Schedule)
Range of health and safety
actions as set out in Health and
Safety Assurance report.
Achieve 100% compliance with
annual gas safety inspections by
October 2020 December 2020
(Covid-19 re-launch plans).

Anti-social behaviour: Current policy compliant
with the 2014 Housing Scotland Act. Customer
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Each landlord must….

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

satisfaction on ASB collected from September.
Evidence of tenant consultation when ASB Policy
was updated. Performance on ASB reported at
quarterly Assurance Boards.
Evictions: Eviction covered in ASB and rent
arrears policies. Specialist legal advice taken.
Evictions reported to quarterly Assurance Boards.
Abandonments: Statement on abandonments
included in Allocations policy. Abandonments
reported monthly to Operational Management
Team.
Homelessness: Proportion of lets to homeless
households reported quarterly to Assurance
Boards. Active participants in local lettings
communities. Contributed to the development of
the rapid rehousing plan.
Equalities and human rights: All Board reports
consider equalities. From August 2019 key
policies include a full equalities impact
assessment. Strategic objectives linked to
equalities. Celebrate diversity a core value. E, D
and I Policy in place and Equality and Diversity
Strategy in place.
Tenancy agreements: Tenancy agreement
updated following 2014 Act. New tenancy
agreement approved by the Board and checked
by legal advisers. Evidence of consultation on
changes on ASB and Allocations.
Environmental Protection. No current
Environmental Strategy in Place due to be
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Each landlord must….

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

completed by September 2020.
Accounting and Taxation. External and internal
auditors in place. VAT review carried out by
external auditors in 2019. Strong result in financial
controls audit in 2020/21.
Employment Law. HR employment advice from
EVH and external legal advisers.
Health and Safety. Health and health policies and
procedures in place and external advice provided
by ACS Risk. External audit completed every two
years. Specific landlord health and safety auditor
appointed for 2020. CDM Policy in place and
responsibilities clear. External risk assessments
completed and acted on for fire safety. Action
plan in place to bring water safety management
into line with HSE guidance. Common area
asbestos register complete and will be externally
validated during 2020/21 by specialist H and S
consultants. 1 gas servicing inspection currently
out of time because access not provided due to
covid. Other key areas of non-compliance
(although non-material): lone working; electrical
safety; stock fire safety; risk assessments/method
statements; render failure; gas safety. Clear plans
in place to address all areas requiring
improvement.
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iv.

Each landlord must….

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Notify us of any tenant and
resident safety matters which
have been reported to, or are
being investigated by the
Health and Safety Executive,
or reports from regulatory or
statutory authorities, or
insurance providers, relating
to safety concerns.

Training on health and safety delivered to Board
members during 2018/19 and separate health and
safety section of Assurance Board meetings now
introduced.
Incidents reported to HSE as required and
notifiable events submitted to the SHR, e.g.
recent notification around asbestos and
legionella. Any such incidents included in the
Health & Safety report to Board.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 2nd – Health & Safety
assurance report
 3rd – HSE incident
investigations
 3rd – notifiable events
reviewed by SHR

Liaison with insurers around risks posed by failing
render at Glenavon. Actions requested by the
insurers all taken.
Stock condition survey completed for over 80% of
properties over the last seven years. 5% stock
conditions surveys to commence in 2020.
Monthly close inspections carried out and
necessary repairs raised.
v.

Make its Engagement Plan
easily available and
accessible to its tenants and
service users, including
online.

Engagement Plan available online:
https://www.maryhill.org.uk/ourtenants/performance-service-standards-servicefailure

 1st – Maryhill Housing
website

Engagement Plan promoted in winter 2019
newsletter.
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vi.

vii.

Each landlord must….

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Assurance – lines of
defence

Register all requirements for
providing data to us with the
Information Commissioner’s
Office as a purpose for which
they are acquiring data under
the Data Protection Act 2018.

Association is registered with the ICO.

 3rd – ICO registration

Submit an Annual Return on
the Charter to us each year in
accordance with our
published guidance.

ARC returns consistently submitted within
required timeframes.

 2nd – Annual ARC
report to Board

Internal review of data accuracy/validity.

 3rd – SHR
engagement rating

Agreed actions

 3rd – GDPR Internal
Audit

Corporate oversight/management of the
submission.
Board working group set up to review data in
detail.
Performance against the charter including
benchmarking reported to the Board quarterly.
Performance information is shared with
customers through the Association’s website from
November 2019 as part of FOI preparation and in
quarterly newsletters from winter 2020.
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viii.

Each landlord must….

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Assurance – lines of
defence

Involve tenants, and where
relevant other service users,
in the preparation and
scrutiny of performance
information. It must:

Performance information reported to Service
Improvement Panel to inform scrutiny reviews,
and quarterly to Assurance Boards.

 1st – SIP scoping
document and
meeting notes

 agree its approach with
tenants
 ensure that it is effective
and meaningful – that the
chosen approach gives
tenants a real and
demonstrable say in the
assessment of
performance
 publicise the approach to
tenants
 ensure that it can be
verified and be able to
show that the agreed
approach to involving
tenants has happened
 involve other service
users in an appropriate
way, having asked and
had regard to their needs
and wishes.

Agreed actions

Clear governance framework around scrutiny
developed in partnership with the Tenant
Information service (TIS)
Customer satisfaction survey developed though a
panel of customers and reported to Service
Improvement Panel for scrutiny. Scope of newest
scrutiny review of customer contact and customer
service finalised based on the results.
Our approach to the preparation and scrutiny of
performance information is proactively agreed
with tenants through our scrutiny panel. Tenants
were also asked to feedback on our draft video
annual review and feedback on the final version.
This will be incorporated into the Annual Review
for 2020.
Moving away from reliance on traditional
customer engagement methods, e.g. RTOs and
public meetings, and focusing more on different
ways to get feedback from a more representative
sample of tenants focused on customer insight.
This is set out in the Customer Engagement
Strategy.
Scrutiny reports are published on the
Association’s website as part of our FOI
implementation plan.
Owners are fully consulted on our service, e.g.
recent consultation on a new Customer Charter
involving owners.
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ix.

Each landlord must….

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Report its performance in
achieving the Charter to its
tenants and other service
users by October. It must
agree the format of reporting
with tenants, ensuring that it
is accessible, with plain and
jargon-free language.

Annual Review developed following feedback
from a panel of tenants. Includes an assessment
of performance against charter indicators,
showing relevant comparisons and trends. It sets
out where we aimed to address areas for
improvement. Customers asked to feedback on
the style and content of the video annual review –
new for 2020.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st – consultation
exercise
 2nd - Annual Review
approved by Board
 3rd – SHR
engagement rating

When reporting performance
it must:
 provide them with an
assessment of
performance in delivering
each of the relevant
Charter outcomes and
standards
 include comparisons –
these should include
comparisons with
previous years, other
landlords and national
performance
 set out how and when the
landlord intends to
address areas for
improvement
 give tenants and other
service users a way to
feed back their views on
the style and form of the
reporting.
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x.

Each landlord must….

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Make our report on its
performance easily available
to its tenants, including
online.

Paper copies of the Annual Review have been
issued to all tenants in past year. It is also
available online, along with historical versions.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st – Maryhill Housing
website

https://www.maryhill.org.uk/about-us/annualreports-and-newsletters/
Video annual review available on the
Association’s website.

xi.

xii.

Have effective arrangements
and a policy for
whistleblowing by staff and
governing body which it
makes easily available and
which it promotes.

Whistleblowing Policy in place, approved by the
Board and training provided to all staff in 2019.

Make information on
reporting significant
performance failures,
including our leaflet, available
to its tenants.

Significant Performance Failures information
available online:

 1st – Whistleblowing
Policy and procedures
 1st – staff and Board
training

Board training to be provided
virtually on Whistleblowing and
Fraud August 2020 November
2020 (Board Learning &
Development Plan).

 2nd – Policy approved
by Board
 1st – Maryhill Housing
website

https://www.maryhill.org.uk/ourtenants/performance-service-standards-servicefailure
Significant failures leaflet available in reception.
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xiii.

xiv.

Each landlord must….

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Provide tenants and other
service users with the
information they need to
exercise their right to
complain and seek redress,
and respond to tenants within
the timescales outlined in its
service standards, in
accordance with guidance
from the Scottish Public
Services Ombudsman
(SPSO).

Information provided to tenants via our website
and a paper leaflet available in reception.

Ensure it has effective
arrangements to learn from
complaints and from other
tenant and service user
feedback, in accordance with
SPSO guidance.

Learning from complaints forms in place for staff
and learning from complaints group in place.
‘You Said, We Did’ section in all newsletters and
now in new report for all Assurance Board
meetings.

Complaints performance reported to quarterly
assurance Boards including learning from
complaints outcomes, comparison with others.
Consultation with customers over 250 responses
received on reasonable response times to
complaints. Changes incorporated into Customer
Charter.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st – complaints leaflet
 2nd – Complaints
Policy approved by
Board
 2nd – Complaints &
Other Customer
Feedback assurance
report

New internal targets for complaints timeframes
introduced from November 2019.

Complaints are reported to the Service
Improvement Panel and complaints trends are
used by the panels to select future Scrutiny
Reviews.

 1st – Complaints
procedures and forms
 2nd – Complaints &
Other Customer
Feedback assurance
report
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xv.

Each landlord must….

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Have assurance and
evidence that it considers
equality and human rights
properly when making all of
its decisions, in the design
and review of internal and
external policies, and in its
day-to-day service delivery.

Equalities implications section of Board reports in
place.
Equality impact assessment procedure in place
and in use from August 2019.
Equality and Diversity Policy in place and refresh
currently out for consultation.

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st – Delivery Plan
 2nd – Board report
cover papers
 2nd – Equality &
Diversity Strategy
approved by Board

Equality and Diversity Strategy and action plan in
place.
Equalities KPIs in place and reported quarterly to
Assurance Boards.
Toolkit in place for communicating with staff who
do not speak or read English. Training provided to
staff.

xvi.

To comply with these duties,
landlords must collect data
relating to each of the
protected characteristics for
their existing tenants, new
tenants, people on waiting
lists, governing body
members and staff. Local
authorities must also collect
data on protected
characteristics for people
who apply to them as
homeless. Landlords who
provide Gypsy/Traveller sites
must collect data on
protected characteristics for
these service users.

Some equalities data currently collected as
required for ARC (ethnicity and disability), but not
every protected characteristic group.

 1st – housing
application form
 1st – tenant visit form
and procedure

Develop a mechanism to collect
and record data on all protected
characteristics, by March 2020
by March 2021 (IT/SDM
workplan)

 1st – equalities data on
SDM
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xvii.

Each landlord must….

How does this happen at Maryhill?

Make publicly available up to
date details of:

Up to date Board Member information available
online, as well as contact details for becoming a
Board Member.

 who is on its governing
body
 the date when they first
became a member/office
holder
 how to become a member
of the RSL and of the
governing body, and

Assurance – lines of
defence

Agreed actions

 1st – Maryhill Housing
website

https://www.maryhill.org.uk/about-us/the-maryhillboard/
https://www.maryhill.org.uk/about-us/joining-theassociation/
Board minutes published online following
approval. Updated after each meeting.

https://www.maryhill.org.uk/about-us/board minutes of governing body meetings-and-minutes/
meetings.
Audit and Risk committee minutes now available
online following approval.
Board member nomination forms include
explanation of skills required based on the Board
review process.
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Key:





STRATEGIC PERFORMANCE INFORMATION
QUARTERLY REPORT – Q2 (JULY TO SEPTEMBER 2020)

Improved
Steady
Declined

Compliant
Compliant (with non-material areas for improvement)
Working towards compliance

Year end
19/20

Q1
20/21

Q2
20/21

YTD
20/21

Trend

Current tenant non-technical arrears as a
percentage of annual rental income

4.0%

4.9%

4.9%

4.9%



Former tenant arrears as a percentage of annual
rental income

1.9%

Gross rent arrears as a percentage of annual
rental income

5.8%

Indicator

Compliance
with internal
targets

Compliance
with Charter
(b’marks)

2.4%

-

Compliance with
Reg Framework
(data confidence)

Rental Income & Arrears
1
2
3

1.2%
6.1%

1.5%
6.4%

1.5%
6.4%




(max)

1.3%

1.5%

(max)

3.7%

4.8%

(max)

4a

Average debt per non-UC tenant

£342.40

£374.90

£612.46

£612.46



N/A

-

4b

Average debt per tenant on UC

£701.25

£817.94

£817.84

£817.84

N/A

-

5

Number of properties recovered for non-payment
of rent

9

0

3

3


-

N/A

-

Lets & Tenancy Sustainment
6

7

(no lets this
quarter)

Percentage of lets against agreed quotas:

-

-

Section 5 referrals

26%

-

61%

61%

-

Waiting list

46%

-

17%

17%

7%

-

Transfer need

21%

-

19%

19%

18%

-

Transfer aspiration

8%

-

2%

2%

7%

13.7

-

122

122

Average time to re-let properties

-

68%

10

-

17.5

(max)
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Indicator

Year end
19/20

Q1
20/21

Q2
20/21

YTD
20/21

Trend

Compliance
with internal
targets

Compliance
with Charter
(b’marks)

N/A

-

0.5%

0.4%

8

Number of voids over 17 days at the end of the
quarter

6

42

53

42



9

Percentage of rent due lost through properties
being empty

0.3%

0.9%

1.9%

1.4%



Percentage of new tenancies sustained for more
than a year

88%

88%

89%

89%



90%

88%

96%

97%

100%

99%



95%

-

0

0

0

0



N/A

-

Average hours taken to complete emergency
repairs

1.8

1.8

2.0

1.9



2

2.5

Average days taken to complete non-emergency
repairs

7.4

10

Compliance with
Reg Framework
(data confidence)

(max)

Estate Management
11

Percentage of anti-social behaviour cases
resolved within locally agreed timescales

12

Number of properties recovered for anti-social
behaviour

Repairs & Improvements
13
14

1.7

5.0

3.8



(max)

7

5.1

(max)

15

Percentage of repair appointments kept

86%

-

82%

82%

-

98%

-

16

Percentage of repairs completed right first time

91%

-

89%

89%

-

90%

94%

17

Percentage of main contractor’s repairs that are
emergency repairs

46%

100%

39%

67%

-

30%

-

18

Percentage of customers satisfied with the repairs
service

88%

95%

87%

90%



95%

87%

19

Percentage post inspections completed

11%

-

-

-

-

10%

-

20

Percentage of gas safety checks due that were on
time

99.9%

80%

77%

79%



100%

-

21

Percentage of properties meeting EESSH

93%

93%

94%

94%



90%

89%

Turners’ repairs
data was not yet
fully syncing into
our system in Q2.
Once this is
resolved past
figures will be
checked and
updated as
required.

(max)
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Indicator

Year end
19/20

Q1
20/21

Q2
20/21

YTD
20/21

Trend

Compliance
with internal
targets

Compliance
with Charter
(b’marks)

-

54%

68%

63%

-

65%

-

422

488

551

551



1000

-

Compliance with
Reg Framework
(data confidence)

Factoring
22

Factoring income collected as a percentage of the
factoring arrears balance

Customer Contact & Complaints
23

Number of My Home portal users

24

Number of telephone calls received

42,172

7,069

9,354

16,423



25

Average call waiting time (minutes)

1.2

0.3

1.2

0.7



(by year end)
Decrease

-

3

-

(max)

26

Number of customers at counter

8,864

0

0

0

-

Decrease

-

27a

Percentage of Frontline complaints responded to
within 5 working days

93%

96%

93%

95%



95%

-

27b

Average number of working days to resolve
Frontline complaints

3.8

3.7

3.2

3.5



4

3.2

28a

Percentage of Investigation complaints responded
to within 20 working days

84%

100%

79%

91%



28b

Average number of working days to resolve
Investigation complaints

17.5

16.5

19.1

17.7



29

Percentage of Freedom of Information requests
responded to within 20 working days

100%

-

(max)

95%

-

15

14.5

(max)

100%

100%

-

95%

-

5%

-

12%

14%

(none
received)

Human Resources
3%

3.4%

2.3%

2.3%



Percentage staff turnover (cumulative throughout
the year)

21.5%

3.4%

2.3%

5.7%



Percentage total staff sickness absence

6.3%

30

Percentage of staff from ethnic minority
backgrounds

31
32a

3.9%

12.2%

8.0%



(max)

4%

4.6%

(max)
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Indicator

32b
32c

Percentage short term staff sickness absence
Percentage long term staff sickness absence

Year end
19/20

Q1
20/21

Q2
20/21

YTD
20/21

Trend

1.6%

1.1%

1.4%

1.2%



4.7%

2.8%

10.8%

6.8%



Compliance
with internal
targets

Compliance
with Charter
(b’marks)

1.5%

-

Compliance with
Reg Framework
(data confidence)

(max)

2.5%

-

(max)

Areas Working towards Compliance (red)
1&3

RENT ARREARS
The level of rent arrears has increased to 6.4% overall, which is significantly outwith our maximum target of 3.7%. The COVID-19 lockdown has had a
significant impact on this figure as arrears management activities were reduced during lockdown. However the increase of tenants receiving Universal
Credit also continues to increase the amounts owed.
Improvement action: With the move to Phase 3 of lockdown we re-started serving Notice of Proceedings for rent arrears, which will help in improving
our performance. We have also temporarily moved to having specialist housing teams, with a small group of housing officers
now dedicated to income collection. This is starting to have an impact, with the October arrears figure having reduced to 6.0%.
Monthly management meeting continue to review and analyse individual and team performance and to monitor improvement
actions. At the start of November a benefits campaign was launched by the Financial Support Team, which will contribute to
further improvement in this area.

7&9

AVERAGE TIME TO RE-LET PROPERTIES & VOID RENT LOSS
Our average re-let time was 122 days in quarter 2. This is due to the COVID-19 lockdown having stopped lettings during quarter 1, meaning that we
are now clearing a backlog of properties that have been empty for some time. As a direct result of this, 1.9% of rent due in quarter 2 has been lost due
to properties being empty, bringing the year to date total to 1.4%. This is significantly higher than our maximum target of 0.5% and above our usual
performance level of around 0.3%.
Improvement action: With the move to Phase 3 of lockdown we were able to re-start void repairs and re-letting properties to new tenants. We are now
working through the backlog of void properties, with the number empty at the end of the month having now reduced from a peak
of 73 at the end of August to 56 at the end of October. The temporary move to specialist housing teams is again enabling a
small team of housing officers to focus on letting properties. Performance for this indicator will continue to be outwith targeted
levels throughout quarter 3, as average re-let times for those properties we are letting now will remain high.
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9

RENT LOST DUE TO VOID PROPERTIES
1.9% of rent due in quarter 2 has been lost due to properties being empty, bringing the year to date total to 1.4%. This is significantly higher than our
maximum target of 0.5% and above our usual performance level of around 0.3%. The restrictions on letting properties during the initial phases of
lockdown have had a direct impact on rent loss, as any properties becoming empty had to remain that way.
Improvement action: As above, with the move to Phase 3 of lockdown we were able to re-start void repairs and re-letting properties to new tenants.
Performance is now improving however it is unlikely that the annual figure will recover due to the impact of the initial lockdown
period.

15

REPAIR APPOINTMENTS KEPT
There were only 11 appointments made for repairs in quarter 2, of which 2 were not kept. This equates to a figure of 82% compared to our target of
98%. This is MPS performance only, as Turners’ repairs data was not yet included in this figure due to work to set up the syncing of their data into our
housing management system being ongoing during quarter 2.
Improvement action: This work is now complete, and quarter 2 figures will be checked and updated as required by the end of November. Future
quarters will reflect Turners’ performance and we expect to see an improvement in the figures.

20

GAS SAFETY CHECKS
Due to forced access for gas checks not being possible during the extended period of COVID restrictions the performance for gas checks on time has
declined to 79% for the first half of the year.
Improvement action: We are now able to force access for gas checks that are due and have quickly been able to work through the backlog of those
that were delayed. In both September and October all checks were carried out on time, and only one check was overdue as at
the end of October.

32

STAFF ABSENCE
The level of staff absence has increased from 3.9% in quarter 1 to 12.2% in quarter 2, meaning a year to date figure of 8.0%. This is significantly over
our maximum target of 4%. The breakdown of absence in quarter 2 was 1.4% short term (on target) and 10.8% long term (significantly outwith target).
There has been an increase in mental health related absence, much of which can be linked to the affects of COVID.
Improvement action: We are further developing managers with stress and resilience workshops - this is reinforcing the message of early intervention
as a preventative measure, utilising the Stress Policy and Questionnaire. The Association is now also seeking immediate
medical advice for every stress/anxiety absence from Occupational Health. This is allowing the organisation to put in the right
support where possible to reduce the length of the absence. This is already leading to an improvement, with the days lost due
to absence having fallen from 200 in September to 170 in October.
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Investment Programme Update 2020/2021 – November 2020
Project:

Cumlodden Estate Windows and Doors

Description:

Scheduled replacement of all windows (excluding common windows) and doors on deck access properties (plus 4x common
areas at Bilsland Court)
(Year 2 of 2 year programme)
 1 property from Yr1 refused at installation
 4 common areas at Bilsland Court still to be done
 44 properties (for replacement windows only) (includes 9 no accesses from 19/20 programme)
 32 properties (for replacement windows and doors) (includes 2 no accesses from19/20 programme)
 1 tenanted property and 3 closes (5,9 and 11 Bilsland Crt) moved to Phase 2.
 Practical completion of Phase 1 issued 12.11.20.
 Phase 2 progress – 63 properties surveyed, 11 No Access at Survey
 8 installations now complete

Key information:

Progress update:

Project:

External and Internal Wall Insulation

Description:
Key information:

Installation of external and internal wall insulation to suitable properties to improve energy efficiency.
 2x 4 in a block properties identified for external (EWI) (carried from 19/20 programme)
 30 sandstone tenement properties identified as potentially suitable for internal wall insulation
EWI: One block has dropped out due to owner refusal, leaving the remaining block at Leighton street to proceed. Confirmation
received from GCC that additional funding support available to owner occupiers. Works started early November and expected to
be completed by mid-December 2020.

Progress update:

IWI: Contract currently being procured and is expected to be awarded in late November for proposed start in December 2020.
Final number of properties will become known when the contractor surveys the properties for suitability.
Project:

Heating Replacement (Air source Heat Pumps) to 266 Cumlodden Drive

Description:
Key information:

Installation of ASHPs in 266 Cumlodden, kitchens and bathrooms to various flats. (carried from 19/20 programme)
 28 ASHPs were to be installed in total: 15 ASHP units outstanding
 7 kitchens
 5 bathrooms
 Was due for completion by March 2020 but impacted by COVID lockdown
1

Progress update:





Confirmation received 13/8/20 that a building warrant is required for the installations, despite previous advice otherwise.
No date as yet of when work in customer’s homes will resume. Fire-stopping works carried out in w/c 10/8/2020. Works
within common areas (fitting of units in drying areas) now on hold until a building warrant has been obtained.
GCC have started assessing the warrant application and have made contact with Property team with queries.

Project:

Heating Replacement Programme – mini multi stock (11 blocks)

Description:

Installation of ASHPs in 11 mini multi blocks, kitchens and bathrooms to various flats, provision of broadband cabling and other
associated electrical works (Year 1 of 2 year programme)
Year 1 Delivery Programme:
4 Fearnmore Rd,32 Fearnmore Rd,60 Fearnmore Rd, 88 Fearnmore Rd and 276 Cumlodden Dr.
 151 ASHP Systems
 25 Kitchen Installations
 25 Bathroom Installations
 Electrical Consumer Unit upgrade and Wi-Fi to all blocks

Key information:

Year 2 Delivery Programme:
120 Fearnmore Rd, 200 Shiskine Dr, 220 Shiskine Dr, 1 Lyndale Rd,5 Lyndale Rd 545 Sandbank St.
 179 ASHP Systems
 30 Kitchen Installations
 30 Bathroom Installations
 Electrical Consumer Units and Wi-Fi to all blocks

Progress update:

These programmes are now subject to a revised start date of November 2020 (subject to Building Control) and are likely to run
into year 3 of the 4 year programme. The budget and programme for this has been fully re-profiled.
 The Tender process commenced late August and the tender process is complete. The evaluation process is complete with
Board approval given to proceed with the contract and award.
 Applications have been made to Glasgow City Council for the statutory notices (Building Warrant) and MHA await the
outcome and approval of the ASHP system. Discussions on-going
 The Project Programme will be reviewed and agreed with the appointed Contractor. There is also the potential for delay due
to the Building Warrant process and further updates will be provided as the process unfolds.
 First stage of WiFi installation is now underway with completion of infrastructure works by end of November. Decision on WiFi
installation to properties will be reviewed when outcome from Pilot block is received.

2

Project:

Electrical Inspections and Smoke Alarm Installations

Description:

5 Year programme to inspect electrics of all properties, combined with installation of fire detection equipment.

Key information:








Progress update:

Power DC are currently appointed contractor.
Smoke Alarms have to be compliant with current legislation by February 2022 (deadline extended due to COVID)
2263 Electrical Inspection Condition Reports completed (74%)
1582 properties are compliant with legislation for installation of fire detection systems (52%)
Programme re-started 27/7/20; intermittent delays to programme due to contractor’s team self-isolation
As standard practice as part of all voids and investment works involving electrical works, smoke alarm installation being
completed in addition to the programme of electrical inspection.

Project:

High Rise Fire Safety Works

Description:

Installation of fire collars and replacement riser doors in Glenavon

Key information:
Progress update:

Replacement of riser cupboard doors in the stairwell on Glenavon Road as well as fire dampers for bin chutes (within the bin
stores. PROJECT NOW REVISED TO REPLACING RISER DOORS ONLY.
 July 2020: CCG have surveyed and are beginning manufacture of doors with lead in time of approx. 6 to 8 weeks
 Bin stores and bin chutes surveyed early August; cost plan provided for collars and dampers. Advice taken from Fire Risk
Assessor on necessity for fire collars – subsequently agreed that there is low risk and collars will not be fitted.

Project:

Common area doors – mini multis and multis

Description:

Replacement of common area doors in the mini multi and multi storey stock to provide increased fire protection (year 1 of 2 year
programme)

Key information:






Progress update:




Replacement of common doors within Mini Multis (6 this year)
428 doors to be replaced across 6 blocks
Communication Riser Cupboard doors in 3 blocks at Glenavon (1 door per landing)
November 2020: Installation of doors complete in all blocks, with the exception of 115 Glenavon; minor paintwork to
complete
CCG should have completed phase 1 by end of November. Remaining blocks have been surveyed for start of phase 2.
Consideration being given to bringing forward phase 2 of programme; dependant on business plan.

3

Project:

Foyer improvements

Description:

Improvements within foyer areas of multi and mini multi stock; including floors, front and rear doors, and removal of the glass
brick partition walls in the mini multis

Key information:




Progress update:





15 blocks total
Works are planned to follow heating upgrades within the blocks so will now be moved into years 2-4 of the 4 year
programme.
Designs for foyer improvements within multi story blocks to be same as mini multis
Due to delay caused by COVID and delayed start of heating upgrade programme, project will be pushed back to start in
2021/21
During coming months, feedback to be taken from customers on designs.

Project:

Glenavon Bin and Pump Rooms Doors

Description:

Replacement of the bin room and pump room doors at the 3 Glenavon Rd tower blocks

Key information:



Progress update:

Doors have been surveyed and quotes for replacement are being requested, with the project aim to take place in mid December.

Project:

LED Close Lighting Pilot

Description:

Pilot project to trial LED lighting within two closes

Key information:
Progress update:





Project:

Stoneworks Repairs

Description:

Repairs to sandstone tenements identified as urgently required on H&S grounds

5 sets of double doors across 29, 71 and 115 Glenavon Rd blocks

Pilot will take place at 39 Hathaway Lane. Replacement of all lighting in close with LED & motion sensors.
Due to higher than anticipated cost for fittings and labour, pilot will take place in one close instead of two
Installation of lighting within close in October 2020 at above address. Electricity usage to be monitored for cost savings and
customer satisfaction to be surveyed in early 2021.
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Key information:



Progress update:




Project:

Improvement Works to Common Water Tanks

Description:

Repairs and improvements to common water tanks following surveys which were due to be carried out in 2019/20

Key information:
Progress update:





Project:

Hazlitt Place – Back Doors

Description:

Installation of back doors in two properties in Hazlitt Place without back doors.

Key information:
Progress update:





Project:

Back courts environmental works

Description:

Survey of all back courts to identify priorities for repairs and improvements, consultation with tenants and owners to start works
in 2021/22

Key information:

Project has been delayed by COVID due to inability to start surveys.

Progress update:



Following on from stonework surveys carried out by masonry architect, there are a number of properties that require urgent
stone repair works
These repairs are required to a number of tenements in Hathaway Lane
Recommendations received for Masonry Architect – repairs to be prioritised and to start in Q4 2020/21.

Surveys were postponed due to COVID-19.
Work will not start all until information received.
Surveys recommenced August 2020. Improvement works will commence in 20/21 when survey data has been reviewed.
Works are therefore likely to continue into 21/22.

Planning permission will be required for this project
Provisional start date of January 2021
Architect instructed in August 2020 to prepare drawings for submission to Planning department – properties surveyed in
September 2020; detailed information sourced for planning application in November.

Consultation with tenants and owners expected to commence in January 2021.
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Project:

Hazlitt Place / Street – lane to back gardens

Description:

Project to put in place access to back gardens behind the properties in this street

Key information:
Progress update:







Project:

Bilsland Court Cobbles

Description:

Project to replace slippery cobbles in Bilsland Court with a non-slip surface

Key information:



Progress update:

Quotes being sought in November 20/21 – project passed to Investment Team for completion.

Project:

Roof Repairs – 7 Lochburn Road

Description:

Following a condition survey discussions with owners occupiers in relation to the contents of the survey and formulation of
project plan for works recommended by Building Surveyor/Structural Engineer

Key information:



Large corner sandstone tenement

Progress update:




July 2019: Owners agreed with Association planning to renew the roof and repair the stonework in year 2020/2021
Alternative Structural Engineer’s report instructed in November 2019; report indicated minor issues with stonework which has
been instructed for repair.
Owners meeting was to be scheduled to agree next steps at end Q4 (2019/20) depending on owners’ availability this was not
possible due to COVID lockdown.
On hold currently with plan to carry out work in 2021/2022 due to condition of roof not being a concern
Factoring Manager will issue update to all owners in November 2020
Owners meeting to be scheduled in phase 4 of relaunch to gauge appetite following report from structural engineer and
availability of grant funding






Properties affected by access issues for garden maintenance
Plans to be drawn up for customers
Housing Officer was undertaking consultation with residents as further requests for access
No progress since Lockdown started
Project has now moved over to Investment Team – Initial specification now being drafted up with view to quotations being
obtained

Area of cobbles in centre of Bilsland Court has been subject of customer concern in wet / icy weather
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November update – water ingress issue with flat in 1490. Contractor has quoted works over £2k to repair. Going to arrange
spec for all repairs to roofs at 7 and 1490, and then arrange quotes and hold meeting/vote with owners.

Project:

Various smaller projects

Description:

Summary grouping of minor investment projects to be completed within the year (combined value of £15,800)

Key information:








Progress update:




Repair of the halo lighting to the Glenavon Road blocks
Re-surfacing work to a section of Whitelaw Street
EESSH minor works (EPCs, energy efficiency improvements such as lightbulbs etc)
Fencing for the Euro bins at the Glenavon Road blocks
Halo lighting: manufacturer has accepted responsibility for failed parts and will pay for replacement plus labour costs.
Whitelaw St: repairs to be carried out by GCC; no progress due to COVID currently; GCC working on Spaces on People
project. Alternative quote sourced but £10k more expensive.
EESSH works: on-going project throughout the year
Fencing: project to be started in December 2020.

Programme Key:
Project started and on track for
completion within 20/21
Project started but unlikely to be
completed within 20/21
Project to be carried forward to
21/22
Project will no longer proceed
Project completed
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COMPLAINTS AND CUSTOMER FEEDBACK
QUARTERLY REPORT – Q2 (JULY TO SEPTEMBER 2020)

Complaints
Categories
The tables below show the complaints resolved during quarter 2 by service area and by type, sorted by
those that have been most prevalent. The trend arrows indicate whether this quarter’s figure is better
or worse than the previous quarter. The number of these complaints that were upheld is also shown
as useful context.
Frontline

Investigation

Total

Trend

As % of all
Complaints

Upheld

Reactive Repairs

17

4

21



48%

16

Estates & ASB

5

2

7



16%

6

Housing Management

3

2

5



11%

3

Factoring

0

4

4



9%

4

Concierge & Landscaping

2

0

2



5%

1

Applications & Allocations

1

1

2



5%

1

Financial Support & Rent

1

1

2



5%

1

Planned Maintenance

1

0

1



2%

1

Total

30

14

44

-

-

33

Type

Frontline

Investigation

Total

Trend

As % of all
Complaints

Upheld

Poor quality service

15

7

22



50%

15

Long standing issues not
addressed

8

2

10



23%

8

Poor comms / lack of info
provided to customer

3

2

5



11%

5

Staff attitude /
professionalism

2

1

3



7%

2

Disagreeing with previous
decision

0

2

2



5%

1

Difficulty accessing
service / person

1

0

1



2%

1

Missed appointment

1

0

1



2%

1

Total

30

14

44

-

-

33

Service Area
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Learning from complaints
The first Learning from Complaints Group meeting will take place on 19th November to consider
individual complaints that have been recorded as suitable for a group discussion, as well as the themes
emerging from the stats. The table below provides examples of the themes and learning already
identified from quarter 2 complaints.
Description

Learning Recorded / Action Taken

Communication around
the impact of COVID-19
on our services

There continue to be a number of complaints relating to service levels
during periods of COVID-19 restrictions that relate to customers not having
understood a change or reduction in service. One example area is owners
not being aware of us having re-focused the close cleaning service to focus
on touchpoints. Other examples relate to issues where changes in
Glasgow City Council services have had an impact on our developments,
where the customer sees this as our responsibility, particularly in relation to
waste and the surrounding environment.
We will continue to provide updates on our services via our website and
social media, also sending direct communications via letter and text where
appropriate. We will also use our Winter newsletter to provide an update
for all customers on our services and the ongoing impact of COVID.

Reactive repairs service

The highest number of complaints were for reactive repairs this quarter,
with almost half of all complaints relating to this service area. While the
majority of these complaints related to the ‘poor quality service’ category,
there were also 3 complaints this quarter relating to staff professionalism,
with customers having complained about the attitude or manner of the
tradespeople who visited their homes. In all instances the name of the
tradesperson was recorded and these have since been discussed with the
relevant contractors, though in one example the complaint was not upheld.

Long standing issues not
addressed

There continue to be a significant number of complaints related to the ‘long
standing issues not addressed’ category, which was an issue identified
through our customer survey in 2018 as an area the Association needed to
improve. This quarter there were 10 complaints in this category, with 5
related to maintenance of tenanted or factored properties. Another 3
related to neighbourhood nuisance.
We continue to emphasise to staff the importance of taking responsibility for
customers’ issues and following through on these to ensure they are fully
resolved. This will be included in the complaints refresher training planned
for quarter 4. This area will also be discussed at the next Learning from
Complaints Group to look more closely at the 10 complaints from quarter 2
and discuss if there are any other actions that could be taken.

Customer Satisfaction Measures
Repairs
While customer satisfaction with our reactive repairs service has remained high over the last quarter,
we have made some changes to the way in which the service is offered in response to the customer
feedback that has been received.
There have been some instances where the contractor has attended properties without an appointment
to carry out a repair which has led to customer dissatisfaction. In response to this we have changed
our internal process to agree an appointment with Turners while the customer is on the phone.
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We have also had instances where Turners closed down jobs in error when the jobs were not
complete. In response to customer feedback, Turners put in place a signed toolbox talk with the
operatives to ensure that they understand the correct operating procedures.
We are confident that these changes will result in improved customer satisfaction with the service.

Anti-social Behaviour
Feedback has been taken from survey responses and from manager contact with customers who
expressed dissatisfaction with the way in which their anti-social behaviour complaints have been
managed. This feedback has identified some clear themes around the level of communication we have
with customers who are experiencing anti-social behaviour.
a) Initial Communication
One issue for customers is the length of time taken to make personal contact with them following the
written acknowledgement of a report of anti-social behaviour. This is particularly an issue for
customers reporting “category C” cases, which are lower level cases including intermittent noise
nuisance, parking issues or rubbish dumping.
Our target for acknowledging category C cases is five working days, however feedback received from a
number of customers suggests that this is not always made clear when they report a problem and they
are not sure what is happening with their report.
We will ensure that clear information is provided to the customer as to when they can expect contact to
be made and continue to monitor this in the feedback received. We will also encourage Housing
Officers to make contact as early as possible within the timescale for responding to all cases, including
category C cases.
b) Follow Up Contact
A number of customers have reported that they did not receive any feedback on the action taken
following their complaint. Customers acknowledged that in many cases they were aware of an
improvement in the anti-social behaviour they were experiencing and concluded from this that action
had been taken. However it is clear that many customers felt that a follow up call confirming that action
had been taken, and further subsequent contact to check if the actions taken have resolved the issue,
would greatly improve their experience of our service.
As part of our transition back to generic working, we are carrying out training with the whole team to
improve the quality of anti-social behaviour management and the level of contact. We will also
consider amending our procedure to include more regular contact.
New Tenants
Prior to lockdown in March 2020, customer satisfaction with the condition of the property and the
information provided during the lettings process remained high. This has been maintained in survey
information obtained during the past quarter from customers who moved in prior to April 2020.
We recommenced lettings in August 2020 and we are now surveying new tenants who moved in during
September and October. Due to COVID-19 we have made a number of changes to the viewing and
sign up process, with much of the contact taking place by telephone and information being provided by
email before and after the sign up. Viewings are conducted in person with social distancing in place.
We have now surveyed a sample number of new tenants by telephone to measure and understand any
impact these changes have had on the customer experience of viewing and sign up.
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Of the ten customers surveyed directly, all were happy with the viewing and sign up process and felt
that they were provided with enough information to understand the tenancy agreement. They were
satisfied with the level of contact throughout the process and felt that any issues they had raised had
been followed up by the Housing Officer allocating the property.
Three customers reported repairs issues which required to be resolved after they moved into the
property. All but one confirmed that the issues they reported had been resolved to their satisfaction.
The remaining issue relates to a leak from the property above which is currently being investigated.
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Maryhill Housing Association – Risk Map – Directors Review – 26 October 2020
The table below sets out the Risk Map, which provides an overview of the total number of risks contained in the Risk Register shown by residual risk score.
RISK MAP GUIDANCE

 The letter within each circle on the risk map is the risk(s) reference, the related risk(s) can be found below against the relevant letter (e.g. A, B, C)
 The number within each circle indicates the number of risks that fall into that risk score category (e.g. x6 means 6 risks in that risk score category)
 The circles are placed on the map according to where the corresponding risks score in likelihood and impact. That is, the higher on the map the risk is placed, the higher the likelihood of the risk occurring and the further
along on the map to the right, the higher the impact the risk would have. This works conversely too as the lower the likelihood the lower down the map and the lower the impact the further to the left, the risk is.
 For ease of identification, the risks specific the coronavirus are shown in the separate yellow circles marked CV
 The colour of the text below indicates current risk level High Medium Low
 Risks in bold italics have changed since the last quarter’s Risk Map submission, the arrow beside indicates whether the risk has been raised or lowered (see risk register and covering report for details) NEW
indicates a new risk. RISK REDEFINED indicates an existing risk where the description has been amended.

RISK DETAILS
Gx
1

A 1 Glenavon Render - Render falling from Glenavon high rises results in harm to staff, public or contractors
2 Health & Safety - Board, staff, public or contractors come to harm
B 3 Customer experience - Failure to improve customer experience and increase customer satisfaction
C 4 Rent Collection - Failure to collect rent effectively
5 Legislation & Regulation - Failure of staff to ensure MHA meets Statutory and Regulatory standards related to operational
Activities
8 Staff Resources - Failure to attract and retain key staff
D 6 Housing Viability - Failure to keep our multi-storey stock financially viable in a way that remains attractive to tenants
CV6 Coronavirus Communications Risk – failing to communicate with all stakeholders
E 7 Housing Quality - Failure to provide better homes and develop neighbourhoods to feel proud of
9 Leadership - Lack of strategic direction and leadership within staff team
10 Management - Lack of effective management throughout the organisation

Bx
1

CV
x1

Cx3

Ax2

LIKELIHOOD

20 Community - Failure to address poverty and enable customers to make their lives better
17 Housing Need - Failure to meet housing need in the local area
CV
x5

Dx1

Hx3

Ex5

CV
x1

CV
x2

CV
x1
Jx2
Ix1

CV
x4

1

IMPACT

Fx1

CV1 Coronavirus Service Relaunch Risk – failing to implement relaunch of service delivery effectively
CV2 Coronavirus Operational Delivery Risk – failing to continue with operational delivery during lockdown period
CV5 Coronavirus Financial Risk – failing to maintain our financial position
F 11 Board Effectiveness - Failure of the Board to lead the organisation effectively
G 12 Development - Inability to deliver new developments to time and budget

H 13 Rent Affordability - Failure to deliver affordable rents
14 Fraud - Risk that fraud or bribery is committed
15 IT – Major loss or failure of IT systems (e.g. fire, major cyber attack, loss of key supplier)
I 16 Financial Control - Ineffective financial business planning & financial controls
CV8 Coronavirus Staff Welfare Risk – failing to ensure staff welfare during period of altered working conditions
J 18 New Ventures - Failure to effectively assess and appraise risks when implementing new business opportunities (e.g. Mid
Market Rent)
19 Reputation - failure to manage communication effectively
CV3 Coronavirus Essential Service Risk – failing to deliver essential services during government lockdown
CV4 Coronavirus Supply Chain Risk – failure in the supply chain reduces ability to deliver services
CV7 Coronavirus Governance Risk– failing to have appropriate oversight of the business in place due to lockdown
CV9 Coronavirus Infection Risk – failing to implement government restrictions appropriately leading to infection

CV
x1

5

Maryhill Housing Association – Risk Scoring Matrix
1L

IMPACT SCORE
2L
3M
4H

5H

KEY/MANAGEMENT
SCORE

5
H

4
H

LIKELIHOOD
SCORE

3
M

2
L

1
L

5

4

3

2

1

10

8

6

4

2

15

12

9

6

3

20

16

12

8

4

25

20

15

10

CRITICAL RISK
Emergency Risk Committee
should be called to mitigate
risk to at least high with
immediate effect
HIGH RISK
Manager is managing risk
within the team supported by
Risk Management Meeting
and Audit & Risk
Committee. Reported to
MHA Board.
MEDIUM RISK
Manager is managing risk
within the team supported by
Risk Management Meeting
and reported to the Audit &
Risk Committee..
LOW RISK
Manager is aware of risk;
Manager is managing risk
within the team and looking
to Risk Management
Meeting for support if
required.

5

5

4

3

2

1

IMPACT ASSESSMENT

LIKELIHOOD ASSESSMENT

CATASTROPHIC
- Radically impacts on achievement of strategic level
deliverables/timescales/costs with unplanned mitigation.
- Sustained, ongoing, adverse, highly critical media coverage
probable and/or significant criticism from e.g. SHR/Bank likely
- Very significant ongoing adverse impact on operational
capability
MAJOR
- Major impact on operational deliverables/ timescales/cost
- Substantial but short lived adverse external criticism
unavoidable.
- Substantial impact on operational capability

ALMOST CERTAIN
- Almost certain that risk will occur.
- Poor current control environment
- Historically volatile / difficult to predict internal and external factors
which will impact significantly on operational capability

MODERATE
- Impacts (but not radically) on some key operational
deliverables/ timescales /costs
- Some adverse but short-lived external publicity or reputation
impact likely.
MINOR
- Impacts only on operational deliverables/timescales/costs
rather than organisation key objectives.
- Adverse external publicity or reputation issues unlikely.

NEGLIGIBLE
- Negligible impact on operational deliverables/timescales/costs
- No external publicity / reputation risk

5

4

3

2

1

LIKELY
- Likely that risk will occur.
- current control environment poor but actions to improve now in
hand
- Some unpredictable external factors which may have adverse
impact.
POSSIBLE
- Possible that risk will occur
- Internal control environment good but not capable of influencing /
controlling external drivers.
UNLIKELY
- Risk will probably not materialise in immediate or foreseeable
future, but should be prepared for
- Good control environment but key elements subject to probable
internal changes
RARE
- Unlikely that risk will occur
- Excellent, proven control environment in place.

Each risk is assigned a risk score (likelihood x impact = risk score) at two stages:


Before Mitigation – this shows what the impact and likelihood of the risk would be if the Association had no risk management measures in place



After Mitigation – this shows the current assessment of impact and likelihood for each risk, taking into account the risk management measures which are in place

There are two types of risk management measure:


Preventative Actions – these are actions designed to reduce the likelihood of the risk occurring



Mitigation Actions – these are actions designed to reduce the impact of the risk in the event it does occur

In the Risk Map it is the After Mitigation score which is shown, therefore highlighting the remaining risk score once all current risk management measures are taken into account.
The Risk Register is reviewed on a quarterly basis, and the scores for both Before Mitigation and After Mitigation might change. Before might change if a risk has become more or less likely e.g. due to a
change in our operating environment. After might change if a new risk management measure has been introduced or if an existing risk management measure is found to no longer be operating effectively.

Maryhill Housing Association – Risk Register – Directors Review 26 October 2020
Risk
No.
CV1

CV2

Description
Coronavirus Service
Relaunch Risk – failing to
implement relaunch of
service delivery effectively
after the end of lockdown
period resulting in poor
performance, or ineffective
reintroduction of restrictions
if required.

Coronavirus Operational
Delivery Risk – failing to
continue with operational
delivery during lockdown
period

Before Mitigation
Impact x Likelihood
= Risk Score
5x5
=25

Prevention & Mitigation Actions
Prevention Actions to reduce likelihood, Mitigation Actions to reduce impact
items in bold italics indicate movement or NEW
In place:
 COVID-19 Impact Analysis being maintained and updated monthly to capture all impacts and data
 Relaunch plan in place
 Team delivery plans & main delivery plan reviewed and amended in light of coronavirus impact

After Mitigation
Impact x Likelihood
= Risk Score
4x3
=12

Working towards:
 Procedures to be developed to provide clarity around how to respond to changing restrictions
 Updating Maryhill routemap document in response to Scottish Government tiered system.

5x5
=25

In place:
 All operational services now running with the exception of: RTO meetings, general tenancy management home visits (home
visits are taking place but only in limited circumstances), void pre-inspections by Property staff and void pre-termination visits
by housing staff.
 Some aspects of the ICT policy remain suspended to enable home working, e.g. password changes.

However, procedures still
needed to ensure
flexibility and swift
response if any
reintroduction of
restrictions required
4x3
=12

Working towards:
 Clarification/review of end to end process on voids when working remotely

CV3

CV4

CV5

Coronavirus Essential Service
Risk – failing to deliver
essential services during
government lockdown
restrictions leading to harm
of tenants, staff or member
of public

5x5
=25

Coronavirus Supply Chain
Risk – failure in the supply
chain reduces ability to
deliver services effectively
and safely

5x5
=25

Coronavirus Financial Risk –
failing to maintain our
financial position as a result
of loss of income stream

5x5
=25

In place:
 All essential services now being delivered. Only one remaining annual gas service remains outstanding

Oct 2020 - Proposed to
decrease likelihood from 2
to 1 to reflect that all
essential services are now
being delivered

4x1
=4

Oct 2020 - Proposed to
decrease likelihood from 2
to 1 to reflect that supply
chain for covid
requirements are now in
place

3x4
=12

Oct 2020 – Not proposing
any movement in risk
because of the need to
fully stabilize rent arrears
performance

Working towards:

In place:
 Invoices processing & payments continuing
 Rental income posting continuing
 Rent arrears management continuing – and notices now being served. Rent arrears escalated March – August but
stabilized in September.
 Regular cashflow monitoring in place
 Housing Benefit data continues to be downloaded via online portal
 Not letting our homes – void rent loss is being monitored
 Not able to progress arrears cases to serving notice stage and beyond – 6 month time delay implemented by government
between service of notice and starting legal action (usual delay is 4 weeks) – in place until end March 2021.
 Factoring debt collection still being undertaken
 Financial Inclusion Officers able to provide support and information to all customers to assist with debt management
 Quarterly factoring invoices due for issue before end June 2020 remote working
 Budget and business plan fully re-stated for covid-impact and approved by the Board in September 2020

Oct 2020 – not proposing
to reduce risk further
because services still
experiencing disruption
due to requirement for
staff to self isolate/close
offices whilst detailed
cleaning completed.

4x1
=4

Working towards:

In place:
 All supply chains now in place for in-house PPE requirements.
 All contractors have robust supply chains in place.
 Supply chain cost increases have impacted on delivery of the New Build programme which will cause delays.

Comments on risk
movement or exceptions
to be highlighted
Oct 2020 - Relaunch very
progressed with the vast
majority of services
relaunched therefore
proposing to reduce
likelihood of risk from 4 o
3.

Risk
No.

CV6

CV7

Description


Coronavirus
Communications Risk –
failing to communicate with
all stakeholders resulting in
misunderstanding of service
delivery or failure to adhere
to necessary restrictions/
amendments, which could in
turn undermine control of
infection risk or management
of service delivery risks

Coronavirus Governance
Risk– failing to have
appropriate oversight of the
business in place due to
lockdown restrictions

Before Mitigation
Impact x Likelihood
= Risk Score

Prevention & Mitigation Actions
Prevention Actions to reduce likelihood, Mitigation Actions to reduce impact
items in bold italics indicate movement or NEW

After Mitigation
Impact x Likelihood
= Risk Score

Comments on risk
movement or exceptions
to be highlighted

Working towards:
 Robust plan to transition back to generic working whilst mitigating risks around performance dropping again.
5x5
=25

5x5
=25

In place:
 Customers – newsletter; regular website updates; text to customers to alert them to website update; social media; posters;
changing the main line voicemail message; specific letters for retirement housing customers; Specific letters for customers in
the high rise and mini multis
 Staff – regular coronavirus updates issued from 04/03/20 onwards and Teams briefings every two weeks.
 Board – regular updates issued by CEO
 Union – weekly meetings since April 2020.
 SHR – contact to advise of notifiable events e.g, MPS withdrawal; open notifiable event specifically about the coronavirus
impact on our services, which is being updated whenever there is a change – updated 4 times to date
 Other RSLs – significant contact with other RSLs through networking/benchmarking connections e.g. GWSF and G8, sharing
of best practice and approaches on emerging issues
 Contractors – contact list drawn up at start of lockdown and contact made with key contractors regarding their proposed
response to changes in the new tiered system.
 communicating to contractors on any customers who are self isolating. A register is being kept of properties where this is the
case and this is being constantly updated by CCT, who are phoning out to customers when their self isolation is due to expire
to check if the risk has passed
Working towards:
 Reviewing coronavirus communications plan in response to new tiered system by 13th November 2020. elaunch
comms will be needed for Phase 3, including consideration to how we contact tenants who are not on social media,
 Issuing communication to customers around changes to bulk uplift service in response to GCC.
In place:
 Virtual Boards continuing on normal cycle using Microsoft Teams.
 Online survey used to gather approvals & questions from all Board members in advance of virtual meeting.
 1st round of virtual Board recruitment completed and 2nd round ongoing.
 SMT Teams meetings taking place twice weekly since Lockdown.
 COVID-19 Impact Analysis in place and updated monthly by each SMT member and reported to the Board.
 Notifiable events continue to be submitted to SHR
 Staff & Board delegation plan in case of sickness absence
 SHR monthly return completed.

5x3
=15

5x1
=5

Oct 2020 – Proposing to
reduce risk from 2 to 1 to
reflect updated budget
and business plan to
include covid impact.

4x2
=8

Oct 2020 – not proposing
any reduction in risk due
to high levels of staff
absence

Working towards:
CV8

Coronavirus Staff Welfare
Risk – failing to ensure staff
welfare during period of
altered working conditions
for all staff

5x5
=25

In place:
 Separate workstream on staff welfare as part of covid relaunch planning.
 Flexible approach taken to working hours in response to caring responsibilities.
 Some staff now working from the office more for welfare reasons.
 Staff absence increased significantly during the pandemic and is being closely monitored. Position has now improved.
 All staff trained in carrying out a basic DSE assessment of their workstation & new DSE guidance issued to all staff with tips for
homeworking. New equipment provided for homeworking.
 1to1s and appraisals continue as normal
 Remote working guidance issued to staff
 Managing remote working guidance issued to managers
 New start staff receiving limited induction sessions via video call
 Healthy Hour increased from monthly to weekly
 Managers encouraged to hold regular conference call team meetings
 Staff encouraged to consider taking breaks during the day, flexibility of start and stop times available to assist work/life
balance, and reminders from managers to consider taking annual leave
 Increased engagement with union to weekly
 Re-orientation packs issued to staff for each phase of relaunch and as guidance changed, e.g. requirements on face
coverings
 Guidelines in place for responding to staff with covid symptoms.
 Two Pulse surveys issued to the staff team and results acted upon
Working towards:
 Restarting Healthy Working Lives Group

Risk
No.

CV9

Description

Before Mitigation
Impact x Likelihood
= Risk Score

Prevention & Mitigation Actions
Prevention Actions to reduce likelihood, Mitigation Actions to reduce impact
items in bold italics indicate movement or NEW
 Formal learning around staff management during lockdown to prevent absences in the future
 Issuing and acting on 3rd Pulse Survey
In place:
 Procedures in place for all work activities delivered outside of staff members’ homes.
 All contractors have covid-safe procedures in place

After Mitigation
Impact x Likelihood
= Risk Score

Coronavirus Infection Risk –
failing to implement
government restrictions
appropriately leading to
infection of tenants, staff or
member of public

5x5
=25

Coronavirus Office Reopening Risk – failing to
ensure any safety checks or
required cleaning is
undertaken prior to reopening the office leading to
negative impact on health of
staff or customers

5x2
=10

1

Glenavon Render - Render
falling from Glenavon high
rises results in harm to staff,
public or contractors

5x5
=25

In place: live Risk Mitigation Statement in place which sets out all risk mitigation in place and any changes reported to Board, daily visual
inspection regime in place, monthly abseil inspections and removal of loose render in place, emergency escalation process in place to ensure any
further render falls are communicated effectively to senior management, updating of insurers of any changes to position, structural engineers’
report into repair options completed which conclude repair not possible. Option appraisal for long term replacement commissioned.
Working towards: acting on recommendations from long term option appraisal reports, updated draft report from MAST architects on options
recieved .

5x4
=20

2

Health & Safety - Board,
staff, public or contractors
come to harm

5x5
=25

In place: Health & Safety manuals and policy; Health and Safety Forum re-launched with responsibilities clarified; Monitoring at Quarterly
Assurance Board completed review of risk assessments, internal officer review of key landlord health and safety areas commenced (gas, lifts,
asbestos covered to date), lone working system rolled out to key staff. lone working approach in place and new phones issued to facilitate this,
appointed specialist H&S auditors, Policy reviews approved by Board (fire, gas, asbestos, lifts), action plan in place following high rise fire risk
assessments
Working toward: Effective legionella risk assessment and testing; all properties meeting smoke alarm regulations; organisational method
statements to be updated; develop comprehensive common area asbestos register; delivering action plan for remedial works in relation to fire
risk assessments of all high rise stock; lone working approach for non-key staff requires actioned as some do not yet have phones; completion
of asbestos and legionella surveys and acting upon these.

5x4
=20

3

Customer experience Failure to improve customer
experience and increase
customer satisfaction

5x4
=20

In place: Customer satisfaction surveys, New Corporate Plan that responds to customer satisfaction survey with priorities set out in delivery plan
to deliver, estate management processes, factoring processes, reporting complaints quarterly to Assurance Board, plan in place to deal with more
enquiries at first point of contact. Repairs satisfaction daily texts & process in place to respond ASB strategy approved by Board; organizational
values now included in induction, new complaints processes and training, updated appraisal process launched which embeds organisational
values. Involving customers in a property process review, Procedure review & update of ASB process.
Working toward: Launching a customer charter- delayed due to coronavirus, Training to be completed on revised ASB procedures. Report from
Service Improvement Panel on customer communications awaited. Ensuring transition back to generic working is smooth

4x5
=20

4

Rent Collection - Failure to
collect rent effectively

4x5
=20

In place: Recommendations from UC audit completed, implementation of our Community Regen and Anti-Poverty Strategy, manager sampling of
arrears management procedure; monthly manager arrears meeting; patch and officer arrears reporting, streamlined arrears procedure including
guidance particular to UC, staff training for housing staff and CCT. Further staff training on individual arrears management plans and new arrears
procedure – piloted on income team. Specialist teams in place and reduction in arrears in September.

4x4
=16

CV10

Comments on risk
movement or exceptions
to be highlighted

4x1
=4

Reduce likelihood to 1.

4x1
=4

October 2020 – Proposing
to remove risk as office
reopened and all relevant
checks completed.

Working towards:
 Updating procedures as the Association moves into the next stages of relaunch.

In place:



Offices reopened and all necessary health and safety checks completed.

Working towards:

Working towards: Ensuring momentum on arrears performance up. Rent collection audit in November and delivering management actions as a
result.

Risk
No.

Description

Before Mitigation
Impact x Likelihood
= Risk Score
5x4
=20

Prevention & Mitigation Actions
Prevention Actions to reduce likelihood, Mitigation Actions to reduce impact
items in bold italics indicate movement or NEW
In place: Current contractual provisions, key trade backup, legal advice, post inspections, effective contract management, Stringent new KPI
monitoring, new contract management framework launched, impact of new legislation and regulation reviewed monthly by SMT, effective gas
safety procedures, GDPR procedures, GDPR internal audit reporting on legislative compliance quarterly to Assurance Board. Training on the new
contract management framework, EESSH & SHQS action plan, replacement repairs contractor in place following MPS withdrawl, reprocurement
of contractor post April 2021 completed..
Working toward: MMR governance and management processes; implementing new regulatory requirement for 5 yearly electrical inspections
but anticipate will not fully meet by original March 2021 deadline, aim is to achieve by March 2022. Compliance with regulatory framework
around H and S. – specifically asbestos records.

After Mitigation
Impact x Likelihood
= Risk Score
4x5
=20

5

Legislation & Regulation Failure of staff to ensure
MHA meets Statutory and
Regulatory standards related
to operational activities

6

Housing viability - Failure to
keep our multi-storey stock
financially viable in a way
that remains attractive to
tenants

5x5
=25

In Place: Leasing Property policy mitigates low demand issues, lodged and raised proceedings against Mears in terms of render failure, Rent Policy
enables charging for air source heating and internet and landscaping, Community@Maryhill open, contract for internet provision, new lease
agreement signed with Mears, completion of stock option appraisal confirming blocks should be retained in the medium term,
Working Toward: North Maryhill masterplan, assess potential impact if retrofit of fire suppression measures becomes a legal requirement,
delivery of investment in heating & environment over five years, completion of option appraisal of alternatives to existing render,

5x3
=15

7

Housing Quality - Failure to
provide better homes and
develop neighbourhoods to
feel proud of

5x4
=20

In place: appropriate business plan resources linked to an up to date asset management database, positive EESSH internal audit., 2020/2024
investment programme focused on customer priorities; EESSH and SHQS compliance action plan Updated Asset Management Strategy including 4
year investment plan responding to customer priorities, ‘how we will communicate with customers’ process agreed at July SMT for both tenants
and owners
Working toward:, Consolidation of land to deliver environmental improvement, , introduce 10% stock condition sampling each year from 2020/21
but restrict to 5% in first year only due to coronavirus impact- these will start from November 2020.

4x3
=12

8

Staff Resources - Failure to
attract and retain key staff

4x4
=16

In place: Full EVH membership for terms & conditions, new appraisal process introduced, Training & Development plan, Participation in Best
Companies survey, process for consideration of exit surveys; Development of a People Strategy, reducing sickness absence. two weekly review of
staff absence and new absence management procedures.
Working toward: Review of Recruitment and Selection Policy, completion of review of Induction process.

4x4
=16

9

Leadership - Lack of strategic
direction and leadership
within staff team

5x4
=20

In place: Corporate Plan; Mission, vision & values; Staff Conversation sessions; Quarterly all manager away day sessions, plan in place to promote
and embed the corporate Plan. Promotion of new Corporate Plan externally.. Adapted internal communications in response to covid. Pulse staff
engagement surveys and responses to this issued.
Working toward:

4x3
=12

10

Management - Lack of
effective management
throughout the organisation

5x3
=15

In place: Training & Development Plan including manager development, managers pledge, SMART objective setting, coaching culture,
management and leadership programme completed in 2018/19 and new managers completed in 2019, Quarterly all manager away day sessions,
new manager inductions roll out of manager skills matrix for 2019; 12 month review of new Housing structure including clarification of roles &
responsibilities; Housing & Property managers team away days; facilitated sessions within housing management as a result of wellbeing survey;
staff conversation sessions, 12 month review of Corporate Support function. Pulse surveys and responding to this. Training has been delivered on
practical management processes.
Working toward: developing manager training in response to managers skills matrix results by end March 2020 , 12 month review of new
structures including clarification of roles & responsibilities in Development (March 2020) (delayed due to coronavirus) and Property (October
2020); implementing team development following Best Companies Survey by end March 2020.

4x3
=12

11

Board effectiveness - Failure
of the Board to lead the
organisation effectively and
have clear strategic direction
and planning

5x5
=25

In place: Governance Effectiveness Plan 2020/21; Corporate plan 2020; robust annual appraisal system, effective Board away days , clearly
defined Board and Committee structure and standing orders; implemented Assurance report in responses to 2019 Regulatory Framework; Board
recruitment completed in summer 2020 and five new Board Members joined the Board in September 2020. Rules update approved by the
Membership in September and approved by the FCA in October. Board make up now compliant with the rules. 2nd round of tenant Board
recruitment underway, New Board development consultant appointed.
Working toward: Succession planning for office bearer positions, completion of procurement for Collaborative Governance Review with other
Associations.

5x2
=10

Comments on risk
movement or exceptions
to be highlighted

Oct 2020 - Increase in risk
due to increased staff
absence

Oct 2020: Reduce risk
down from 4 to 2 because
new rules approved by
FCA and Board is
compliant.

Risk
No.

Description

Before Mitigation
Impact x Likelihood
= Risk Score
3x5
=15

Prevention & Mitigation Actions
Prevention Actions to reduce likelihood, Mitigation Actions to reduce impact
items in bold italics indicate movement or NEW
In place: Development HUB, HUB Board, developing good relationships with key partners, assessing new development risk as part of business
planning, hub review undertaken, joined SCAPE framework, Development Policy, Development Performance Framework, regular reporting to
Glasgow City Council, submitted new strategy and development funding plan with realistic timeframes, HAG funding approved for Rothes Drive,
Botany Corner, Smeaton Street newbuild development and Oran/Shiskine conversion.
Working toward: development procedure review required; review approach to elected member engagement, 4 site starts delayed due to
coronavirus. Development at Smeaton Street will require to be reprocured because could not reach agreement with the contractor over covid
costs. This will lead to further delays, recruitment of development manager.
In place: effective tenant consultation on rent, short & medium term effective assessment of rent affordability, 30 year business plan aim for CPI
by Year 6, VFM strategy, effective allocations and void management processes, revised existing Procurement Toolkit in place, training for staff on
Contract Management Framework, VFM Group established; Pensions Working Group report to October Board, closure of defined benefit SHAPs
pension scheme effective from 1 April 2020. Reactive repairs procurement is expected to deliver savings ad better cost management on reactive
repairs.
Working toward: implement procurement monitoring and community benefits KPI for 2020/21 to monitor at SMT, review SPF pension scheme,
re-launch VFM working group.
In place: Anti-fraud and bribery policy, staff code of conduct, Board code of conduct, payments and benefits policy, internal/external audits,
Annual declaration of interest, quarterly monitoring at A&RC, revised payment processes and supplier controls implemented as result of fraud
occurring, internal audit undertaken of payment process, fraud awareness session delivered by Royal Bank of Scotland in November 2018, all staff
training on fraud &whistleblowing delivered January 2019, new simpler standing orders and scheme of delegation and invoice approval process
approved September 2020. Procurement policy & scheme of delegation training delivered.
Working toward: investigate need for money laundering training by end March 2020; fraud awareness training to be included in induction for
staff and Board members.
In place: business interruption insurance; disaster recovery plan, off-site back up, anti-spam and anti-virus, firewall, password protection,
encryption for laptops, mobile device management software; IT servers updated to cope with home working
Working toward: Introduction of Office 365 and cloud based working, new server for remote working, purchasing more equipment to support
staff with home working.

After Mitigation
Impact x Likelihood
= Risk Score
2x5
=10

12

Development - Inability to
deliver new developments to
time and budget

13

Rent Affordability - Failure to
deliver affordable rents

4x5
=20

14

Fraud - Risk that fraud or
bribery is committed

4x5
=20

15

IT – Major loss or failure of IT
systems (e.g fire, major cyber
attack, loss of key supplier)

5x4
=20

16

Financial control Ineffective financial business
planning & financial controls

5x4
=20

In place: Effective 5 and 30 year financial business planning and stress testing supporting corporate strategy, assessing new development risk,
covenant compliance, regulatory and legal compliance, Business Planning calendar, Standing Orders & Financial Regulations, budget setting and
management framework, variation process, closer working between finance and operational teams, budget monitoring meetings, Departmental
processes for invoice processing, BRIXX implementation, new approach to budget setting process, clear invoice approval process and value limits
with checker and approver required, SPF cessation debt allowed for in Business Plan, Treasury Management Strategy and Policy, treasury
management advisors review of treasury management policy and approach and business plan assumptions, Board training delivered in 2018 on
finance and treasury, treasury advisors and legal advisors reported to Audit & Risk Committee and Board in regard to RBS loan refinancing, new
RBS loan implemented 29 March 2019, VAT review by external auditors Scott Moncrieff, Treasury Management Strategy approved June 2020
Board
Working toward: investigating use of SDM management accounts to give better clarity and transparency and improved production; seeking clarity
on SPF cessation debt liability;

4x2
=8

17

Housing Need - Failure to
meet housing need in the
local area

5x4
=20

In place: Housing needs & demands study; Development Policy and programme driven by housing need; new allocations policy; participation in
Glasgow-wide housing register project; Development team and hub model with QCHA, engaging with the GCC re Rapid Re-housing plan
introducing new lettings targets for 2020/21 to reflect request for increased allocations to homeless households.
Working toward: delivering a plan to reducing backlog of housing options, progress discussions around choice based lettings in partnership with
other housing associations;

3x3
=9

18

Community - Failure to
address poverty and enable
customers to make their lives
better

3x5
=15

In place: Refreshed Community Regeneration and Anti-Poverty Strategy, Procurement & Community Benefits Policy, in-house welfare rights
service, Value for Money strategy, successful relaunch of Community Kitty, recruited Community Regeneration Manager and officer; funding
secured for youth activities provision, replacement heating programme commenced; application to the Energy Redress fund was successful for 2.5
energy advisers across Maryhill Housing and Queens Cross Housing for 2 year posts, Covid funding of over £98k of £102k obtained has been
distributed. Funding bid for digital participation officer and homework clubs.
Working towards: Development of funding initiative to replace Cash for Kids develop effective outcome monitoring for community
regeneration activities, developing new & innovative approaches to delivering our community regeneration services other than face to face.
Benefits campaign to be launched.

3x3
=9

Comments on risk
movement or exceptions
to be highlighted

3x3
=9

3x3
=9

3x3
=9

Oct 2020 - Proposing to
increase risk because of c
200 customers who are on
a waiting list for a housing
options interview to allow
them to join the waiting
list.
Oct 2020 – proposed to
reduce likelihood of risk
due to success and impact
of the Community
Regeneration service.

MARYHILL HOUSING ASSOCIATION LIMITED
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE REPORT WITH COMMENTARY TO THE SENIOR
MANAGEMENT TEAM
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS TO 30 SEPTEMBER 2020

Overall Performance against Budget
This document provides the financial commentary on the department variances and the
anticipated outturn for the year to date ended 30 September 2020. The budget reported is
updated with the revised budget for 2020/21 approved at 29 September Board meeting.
The attached document is the Management Accounts to 30 September 2020, which details
the outturn position for the year.
The Statement of Comprehensive Income shows an operating surplus of £1,783,943 for the
year against a budgeted surplus of £784,276.
The Statement of Financial Position highlights movements in assets and liabilities, cash and
reserves. Cash balances have remained stable in month, with a closing balance of
£7,230,774.
The operating surplus has been adjusted for the release of negative goodwill, interest paid
on loans, and interest earned on cash balances resulting in an overall surplus of £1,502,301
for the year to date, against a budgeted surplus of £508,413.
The information includes a Statement of Cashflow which shows the movement in funds for
the year including an adjusted outturn for year end to reflect the delay within the
development projects.
The covenant calculations are in line with the new Loan arrangements which provide
confirmation that the Association meets the RBS Covenant ratios and gearing measures.
The main variances against budget are detailed below.
Key:

+/-

%

In line or better than budget with positive impact on bottom line outturn, or
currently over budget but anticipated to come into line
Performance significantly different from budget and whilst might improve
outturn may result in a service delivery delay
Unfavourable variance from budget not expected to improve therefore
impacts on the bottom line outturn
Income – positive value indicates there is more income than anticipated in
budget.
Income – negative value indicates there is less income than anticipated in
budget.
Costs- a positive value indicates there is less expenditure than anticipated
in budget.
Costs – negative value indicate there is more expenditure than anticipated
in budget.
Percentage of variance against annual budget
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Departmental Variances
Housing & Property
Services Income
Voids

+/-

£

%

47,127

60.4%

Comments
Void increase as properties are just
starting to be let due to Covid -19
During September there were 24 let
properties but a further 23 became
void.

Bad Debts

+

Property Expenditure
Staff Costs –
Works & Cyclical

+/-

81,888

£

20.9%

The revised budget increased the
provision for bad debts 3% (1.5%).
The overall debts in month have
remained static with a slight
reduction in debt in one to five
months, offset by an increase in debt
for over six months and former.

%

Comments

Major

+

15,105 4.6%

Variance relates to the vacancy for
ASHP Manager (now in post) and
trainee.

Staff Costs – Responsive
Repairs & Void Works

+

35,145 7.4%

Variance relates to sickness and
maternity cover in budget not utilised.

Reactive
Repairs
Maintenance

&

+

247,750 18.8%

Slight improvement from last month
as services have resumed.

Tenant
recharges
Reactive

–

-

10,105 43.9%

Reduction in income is due to Covid19 with Service reduction.

+

7,181 1.7%

Contract has restarted and is
anticipated to meet revised budget.
The work to date on 95 properties
based on current expenditure has an
average of £2,145 per property. A
review estimating components reduce
the average cost to £1,415 per
property.

Void Repairs
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Cyclical
Repairs
Maintenance

&

+

179,638 15.7%

The contracts are gradually restarting,
expenditure mainly relates to ongoing
Gas
Servicing,
Landscape
Maintenance and Periodic Electrical
Inspections. The main slippage is
within Fire Detection budget with
contract restarting in August.

Recharges

+

28,416 163.7
%

Variance relates to the timing of the
invoices being sent out.

&

+

57,268 27.3%

Lower expenditure than budgeted for
due to Covid-19. Legal activities
expected to increase in the coming
months.

Planned

+

132,808 5.0%

There has been limited expenditure in
month variance relates to only budget
expenditure for Reactive, Cyclical and
Voids, and the Neighbourhood Team
Station.
The majority of contract
works are anticipated to be in Q3-4.

Adjust Capital Projects
capitalised

-

16,677 3.5%

The
only
anticipated
project
capitalised to date is neighbourhood
Team station and ASHP.

Housing Expenditure

+/
-

Staff
Costs
Management

Housing

+

6,633 0.6%

The variance is due to budget
maternity provision for one post not
utilised.

Legal & Professional
Fees Arrears

+

7,491 16.6%

Expenditure low due to Covid-19,
anticipated meeting budget for March
21.

Common
Supply

+

55,219 20.3%

This variance is related to the timing
of the Invoices received and is
anticipated to improve. A project is
underway with the Finance Officers to
review the costs to date.

Factored
Cyclical

Glenavon
Legal
Professional Fees

Other
Maintenance

Electricity

£

%
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Depreciation Charge –
Housing Properties

-

23,139 1.0%

Currently over budget due to adding
components to Fixed Asset Register
at Year End. Anticipated to improve in
November with the re-life of assets
per the Capital policy.

Other Housing Services
Costs

+

14,096 29.8%

Little expenditure to date due to
Covid-19

Sheltered Services

+/
-

Management and Warden
Staff Costs

+

Factoring

+/
-

Bad Debt Provision

-

Neighbourhood

+/
-

Direct Staff

+

Community
Regeneration

+/
-

Grants Receivable / Other
Income

+

£

%

5,983 7.5%

£

%

54,403 2720%

£

%

7,682 1.6%

£

%

35,299 25.1%
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Comments

The Warden at Shiskine Place
works 4 days a week. Budget has
full time hours.

Comments

The increase in provision relates to
the timing of the quarterly rent debit.
This will be adjusted in the quarter
when invoices are issued.

Comments

The reduction in salary is due to less
overtime expenditure against budget
and reduced cost for staff ground
maintenance.

Comments
Grants received to provide fuel and
food support to tenants. Modern
Apprentice and GCC Summer
Holiday Grants. Variance is due to
phasing of budgets.
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Management
Administration Staff

Community
Fund

&

+

16,516 13.8%

2.5 Energy Advisor Posts in the
budget not due to start until
November

Improvement

+

18,683 46.7%

Very little spend up to September
due to Covid-19. £38k of the £40k
budget spent in October.

-

32,771 22.6%

Spend matches grant received but
shows an overspend due to the
phasing of the grant income
received
from
the
Scottish
Government.

Other Wider Action costs

Due to Covid-19 and the social
distancing measures in place, the
Community Gardens and growing
spaces have had no spend to date.
The Community Regen Strategy
Consultations will be done virtually
this year, so the budget for this won’t
be spent. The match funding for the
Energy Advisors posts will be spent
once the posts are filled, anticipated
to be November.

Other
Income
Expenditure

&

Interest Receivable

Other
Income
Expenditure

&

+/
-

£

%

Comments

-

5,605 33.2%

There is less interest received due
to changes in the interest rate from
June for our liquidity account. The
variance also relates to budget
phasing for additional interest when
Treasury strategy implemented.

+

46,676 37.4%

The income relates to Job Retention
income
of
£63k
and
VAT
Development Income £24k. The
variance is due to budget phasing.
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Overheads

+
/-

£

%

Comments

Management
Administrative Staff

&

+

24,582 1.9%

The variance is due to the staff
changes within Finance, including
vacancy for PATH trainee (an offer
has been accepted)

Equipment
Repairs
Maintenance

&

+

8,142 4.9%

Spend less than anticipated due to
Covid-19

Building
Repairs
Maintenance – Planned

&

+

8,865 38.5%

Spend less than anticipated due to
Covid-19

Printing & Stationery Costs

+

11,052 38.5%

Spend less than anticipated due to
Covid-19

Marketing Costs

+

11,694 48.7%

Spend less than anticipated due to
Covid-19

Legal & Professional Fees

+

31,765 24.1%

Limited expenditure to date, mainly
Arneil Johnstone Repairs contract.

Sundries

+

8,881 39.8%

Spend less than anticipated due to
Covid-19

Cleaning Costs

+

7,894 23.9%

Office closed since March but we
now have some spend on cleaning
materials for staff returning to the
office.

Board
Training,
Conferences& Publications

+

7,400 49.3%

Spend less than anticipated due to
Covid-19

Staff Training, Conferences
& Publications

+

27,901 43.6%

Spend less than anticipated due to
Covid-19

Donations

+

5,870 48.9%

Spend less than anticipated due to
Covid-19 This budget includes
Donations and Customer Kitty
budget

Outturn
The following outturn adjustments have been approved:
Account
Code
5540

Account Name

£

Reason

Professional Fees

4,200

Addition to budget for SPF Advice
-6-
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Code

Vired
Name
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Covid 19 - Income
Job Retention Grant

£

Received

April

6,356.60

21 May 20

May

16,881.68

22 June 20

June

16,651.04

28 July 20

July

15,412.04

19 August 20

August

5,907.32

09 September 20

September

1,401.07

14 October 20

Total

62,609.75

Covid 19- Expenditure
Description
Salaries

£
10,212

Neighbourhood – OT

4,553

PPE – Staff

3,646

PPE – Contractor

1,260

Void – Sanitise

1,082

Portacabin

7,631

Deep Cleans

6,151

Bulk Uplifts

2,774

Pest Control

2,731

Postage

5,763

Heath & Wellbeing
Total to September

300
46,103
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Cash Received Trends
Rent

April
£

May
£

2019-20

949,659

1,052,092

2020-21

923,600

1,059,261

Factoring

April
£

May
£

June
£

July
£

August

1,033,874

1,426,947

960,707

1,028,215 1,414,809

1,042,270

1,052,373

976,427

June
£

July
£

August

Sept

Sept

2019-20

21,620

21,320

51,146

29,013

24,446

36,632

2020-21

28,045

14,991

41,703

31,136

23,221

42,042
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MARYHILL HOUSING ASSOCIATION LTD
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS AS AT 30 SEPTEMBER 2020
STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Actual
30/09/2020
£
6,728,452

Budget
30/09/2020
£
6,752,044

Revised
Annual
Budget
31/03/2021
£
13,504,087

Operating Costs

4,944,509

5,967,767

12,156,386

12,160,586

OPERATING SURPLUS

1,783,943

784,276

1,347,700

1,343,501

REVENUE

Gain / Loss on Sale of Housing Stock
Release of Negative Goodwill
Interest Received and Other Income
Interest Payable and Similar Charge

Outturn
31/03/2021
£
13,504,087

148,600

148,599

297,198

297,198

2,845

8,450

16,900

16,900

(865,826)

(865,826)

(433,087)

(432,913)

Other Finance Gain/Charges
(281,642)

SURPLUS FOR THE YEAR

1,502,301

(275,864)

(551,728)

(551,728)

508,413

795,972

791,773

MARYHILL HOUSING ASSOCIATION LTD
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS AS AT 30 SEPTEMBER 2020
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

31/03/20
£
58,994,359
410,000

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Housing Properties - Depreciated Cost
Investment Properties

59,404,359
1,011,945

Other Non Current Assets

60,416,304

(10,098,229)
1

876,623
5,205,152
619,752

Negative Goodwill
Investment in Subsidary
CURRENT ASSETS
Stock
Debtors
Cash at bank and in hand
Investment

6,701,527

Actual
30/09/20
£

Revised
Annual
Budget
31/03/21
£

Outturn
31/03/21
£

58,092,888
410,000

64,731,600
410,000

64,731,600
410,000

58,502,888

65,141,600

65,141,600

982,579

988,800

988,800

59,485,467

66,130,400

66,130,400

(9,949,629)

(9,801,200)

(9,801,200)

1

1

1

925,934
6,608,653
622,121

(85,400)
1,004,600
6,248,900

(85,400)
1,004,600
6,248,900

8,156,708

7,168,100

7,168,100

(3,719,906)

CREDITORS: Amounts falling due within one year

(2,677,396)

(3,690,353)

(3,690,353)

2,981,621

NET CURRENT ASSETS

5,479,313

3,477,747

3,477,747

53,299,696

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES

55,015,152

59,806,947

59,806,947

(10,788,230)

CREDITORS: Amounts falling due after more than one year

(11,168,662)

(11,295,000)

(11,295,000)

(310,000)

(310,000)

(310,000)

(310,000)

PROVISIONS FOR LIABILITIES AND CHARGES
Pension Liability

(10,879,019)
(1,123,874)

DEFERRED INCOME
Social Housing Grants
Other Grants

(10,711,153)
(1,124,460)

(17,207,400)

(17,207,400)

30,198,575

NET ASSETS

31,700,876

30,994,547

30,994,547

123
29,788,452
410,000

CAPITAL AND RESERVES
Share Capital
Revenue Reserves: Brought Forward
Other Reserves
Reserves: For Period

123
29,788,452
410,000
1,502,301

123
29,788,452
410,000
795,972

123
29,788,452
410,000
795,972

31,700,876

30,994,547

30,994,547

-

-

30,198,575

MARYHILL HOUSING ASSOCIATION LTD
INCOME & EXPENDITURE SUMMARY ACCOUNTS
AS AT 30 SEPTEMBER 2020

Gross rents and service charge, inc SO

Actual
30/09/2020
£
6,579,892

Budget
30/09/2020
£
6,580,521

Variance
30/09/2020
£
(629)

Revised
Annual
Budget
31/03/2021
£
13,161,042

Gross rents and service charges
Rent loss from voids
Rent loss from Homeless Pilot
Net rent and service charges
Other income -Development Services
Other income - SHG Amortisation
Factoring Income
Commercial Income
Other income

6,579,892
(100,857)
6,479,035
12,727
167,865
10,450
11,621
214,618

6,580,521
(53,730)
(1,500)
6,525,291
17,321
170,800
64,200
12,589
132,644

(629)
(47,127)
1,500
(46,256)
(4,593)
2,935
(53,750)
(968)
81,975

13,161,042
(107,460)
(3,000)
13,050,582
34,641
341,600
128,400
25,177
265,287

13,161,042
(107,460)
(3,000)
13,050,582
34,641
341,600
128,400
25,177
265,287

TURNOVER

6,896,317

6,922,844

(20,657)

13,845,687

13,845,687

4,071,982
1,004,734
2,633,050
(2,079,187)
1,127,104
1,719,697
390,900
35,131
2,328,600
67,800
344,037
272,302
758,767
(176,932)
12,497,986

4,071,982
1,007,134
2,633,050
(2,079,187)
1,127,104
1,719,697
390,900
35,131
2,328,600
67,800
344,037
272,302
760,566
(176,932)
12,502,185

Forecast
Outturn
31/03/2021
£
13,161,042

Less Operating costs:
Salary, other staff costs & recruitment
Central Overheads
Planned Maintenance-Direct Costs
Planned Maintenance-Capitalised
Cyclical Maintenance - Direct Costs
Reactive/Voids Maintenance-Direct Costs
Bad debts
Sheltered Non Salary Service Costs
Depreciation on Housing Properties
Depreciation on Other Fixed Assets
Property Insurance
Property Utilities
Other Costs
Development Admin costs capitalised
VALUE FOR MONEY SAVINGS
OPERATING COSTS

1,923,054
376,450
137,246
(85,179)
355,498
615,023
113,562
12,864
1,187,439
33,985
167,697
80,932
286,166
(92,363)

2,035,991
502,367
270,054
(101,856)
563,552
859,849
195,450
18,373
1,164,300
33,900
172,019
136,151
376,883
(88,466)

112,937
125,917
132,808
(16,677)
208,054
244,826
81,888
5,509
(23,139)
(85)
4,322
55,219
32,363
3,897

5,112,374

6,138,567

967,839

OPERATING SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

1,783,943

784,276

1,347,701

1,343,501

Sale of fixed assets
Interest receivable and other income
Interest payable and similar charges
SHAPs Finance Charges
Release of negative goodwill
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) ON ORDINARY ACTIVITIES

2,845
(433,087)

8,450
(432,913)

16,900
(865,826)

16,900
(865,826)

148,600
1,502,300

148,599
508,413

297,198
795,972

297,198
791,773

(To)/From Reserves

1,502,301

508,413

795,972

791,773

0

(0)

-

-

0.0%
43.9%
-50.0%
-0.4%
-13.3%
0.9%
-41.9%
-3.8%
30.9%

2.8%
12.5%
5.0%
0.8%
18.5%
14.2%
20.9%
15.7%
-1.0%
-0.1%
1.3%
20.3%
4.3%
-2.2%

MARYHILL HOUSING ASSOCIATION LTD
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS AS AT 30 SEPTEMBER 2020
Statement of Cashflows Forecast Outturn at 31 March 21
Revised
Budget
31 March 2021
£
Cashflow from Operating Activities
Cash Flow from Investing Activities
Acquisition & construction of properties
Purchase of Other Fixed Assets
Social Housing Grant Received
Other Grants
Proceeds on disposal of properties
Interest Received

Outturn

31
March 2021

£
3,481,400

(8,110,600)
5,641,085
477,615
15,300

£

(8,110,600)
5,641,085
477,615
15,300
(1,976,600)

Cashflow from financing activities
Interest paid on loans and bank charges
New secured Loans
Capital Repayments
Share Capital issued
Increase in Investments
Total Cashflow from Funding Activities
Net changes in cash and cash equivalents

£
3,481,400

(840,800)

(1,976,600)

(840,800)
(240,000)
-

(240,000)

(1,080,800)

(1,080,800)

424,000

424,000

Opening cash and cash equivalents

5,824,900

5,824,900

Closing cash and cash equivalents

6,248,900

6,248,900

6,248,900

6,248,900

-

-

MARYHILL HOUSING ASSOCIATION
COVENANT CALCULATIONS

6
Notes

Measure

RBS Covenant - Interest Cover (EBITDA)
Operating Surplus
Add Depreciation
Add Impairment
Less Grant Amortisation
Sales Adjustment if any

Less Capitalised Works

Less Pensions deficit repayment

Less Amortised Goodwill

March
2021
£'000
1,344
2,329
0.00
-342
0.00

RBS have agreed
adjusted add back of
capitalised figure in 1st
3 years 50%, 60%, 60%
of actual

-1,040

SHAPS deficit
repayment already
included in Employee
costs within Operating
Surplus
Need to deduct goodwill
as currently Brixx
includes in other costs
as income. Would
normally sit outside of
operating surplus

-297
1,994

Interest
Less Interest receiveable
Interest Payable
Ratio must be greater than
Lowest result

866
-17
849
110%

234.85%

HEADROOM/(SAVINGS NEEDED)
1,060

RBS Covenant - Gearing HPC
Total Financial Indebtedness (eg loans)

12,500

Historic Gross Cost of Property

Less Under Construction

Total Financial Indebtedness to Historic
Gross Cost of Property not to exceed

64,732
For forecasts purposes
the assumption is that
spend in a particular
year is under
construction

(2,079)
62,652

50%

HEADROOM/(SAVINGS REQUIRED)
Gearing HPC

18,826

Peak debt
peak gearing
Internal EBITDA Measure
Ratio to provide contingency cushion
Lowest result

20%

12,500

140%

234.85%

110%
140%
50%
Cash Balance at end of year
Net Debt
Total finacial indebtedness (eg loans)

6,249
6,251
12,500

MARYHILL HOUSING ASSOCIATION LTD
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS AS AT 30 SEPTEMBER 2020
Month
6
INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT DETAILS
Actual

Budget

Variance

Revised
Annual
Budget

Year End
Forecast
Outturn
Variance %
against
annual
Variance >£5k budget

30/09/20

30/09/20

30/09/20

31/03/21

£

£

£

£

31/03/21
£

Housing & Property Services Income
Rental Income
Service Charges
Homeless Pilot
Voids (0.60%)
Bad Debts (3.00%)

6,512,852
1,961
(100,857)
(113,562)

6,512,339
3,250
(1,500)
(53,730)
(195,450)

514
(1,289)
1,500
(47,127)
81,888

13,024,677
6,500
(3,000)
(107,460)
(390,900)

13,024,677
6,500
(3,000)
(107,460)
(390,900)

Net Rental Income

6,300,394

6,264,909

35,486

12,529,817

12,529,817

15,105
35,145
247,750
(10,105)
7,181
179,638
28,416
57,268
(408)
132,808
(16,677)
-

327,563
472,213
1,320,785
(23,000)
421,912
1,144,462
(17,358)
209,600
20,000
2,633,050
(2,079,187)

327,563
472,213
1,320,785
(23,000)
421,912
1,144,462
(17,358)
209,600
20,000
2,633,050
(2,079,187)
-

-

47,127
81,888

43.9%
-20.9%

15,105
35,145
247,750
(10,105)
7,181
179,638
28,416
57,268

4.6%
7.4%
18.8%
43.9%
1.7%
15.7%
-163.7%
27.3%

132,808
(16,677)

5.0%
0.8%

Property Expenditure
Staff Costs - Major Works & Cyclical
Staff Costs - Responsive Repairs & Void Works
Reactive Repairs & Maintenance
Tenant Recharges Reactive
Void Repairs
Cyclical Repairs & Maintenance
Factored Recharges Cyclical
Glenavon - Legal & Professional Fees
Maryhill Locks -Roof
Other Planned Repairs & Maintenance
Adjust Capital Projects Capitalised
Factored Recharges Planned Maintenance

148,677
200,962
412,643
(1,395)
203,775
392,593
(37,095)
47,532
10,408
137,246
(85,179)
-

163,782
236,107
660,393
(11,500)
210,956
572,231
(8,679)
104,800
10,000
270,054
(101,856)
-

Summary Expenditure

1,430,167

2,106,287

676,120

4,430,041

4,430,041

Housing Expenditure
Staff Costs - Housing Management
Loan interest
Non Utilisation Fees - RBS
Property Insurance
Void Property Costs
Legal & Professional Fees - Arrears
Bank Charges - Rent Account
Common Electricity Supply
Factoring Fees Payable
Motor Vehicle Running Costs
Housing Compensation
Housing Crisis Fund
Depreciation Charge - Housing Properties
Amortisation - Housing Properties
Other Housing Services Costs
Close Cleaning

441,147
356,077
77,010
167,697
480
12,436
18,206
80,932
13,000
2,514
260
1,187,439
(167,865)
30,454
143,058

447,780
356,113
76,800
172,019
2,250
22,500
17,500
136,151
11,170
4,045
3,000
1,164,300
(170,800)
44,550
141,812

6,633
36
(210)
4,322
1,770
10,064
(706)
55,219
(1,830)
1,531
2,740
(23,139)
(2,935)
14,096
(1,246)

895,560
712,226
153,600
344,037
4,500
45,000
35,000
272,302
22,340
8,089
6,000
5,000
2,328,600
(341,600)
89,100
283,624

895,560
712,226
153,600
344,037
4,500
45,000
35,000
272,302
22,340
8,089
6,000
5,000
2,328,600
(341,600)
89,100
283,624

Summary Expenditure

2,362,845

2,429,190

66,344

4,863,379

4,863,379

758,831

887,321

128,490

1,774,642

1,777,987

1,748,551

842,112

(906,440)

1,461,754

1,458,410

Allocation of Overheads
Surplus / (Deficit)

6,633

0.7%

10,064

22.4%

55,219

20.3%

(23,139)

-1.0%

14,096

15.8%

MARYHILL HOUSING ASSOCIATION LTD
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS AS AT 30 SEPTEMBER 2020
Month
6
INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT DETAILS
Actual

Budget

Variance

Revised
Annual
Budget

Year End
Forecast
Outturn
Variance %
against
annual
Variance >£5k budget

30/09/20

30/09/20

30/09/20

31/03/21

£

£

£

£

£

Sheltered Service Charges
Service Income
Voids (0.75%)
Bad Debts (1.50%)

66,014
(724)
(211)

66,333
(400)
(1,000)

(319)
(324)
789

132,665
(800)
(2,000)

132,665
(800)
(2,000)

Net Service Charge Income

65,079

64,933

147

129,865

129,865

Management & Warden Staff Costs
Provision for Replacements in Common Room
Community Alarm Call System
Warden's Council Tax
Warden's Rent Subsidy
Heat & Light Costs
Fire / Smoke Alarms & Equipment
Telephone Costs
Insurance Costs
Sundries
Allocation of Overheads

34,057
3,773
2,232
4,424
2,067
368
8,653

40,040
75
3,485
1,615
2,170
8,773
404
1,524
78
325
8,653

5,983
75
(288)
1,615
(62)
4,349
404
(543)
78
(43)
(1)

80,080
150
6,970
1,615
4,340
17,545
808
3,048
155
650
17,305

80,080
150
6,970
1,615
4,340
17,545
808
3,048
155
650
17,305

9,505

(2,208)

11,713

(2,800)

(2,800)

Development Administration
Development Income

12,727

17,321

(4,593)

34,641

34,641

Net Development Administration Income

12,727

17,321

(4,593)

34,641

34,641

Management & Administrative Staff
Development Consultancy Costs
Other Development Costs
Allocation of Overheads
Adjust Development Costs Capitalised

81,944
10,419
74,678
(92,363)

83,268
7,500
3,984
83,441
(88,466)

1,324
(2,919)
3,984
8,763
3,897

166,536
15,000
7,967
166,881
(176,932)

166,536
15,000
7,967
167,209
(176,932)

Surplus / (Deficit)

(61,951)

(72,406)

10,455

(144,812)

(145,140)

Surplus / (Deficit)

31/03/21

5,983

7.5%

MARYHILL HOUSING ASSOCIATION LTD
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS AS AT 30 SEPTEMBER 2020
Month
6
INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT DETAILS
Actual

Budget

Variance

Revised
Annual
Budget

Year End
Forecast
Outturn
Variance %
against
annual
Variance >£5k budget

30/09/20

30/09/20

30/09/20

31/03/21

£

£

£

£

£

65,853
(55,403)

65,200
(1,000)

653
(54,403)

130,400
(2,000)

130,400
(2,000)

Net Income from Property Management Services

10,450

64,200

(53,750)

128,400

128,400

Management & Administrative Staff

31,867

31,981

114

63,962

63,962

Legal & Professional Fees
Other Factoring Costs
Allocation of Overheads

32
4,049
29,042

2,500
3,759
32,048

2,468
(290)
3,006

5,000
7,518
64,095

5,000
7,518
64,221

(54,540)

(6,088)

(48,453)

(12,175)

(12,301)

-

-

(490)
7,682
2,966
325
(423)
1,143
3,317

82,949
489,265

Factoring
Factoring Income
Bad Debts (1.50%)

Surplus / (Deficit)

31/03/21

(54,403)

2720.2%

Neighbourhood

Management & Administrative Staff
Direct Staff
Other staff costs
Heat & Light
Telephone
Repairs & Cylical Maintenance
Other Miscellaneous Costs
Allocation of Overheads

41,965
236,951
134
1,123
9,075
38,244

41,475
244,633
3,100
325
700
10,218
41,561

6,200
650
1,400
20,435
83,121

82,949
489,265
6,200
650
1,400
20,435
83,285

(327,492)

(342,010)

14,518

(684,021)

(684,185)

Community Regeneration
Grants Receivable/Other Income
Community Benefit

105,495

35,299

140,393

140,393

-

-

-

105,495

70,197
70,197

Net Income from Wider Action Activities

35,299

140,393

140,393

Management & Administrative Staff
Contribution to Tenant's Groups
Community Improvement Fund
Other Wider Action Costs
Community Benefits
Allocation of Overheads

43,356
1,317
105,271
39,512

59,872
900
20,000
72,500
59,996

16,516
900
18,683
(32,771)
20,484

119,744
1,800
40,000
145,000
119,992

119,744
1,800
40,000
145,000
120,228

Surplus / (Deficit)

(83,961)

(143,072)

59,110

(286,143)

(286,379)

2,845
148,600
11,621

109,123
272,189

8,450
148,599
12,889
(100)
(200)
62,447
232,085

(5,605)
1
(1,268)
100
200
46,676
40,105

16,900
297,198
25,777
(200)
(400)
124,894
464,169

16,900
297,198
25,777
(200)
(400)
124,894
464,169

272,189

232,085

40,105

464,169

464,169

1,502,301

508,413

(818,991)

795,972

791,773

Other Income & Expenditure
Interest Receivable
Negative Goodwill
Commercial Income
Voids (0.75%)
Bad Debts (1.50%)
Other Income & Expenditure

Surplus / (Deficit)

NET SURPLUS / (DEFICIT)

-

7,682

1.6%

35,299

25.1%

16,516

13.8%

18,683
(32,771)

46.7%
-22.6%

(5,605)

-33.2%

46,676

37.4%

MARYHILL HOUSING ASSOCIATION LTD
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS AS AT 30 SEPTEMBER 2020
Month
6
INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT DETAILS
Actual

Budget

Variance

Revised
Annual
Budget

Year End
Forecast
Outturn
Variance %
against
annual
Variance >£5k budget

30/09/20

30/09/20

30/09/20

31/03/21

£

£

£

£

31/03/21
£

Overheads
Management & Administrative Staff
Other Staff & Recruitment Costs
Office Rates
Office Insurance
Equipment Repairs & Maintenance
Equipment Rental
Building Repairs & Maintenance - Reactive
Building Repairs & Maintenance - Cyclical
Building Repairs & Maintenance - Planned
Gas & Electricity Costs
Printing & Stationery Costs
Marketing Costs
Health & Safety
Office Telephone
Postage
Motor, Travel & Subsistence
Audit and Accountancy Fees
Legal & Professional Fees
Sundry Expenses
Bank Service Charges
Subscriptions / Affiliation Fees
Cleaning Costs
Board Training, Conferences & Publications
Other Board Expenses
Staff Training, Conferences & Publications
Donations
Depreciation Charge
Vat recoverable

639,722
11,986
6,515
21,154
74,558
6,416
2,590
4,456
2,635
7,546
3,298
306
9,670
15,231
14,882
4,181
17,988
34,135
2,269
1,903
20,544
8,636
100
25
4,099
130
33,985
-

664,304
15,250
5,900
19,391
82,700
6,250
2,000
5,496
11,500
9,700
14,350
12,000
7,500
19,250
16,650
4,000
18,117
65,900
11,150
3,100
21,331
16,530
7,500
1,250
32,000
6,000
33,900
-

24,582
3,264
(615)
(1,764)
8,142
(166)
(590)
1,040
8,865
2,154
11,052
11,694
(2,170)
4,019
1,768
(181)
129
31,765
8,881
1,197
787
7,894
7,400
1,225
27,901
5,870
(85)
-

1,328,608
30,500
11,800
38,781
165,400
12,500
4,000
10,992
23,000
19,400
28,700
24,000
15,000
38,500
33,300
8,000
36,233
131,800
22,300
6,200
42,661
33,060
15,000
2,500
64,000
12,000
67,800
-

1,328,608
30,500
11,800
38,781
165,400
12,500
4,000
10,992
23,000
19,400
28,700
24,000
15,000
38,500
33,300
8,000
36,233
136,000
22,300
6,200
42,661
33,060
15,000
2,500
64,000
12,000
67,800
-

-

-

Total Office Overheads

948,959

1,113,018

164,058

2,226,035

2,230,235

Allocation of Overheads (Note 1)
Property Revenue Account
Sheltered Service Charges
Development Administration
Factoring
Neighbourhood
Community Engagement
Other Income & Expenditure

758,831
8,653
74,678
29,042
38,244
39,512
-

887,321
8,653
83,440
32,047
41,560
59,996
-

128,490
8,762
3,005
3,316
20,484
-

1,774,642
17,305
166,881
64,095
83,121
119,992
-

1,777,987
17,305
167,209
64,221
83,285
120,228
-

948,959

1,113,017

164,057

2,226,035

2,230,235

-

Note: Overheads are allocated to individual activities based upon the direct staff cost for each area of activity.

24,582

1.9%

8,142

4.9%

8,865

38.5%

11,052
11,694

38.5%
48.7%

31,765
8,881

24.1%
39.8%

7,894
7,400

23.9%
49.3%

27,901
5,870

43.6%
48.9%

MARYHILL HOUSING ASSOCIATION LTD
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS AS AT 30 SEPTEMBER 2020

2020-21

INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT DETAILS

Income
Rental Income
Service Charges
Homeless Pilot
Voids
Bad Debt

Property Expenditure
Staff Costs - Major Works & Cyclical
Staff Costs - Responsive Repairs & Void Works
Other Staff Costs
Reactive Repairs & Maintenance
Tenant Recharges Reactive
Void Repairs
Enhanced Void Repairs
Cyclical Repairs & Maintenance
Factored Recharges Cyclical
Glenavon - Legal & Professional Fees
Maryhill Locks - Roof
Other Planned Repairs & Maintenance
Adjust Capital Projects Capitalised
Factored Recharges Planned Maintenance

Actual
£'000

Staff Costs - Housing Management
Other Staff Costs
Furnished Flats Service
Loan interest
Non Utilisation Fees - RBS
Property Insurance
Void Property Costs
Legal & Professional Fees - Arrears
Legal & Professional Fees - Other

Variance
£'000

Outturn
£'000

6,513
2
(101)
(114)

6,512
3
(2)
(54)
(195)

(1)
1
(2)
47
(82)

13,025
7
(3)
(107)
(391)

13,025
7
(3)
(107)
(391)

6,300

6,265

(35)

12,530

12,530

Actual
£'000
149
201
413
(1)
204
393
(37)
48
10
137
(85)
1,430

Housing Expenditure

Budget
£'000

Annual
Budget
£'000

Actual
£'000
441
356
77
168
0
12
-

Budget
£'000
164
236
660
(12)
211
572
(9)
105
10
270
(102)
2,106

Budget
£'000
448
356
77
172
2
23
-

Variance
£'000

Annual
Budget
£'000

Outturn
£'000

15
35
248
(10)
7
180
28
57
(0)
133
(17)
-

328
472
1,321
(23)
422
1,144
(17)
210
20
2,633
(2,079)
-

328
472
1,321
(23)
422
1,144
(17)
210
20
2,633
(2,079)
-

676

4,430

4,430

Variance
£'000
7
0
(0)
4
2
10
-

Annual
Budget
£'000
896
712
154
344
5
45
-

Outturn
£'000
896
712
154
344
5
45
-

Bank Charges - Rent Account
Common Electricity Supply
Factoring Fees Payable
Printing & Stationery
Motor Vehicle Running Costs
Housing Compensation
Housing Crisis Fund
Depreciation Charge - Housing Properties
Amortisation - Housing Properties
Other Housing Services Costs
Close Cleaning

Allocation of Overheads
Surplus/ (Deficit)

18
81
13
3
0
1,187
(168)
30
143

18
136
11
4
3
1,164
(171)
45
142

(1)
55
(2)
2
3
(23)
(3)
14
(1)

35
272
22
8
6
5
2,329
(342)
89
284

35
272
22
8
6
5
2,329
(342)
89
284

2,363

2,429

66

4,863

4,863

759

887

128

1,775

1,778

1,749

842

(906)

1,462

1,458

Sheltered Services

Income

Service Income
Voids (0.75%)
Bad Debts (1.50%)

Expenditure

Management & Warden Staff Costs
Provision for Replacements in Common Room
Community Alarm Call System
Warden's Council Tax
Warden's Rent Subsidy
Heat & Light Costs
Fire / Smoke Alarms & Equipment
Telephone Costs
Insurance Costs
Sundries
Allocation of Overheads

Surplus/ (Deficit)

Actual
£'000

Budget
£'000

Variance
£'000

Annual
Budget
£'000

Outturn
£'000

66
(1)
(0)

66
(0)
(1)

0
0
(1)

133
(1)
(2)

133
(1)
(2)

65

65

(0)

130

130

Actual
£'000

Budget
£'000

Variance
£'000

34
4
2
4
2
0
9

40
0
3
2
2
9
0
2
0
0
9

6
0
(0)
2
(0)
4
0
(0)
0
(0)
(0)

56

68

12

9

(3)

(12)

Annual
Budget
£'000

Outturn
£'000

80
0
7
2
4
18
1
4
1
17

80
0
7
2
4
18
1
4
1
17

134

134

(4)

(4)

Development

Income

Development Income

Expenditure

Management & Administrative Staff
Development Consultancy Costs
Other Development Costs
Allocation of Overheads
Adjust Development Costs Capitalised

Surplus/ (Deficit)

Actual
£'000

Budget
£'000

Variance
£'000

Annual
Budget
£'000

Outturn
£'000

13

17

5

35

35

13

17

5

35

35

Actual
£'000

Budget
£'000

Variance
£'000

Annual
Budget
£'000

Outturn
£'000

82
10
75
(92)

83
8
4
83
(88)

1
(3)
4
9
4

167
15
8
167
(177)

167
15
8
167
(177)

75

90

15

179

180

(62)

(72)

(10)

(145)

(145)

Factoring

Income

Factoring Income
Bad Debts (1.50%)

Expenditure

Management & Administrative Staff
Legal & Professional Fees
Other Factoring Costs
Other Property Management Costs
Allocation of Overheads

Surplus/ (Deficit)

Actual
£'000

Budget
£'000

Variance
£'000

Annual
Budget
£'000

Outturn
£'000

66
(55)

65
(1)

(1)
54

130
(2)

130
(2)

10

64

54

128

128

Actual
£'000

Budget
£'000

Variance
£'000

32
0
4
29

32
3
4
32

0
2
(0)
3

65

70

(55)

(6)

Annual
Budget
£'000

Outturn
£'000

64
5
8
64

64
5
8
64

5

141

141

48

(12)

(12)

Neighbourhood

Expenditure

Management & Administrative Staff
Direct Staff
Other staff costs
Heat & Light
Telephone
Repairs & Cylical Maintenance
Other Miscellaneous Costs
Allocation of Overheads

Surplus/ (Deficit)

Actual
£'000

Budget
£'000

Variance
£'000

Annual
Budget
£'000

Outturn
£'000

42
237
0
1
9
38

41
245
3
0
1
10
42

(0)
8
3
0
(0)
1
3

83
489
6
1
1
20
83

83
489
6
1
1
20
83

327

342

15

684

684

(327)

(342)

(15)

(684)

(684)

Community Regeneration

Income

Grants Receivable/Other Income

Expenditure

Management & Administrative Staff
Contribution to Tenant's Groups
Community Improvement Fund
Other Wider Action Costs
Allocation of Overheads

Surplus/ (Deficit)

Actual
£'000

Budget
£'000

Variance
£'000

Annual
Budget
£'000

Outturn
£'000

105

70

(35)

140

140

105

70

(35)

140

140

Actual
£'000

Budget
£'000

43
1
105
40

60
20
73
60

189
(84)

Variance
£'000

Annual
Budget
£'000

Outturn
£'000

17
19
(33)
20

120
2
40
145
120

120
2
40
145
120

212

23

427

427

(142)

(58)

(286)

(286)

Other Income and Expenditure

Actual
£'000
Interest Receivable
Negative Goodwill

3
149

Budget
£'000
8
149

Variance
£'000
6
(0)

Annual
Budget
£'000
17
297

Outturn
£'000
17
297

Commercial Income
Voids (0.75%)
Bad Debts (1.50%)
Other Income & Expenditure

Surplus/ (Deficit)

NET SURPLUS / (DEFICIT)

12
109

13
(0)
(0)
62

1
(0)
(0)
(47)

26
(0)
(0)
125

26
(0)
(0)
125

272

232

(40)

464

464

272

232

(40)

464

464

1,502

509

(993)

795

791

Overheads

Expenditure
Management & Administrative Staff
Other Staff & Recruitment Costs
Office Rates
Office Insurance
Equipment Repairs & Maintenance
Equipment Rental
Building Repairs & Maintenance - Reactive
Building Repairs & Maintenance - Cyclical
Building Repairs & Maintenance - Planned
Gas & Electricity Costs
Printing & Stationery Costs
Marketing Costs
Health & Safety
Staff Clothing & Uniforms
Office Telephone
Postage
Motor, Travel & Subsistence
Audit and Accountancy Fees
Legal & Professional Fees
Sundry Expenses
Bank Service Charges
Subscriptions / Affiliation Fees
Cleaning Costs
Board Training, Conferences & Publications
Other Board Expenses
Staff Training, Conferences & Publications
Donations
Depreciation Charge
Vat recoverable

Actual
£'000

Budget
£'000

640
12
7
21
75
6
3
4
3
8
3
0
10
15
15
4
18
34
2
2
21
9
0
0
4
0
34
-

664
15
6
19
83
6
2
5
12
10
14
12
8
19
17
4
18
66
11
3
21
17
8
1
32
6
34
-

949

1,113

Variance
£'000
25
3
(1)
(2)
8
(0)
(1)
1
9
2
11
12
(2)
4
2
(0)
0
32
9
1
1
8
7
1
28
6
(0)
164

Annual
Budget
£'000

Outturn
£'000

1,329
31
12
39
165
13
4
11
23
19
29
24
15
39
33
8
36
132
22
6
43
33
15
3
64
12
68
-

1,329
31
12
39
165
13
4
11
23
19
29
24
15
39
33
8
36
136
22
6
43
33
15
3
64
12
68
-

2,226

2,230

Maryhill Housing Association
Visual Reports – September 2020
Balance Sheet

Chart Title

Housing Properties
Investment Properties
Other Fixed Assets
Negative Goodwill
Stock
Debtors
Cash
Investment Bank
Creditors <1 year
Creditors >1 year
Pension Liability
Deferred Income
Reserves

Annual Budget £'000
Housing Properties
Investment Properties
Other Fixed Assets
Negative Goodwill
Stock
Debtors
Cash
Investment Bank
Creditors <1 year
Creditors >1 year
Pension Liability
Deferred Income
Reserves

Debtors Breakdown
September 2020
1,000,000

800,000

600,000

400,000

200,000

Others
-200,000

-400,000

-600,000

-800,000

Owner Occupier Common
Charges Control

Common
Charges
Provision

Rent Arrears

Rent Arrears
Provision

Rent Arrears - Prepayments &Tenants Charges Rechargeable
Sequestration Accrued Income Control Costs
Provision

120,000

100,000

Planned Maintenance Projects
September 2020
YTD Budget

YTD Actual

80,000

60,000

40,000

20,000

Neighbourhood
EESHH
Front
Insulation
Team
& RearStation
Programme
Door,
Stoneworks
EESSH
FF
Internal
M&MM
Minor
Halo
Wall
Glenavon
Works
Lighting
Insulation
Hathway
Windows,
Bin
- Multis
&Lane
High
Pump
Doors
-Rise
Enviromental
High
Room
KBS
&Fire
Common
Rise
Works
FireBack
Lane
Area
Works
-Glenavon,
Doors
Replacements
Back
- Collars
Gardens
-Cobbles
Day
Hazlitt
MMto
Common
Day
Place
Hazlitt
Bilsland
Cyclical/Void/Reactive
- Stage
Place/St
Doors
Court
3Front
LED
Adaptations
Lighting
&Improve
RearWhitelaw
Pilot
Door,
Common
Fencing
Window
StBathroom
- Tanks
Resurfacing
EuroAir
Bins
ASHP
Source
& Kitchen
- -MM
266
Heat
Cumlodden
MM
Internet
Pump Cabling
Estate

Cyclical Projects
September 2020

YTD Budget
YTD Actual

180,000
160,000
140,000
120,000
100,000
80,000
60,000
40,000
20,000
-20,000

Gas Servcing Painterwork

Periodic Landscape Lift & Door
Gutter Mechanical Smoke & Inspection
Electrical Maintenance Entry
Cleaning & Electrical Fire Alarm
of Roof
Inspections
Maintenance
Compliance Service
Anchors

3 Bilsland
Court Enable
Homes

Fire Safety
External
Audit

Fire
Detection

Development Projects
September 2020
14,000

12,000

10,000
Cfwd March 20 £'000
Actual YTD 20 £'000
Budget YTD 20 £'000
Annual Budget £'000
Project Total Budget £'000

8,000

6,000

4,000

2,000

Botany Corner

Rothes Drive

Smeaton Street

Oran & Shiskine

Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Botany Corner - work is due to start in the next couple of weeks, awaiting Building Warrant
Rothes Drive – expected delay until January 21
Smeaton Street – delayed as may have to re-tender
Oran & Shiskine – both on site

Health and Safety
November 2020

Key
Compliant
Complaint (with non-material areas for
improvement )
Working towards compliance
Not compliant

1. Key areas of compliance

Bold

Organisational Health and Safety

Landlord Health and Safety

Compliance

Assurance – lines of
defence

Compliance

Assurance – lines of
defence

-

-

-

-

-

-

Lone working

Highlights problem areas

-

-

-

Lone working included in
H & S induction and
leaflet
Lone working procedure
in place and training
rolled out
Lone working app
installed on all work
phones
Housing Officers all fully
using lone working app
Definition of frequent lone
workers introduced and
requirements for phones
confirmed
New mobile phone
contract will be rolled
out by end of Nov with
lone working app
included
Effective lone working
processes in place and
operational in
Neighbourhood team

-

1st - Lone working
procedure for office
based staff and
neighbourhood team
1st - H & S induction
records held
2nd – Staff H and S forum
3rd - EVH/ACS audit
every two years

-

Gas

-

-

1 gas servicing fail
(compared to 32 at the
end of July 2020) due to
covid-19 impact
Gas servicing records kept
for two years
Gas safety policy in place
Key procedures in place
(voids, servicing, quality
control, unsafe gas
appliances)
Gas database held in SDM
to ensure properties cannot
missed.
CP12s in place for all new
tenancies.

-

-

1st - Reporting system
generated
1st - Policy and
Procedure in place
3rd - Gas servicing
externally audited by
Argon but internal
response being reviewed
3rd - Gas internal audit
2016 (full assurance)
3rd - EVH/ACS audit
every two years
3rd – Specialist external
audit to be carried out
by Housing H and S
compliance in
December 2020 – Jan
2021.

Organisational Health and Safety
Compliance

Assurance – lines of
defence

Compliance

Assurance – lines of
defence

-

-

-

-

-

-

Fire

Landlord Health and Safety

-

-

Bi-annual fire audit
completed 2018 for
Garrioch Road.
Resultant action plan in
place. All
recommendations have
been actioned.
Appropriate fire alarms
being installed in
refurbished
Neighbourhood Team
station.
Fire risk assessment
completed for new
Neighbourhood Team
station – action plan in
place.
Programme of fire drills in
place.

-

-

1st - H and S Manual
includes fire procedures
3rd - External fire safety
audit completed in 2018
and actions captured in H
and S action plan
2nd – Staff H and S forum
3rd - EVH/ACS audit
every two years

-

Electrical

-

-

-

Contract in place for five
yearly programme of
electrical checks
commencing in January
2018. All records kept.
2147 properties
completed within the last
five years (compared to
1925 in August 2020)
Electrical inspection checks
in place for all new
tenancies.
Clear processes to be
developed around action
taken following electrical
reports
Electrical inspection
records held on SDM
database and reports
system generated
Training on interpreting
electrical certificates
completed in October
2020.

-

-

-

-

1st - Landlord H and S
manual includes
electrical testing
1st - In process of adding
records into the housing
system
2nd - Post-inspection
programme being
developed
1st - Procedure being
developed
3rd - Cyclical internal
audit 2016 (limited
assurance, follow up in
2017 – reasonable
assurance)
3rd - EVH/ACS audit
every two years
3rd – Specialist external
audit to be carried out
by Housing H and S
compliance in
December 2020 – Jan
2021.

Organisational Health and Safety

Landlord Health and Safety

Compliance

Assurance – lines of
defence

-

-

H and S
training
-

H & S Training matrix in
place and updated to
include new requirements
around asbestos, lifts,
sharps.
Delays in H and S
training now caught up
following covid.

-

Compliance

1st - H & S training matrix
in place setting out which
posts require which
training
1st - H & S training
records held centrally
1st - Majority of training
online
2nd – Staff H and S forum
3rd - EVH/ACS audit
every two years
Water safety/
Legionella

- Contract in place for
legionella testing every six
months in high rise
properties
- Programme of communal
tank inspections to
inform a risk assessment
has re-commenced
following a pause due to
covid-19.
- Dip sample of individual
water storage systems
completed. No high
priority issues found.
External advice
confirmed programme of
water tank disinfection
required. Specification
developed and
procurement
commenced.
- Separate time-phased
plan now in place to work
towards legionella
compliance. Please see
Appendix A

Assurance – lines of
defence
- 1st - Landlord H and S
manual includes water
safety
- 1st - Records held
electronically but not on
housing system
- 1st - No system generated
reports
- 1st - Detailed procedures
being developed
- 3rd - Cyclical internal audit
2016 (limited assurance,
follow up in 2017 –
reasonable assurance)
- 3rd - EVH/ACS audit every
two years
- 3rd – Specialist external
audit to be carried out by
Housing H and S
compliance in June 2021.

Organisational Health and Safety
Compliance

Assurance – lines of
defence

Compliance

Assurance – lines of
defence

-

-

-

- 1st - Landlord H and S
manual includes fire
safety
- 1st - Records held
electronically but not on
housing system
- 1st - No system generated
reports
- 1st - Detailed procedures
being developed during
2019/20
- 3rd - Cyclical internal audit
2016 (limited assurance,
follow up in 2017 –
reasonable assurance)
- 3rd - EVH/ACS audit every
two years
- 3rd – Specialist external
audit to be carried out
by Housing H and S
compliance in March
2021.

-

-

Display screen
equipment

Landlord Health and Safety

Online DSE completed by
all staff
Online DSE part of new
staff induction
Specialist ‘in person’
assessments carried out
as needed
Specific coronavirus DSE
advice issued for working
from home. Additional
equipment has been
purchased to improve
DSE when working from
home.

-

1st - H and S Manual
includes DSE procedures
1st - Majority of training
online
2nd – Staff H and S forum
3rd - EVH/ACS audit
every two years

Fire
-

-

High rise fire audits for
2020 completed.
Extensive actions
required but good
progress has been made.
Separate action plan in
place please see
Appendix A.
Clear close policy in
place but no procedures
and not consistently
implemented.
Contract in place for fire
alarm, extinguisher,
emergency lighting and
smoke ventilation servicing
Programme of interlinked smoke alarm
installations underway.
1582 properties
completed (compared to
1355 in August 2020).

Organisational Health and Safety
Compliance

Assurance – lines of
defence

Compliance

Assurance – lines of
defence

-

-

-

- 1st - Landlord H and S
manual includes asbestos
- 1st - Records held on
database and updates
managed centrally
- 1st – Procedures to be
developed by December
2019
- 3rd - EVH/ACS audit every
two years
- 3rd – Specialist external
audit to be carried out
by Housing H and S
compliance in March
2021.

-

-

Risk
assessments/
method
statements

Landlord Health and Safety

Suite of risk assessments
owned and developed inhouse now complete
Risk assessment training
for managers and H&S
Officer completed.
Plan now in place for
procedure
development. To be
delivered during
2020/21.
Organisation-wide covid19 risk assessment in
place. New and updated
procedures being
developed in response to
covid-19.

-

-

1st - Risk assessment and
method statement log in
place
1st - Key personnel
externally trained in risk
assessments
2nd – Staff H and s forum
3rd - EVH/ACS audit
every two years

-

Asbestos

-

-

Programme of common
area surveys completed.
Plan in place to ensure
asbestos register can be
easily navigated by staff
and contractors.
Programme of asbestos
removal and resurveying
to be procured.
Roles and responsibilities
clearly set out.
Suite of procedures
developed.
Updated policy approved
May 2020.
Asbestos training
completed September
2020 but Asbestos
responsible person
training still outstanding
for Head of Property.
Asbestos registers issued
to key contractors monthly
Full refurbishment surveys
issued as required
Contractors’ asbestos
training records not
currently seen.

Organisational Health and Safety
Compliance

Assurance – lines of
defence

Compliance

Assurance – lines of
defence

-

-

-

-

-

-

Office safety

Landlord Health and Safety

Housekeeping
inspections carried out
monthly at all offices.
Appropriate trained first
aiders in place in all
offices
PAT testing up to date in
all offices

-

-

1st - H and S Manual
includes procedures for
safety inspections
1st - Records of safety
inspections held
electronically and
centrally
2nd – Staff H and S forum
3rd - EVH/ACS audit
every two years

-

Lifts
-

-

Monthly, 6 monthly and
annual checks in place
Contract in place for
monthly servicing and and
S inspections as well as
responsive breakdown
service
Updated lift policy
approved May 2020.
Lift maintenance
procedures in place
including clear roles and
responsibilities.
Auditable records in place
including servicing and
declarations of conformity
for lifts.
Lift servicing records
management system now
in place.

-

-

-

-

1st - Landlord H and S
manual includes lift
safety
1st - Records held
electronically but not on
housing system
1st - No system
generated reports
1st - Detailed procedures
being developed during
2019/20.
3rd - Cyclical internal
audit 2016 (limited
assurance, follow up in
2017 – reasonable
assurance)
3rd - EVH/ACS audit
every two years
3rd – Specialist external
audit to be carried out
by Housing H and S
compliance in Dec 2020
– Jan 2021.

Organisational Health and Safety

Equipment
and PPE

Landlord Health and Safety

Compliance

Assurance – lines of
defence

Compliance

Assurance – lines of
defence

Machinery inspections carried
out weekly

-

-

-

Approved PPE list per post.
Ordered at induction and
replaced as required.

-

PPE and equipment budget
devolved to neighbourhood
team to allow rapid
replacement if any items are
defective
Review of PPE for office
based complete.
Stock of covid-19 PPE built
up with weekly ordered taking
place and covid PPE supply
chain in place.

1st – records held of
machinery inspections
and PPE issued.
2nd – Staff H and S forum
3rd – EVH/ACS audit
every two years

-

Render

Monthly rope access
inspections
Daily visual inspections
‘Catch fans’ over entrances
Loose render removed as
identified (including
significant sections
removed in August and
November 2019)
Residual risk remains
despite actions because
render deteriorating

-

2nd and 3rd - Procedure in
place for monthly and
daily inspections
3rd - External risk
assessment carried out
whenever change in
render condition

Organisational Health and Safety
Compliance

Assurance – lines of
defence

Compliance

Assurance – lines of
defence

-

-

-

-

-

Coronavirus –
infection of
staff

Landlord Health and Safety

-

-

-

-

Covid risk assessment in
place
Taking a phased
approach to relaunch in
line with Government
guidance this has been
updated to reflect the
new tiered system
Procedures all updated to
include covid risk
mitigation
Process in place and
reviewed a number of
times for symptomatic
staff.
Staff reorientation
process delivered for
Phases 2 and 3 including
sign off.

-

-

1st Maryhill’s Routemap
out of Lockdown
1st Maryhill’s reorientation packs issued
in phases 2 and 3
1st Covid-risk assessment
1st New/updated
procedures for staff on
working safely in the
office

-

Coronavirus –
infection of
customers

Covid risk assessment in
place
Clear procedures in place
for all in-person services.
Close cleaners and inhouse team providing a
sanitising service
Messaging around social
distancing and keeping
safe issued to customers
via a range of channels

-

-

1st Maryhill’s Routemap
out of Lockdown
1st Covid-risk
assessment
1st New/updated
procedures for staff on
working safely in the
office
1st Covid-19
communications plan

2. Exceptions on key areas of compliance (amber and red)
LONE WORKING
Issue: New mobile phones and lone working app to be rolled out to all lone workers.
Action: New mobile phone contract procured and roll out on track to be completed by the end of November 2020.
OFFICE FIRE SAFETY:
Issue: Actions from Neighbourhood Team fire safety audit to be completed.
Action: Action plan in place and actions to be completed by February 2021.
RISK ASSESSMENTS
Issue: Procedures to be reviewed/developed following completion of risk assessments across organisational health and safety.
Action: New procedures to be complete by March 2020. September 2020 March 2021.
ASBESTOS
Issue: Contractor training records not held. Training for Head of Property to be completed. Programme of asbestos resurveys to be procured and asbestos removal
to be completed. Training for staff to be rolled out on new asbestos register.
Action: Contractor training records to be integrated into contracts register by December 2020. Training for Head of property to be completed by March 2021.
Programmes of asbestos resurveys and removal to be procured by January 2021. Training for staff on new asbestos register by December 2020.
ELECTRICAL CHECKS
Issue: Electrical testing programme commenced January 2018 and 2147 properties with certification. Lack of clear process around non-urgent recommendations
from electrical inspections.
Action: Complete programme of electrical inspections – new target of Feb 2022 proposed by the Scottish Government. Training and procedure around non-urgent
recommendations from electrical inspections put in place by October 2020 January 2021.
GAS
Issue: 1 property with an expired gas safety check (as at 18.11.20)
Action: Customer refusing access due to covid. 1 month extension agreed with customer then proposal is to take legal action to gain access – commence in
November 2020.
WATER SAFETY/LEGIONELLA
Issue: Limited information on communal water tanks requiring testing outside of multi-storey stock. No risk assessment to inform testing/treatment approach.
Action: Action plan now in place to work towards compliance as shown at Appendix A. Progress delayed by covid pandemic but inspections now recommenced and
surveys due to conclude by November 2020 December 2020.

LANDLORD FIRE SAFETY
Issue: Extensive issues identified by external fire rise fire safety audits, particularly around fire doors, e.g. door surrounds not fire proof, panels in doors not fire
proof. Clear close policy in place but no procedures.
Action: Separate action plan now in place for high rise fire safety shown at Appendix A. Progress delayed due to covid pandemic although now progressing well.
Due to complete by June 2021.
RENDER
Issue: Despite a range of risk mitigation measures (monthly rope access inspections, daily visual monitoring, removal of loose render, catch fans over entrances and
external risk assessments) there is a still an ongoing risk of harm caused by further render failure as deterioration continues.
Action: Continuation of existing risk mitigation measures and external risk assessments whenever anything changes.

3. Incidents/accidents/insurance claims
Organisational Health and Safety/Landlord
Health and Safety
None

Incidents/Accidents/Near Miss and Insurance Claims details
Claim from a GCC waste operative for fall in the snow in a
back court removing bins.

Action taken
Policy already clear that clearing snow/gritting is
not a service provided.
Insurers looking to refute claim.

Health and Safety Forum

Action is complete

Combined Action Plan 2020/21
November 2020

Action is expected to be completed by
the agreed target date
A minor delay (<3 months) in completing
the action is expected
A significant delay (>3 months) in
completing the action is expected

Organisational health and safety
Landlord health and safety generally (including lifts, playparks, electrical)
Fire actions
Water safety
Asbestos
Electrical
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Organisational Health and Safety
Area
Fire safety

Action
Risk assessment of new
Neighbourhood Team station.

Who
Jenna Borland

When
TBC (coviddependent)

Lone working

Safe Shores lone working app to be
installed on mobile phones for all
identified lone workers.

Jenna Borland /
Paul Griffin

July 2019
Nov 2019
March
2020
August
2020
November
2020

Staff to be trained on lone working app.

Safe Shores

Risk assessment for interview room 3
and porta cabins to be reviewed and
procedure written for staff for staying
safe when using these rooms.

Jenna Borland /
Robert Reid

July 2019
Nov 2019
March
2020
Ongoing
with above
installs
March
2020
September
2020

Comments
Fire risk assessment required for new
Neighbourhood team station. Progress dependent on
the completion of works at the station. Assessment
needs to be carried out once all furniture and
equipment is in place.

Status

Risk assessment completed and action plan in place.
Nov 2020: Phones in process of being rolled out. Full
roll out should be completed by end November 2020.

E-learning is in use for all new users, Link
automatically sent to them when installed and set up.

Risk assessment in place. Procedures to be
revisited in line with covid guidance.
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Area
Void Clearances

Procedures
Project

Action
Procedure for void clearances to be
drafted. Our estate team to visit NG to
observe their void clearances as they
do them in-house.

Meetings with managers to assign
procedures to relevant teams for
completion.

Who
Jennifer Simon /
Jim Hunter

Jenna Borland

When
November
2019
March
2020
December
2020
September
2020
2021-22
September
2020
March
2021

Comments
Procedure in place. In-house toolbox talk on safe
removal of sharps in voids to be delivered Training
needs to be arranged for sharps – exploring socially
distanced toolbox talks.

Status

Nov 2020: This project has been postponed to
2021/22 because of staff shortages in the
neighbourhood Team and the need to develop a bulk
uplift service to replace the GCC service.
All key procedures now being reviewed in line with
covid guidance.
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Landlord Health and Safety generally
Area
Lifts

Action
Try to find (through Asset Team)
certifications for conformity for historical
lift installations including through the
floor lifts.

Who
CB/PS

When
01.02.20
July 2020
September
2020
November
2020
March 2021

Comments
Confirmed that MH lifts do not require declaration of
conformity as they are refurbishments rather than
new lifts (from Consult 15/6/20)

Status

‘Through the floor’ lifts – advice and certification to
be sought from the installer / manufacturer (email to
CB from Consult 15/6/20).
Development records to be checked for details of lift
installer / manufactuers.

Lifts

Write a procedure about accident and
crimes and reporting – when and how.
Include in the document.

JB

24.12.19
November
2020

Nov 2020: confirmed the Association holds no
records of this. Only option is to identify records on
installed systems.
There is a procedure in place for accident and
incident reporting, which includes a standard form
used across the association. This has recently been
revisited and should be usable for lifts as the
procedure is the same. The procedure will be
circulated to relevant staff and finalised in
November.
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Fire actions

No.
2

3

4

Issue
Mini-multi (8 storey)
Various flat entrance doors are
damaged which affects the integrity
of the door. These require
replacement.

Ground floor test switch room door
is missing intumescent strips

Double doors to riser cupboards to
be changed to 30min fire doors

Priority
High

High

High

Action
Damaged doors to be picked
up as part of six monthly
inspection of common and
individual doors to commence.

Timeframe
Asset list:
complete

Lead
FB
RR

6 monthly
inspections: from
December 2020

Progress notes
Policy amended and
approved by Board
Jan 2020
2nd six monthly
review now due.

Change in repairs and
maintenance policy required to
allow rechargeable health and Change in policy:
safety repairs to be carried out January 2020
without tenant payment.

CB

Nov 2020: RR to
confir six monthly
checks have taken
place and actioned.

Intumescent strips to be fitted.

DB

Installation at
following blocks now
complete:
266 and 276
Cumlodden Dr
4, 32, 60 and 88
Fearnmore

Double doors to be replaced
with 30 min fire doors

June 2020
March 2022

June 2020
March 2022

DB

Remaining blocks to
be actioned in Yr2
Installation at
following blocks now
complete:
266 and 276
Cumlodden Dr
4, 32, 60 and 88
Fearnmore
Remaining blocks to
be actioned in Yr2
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No.
6

10

11

Issue
Lobby doors to be fitted with
intumescent strips and adjusted to
stop any gaps

Consideration of replacement of
glass bricks because cannot confirm
fire retardant properties

High rise (21 storeys)
Confirmation required that recent
door installations have the correct
product and installation certification

Priority
High

Action
Intumescent strips to be fitted
and gaps to be stopped

Timeframe
June 2020
March 2022

Lead
DB

Progress notes
Installation at
following blocks now
complete:
266 and 276
Cumlodden Dr
4, 32, 60 and 88
Fearnmore
Remaining blocks to
be actioned in Yr2
Confirmed proposed
way forward. To be
incorporated into
Foyer works. Date
TBC post covidrestrictions. Will
move into 2021/22.

Medium

Consideration of glass brick
replacement as part of
proposed foyer upgrades.
Options to be drawn up.

Options
CR
considered: March
2020
Works complete:
October 2020
End of 2021/22

High

Flat doors confirmed 30 min
fire doors. No programme of
replacement planned. Seeking
confirmation of need/ability to
fit door closers. Confirmed no
immediate need to replace.
Instead ensure allowed for in
Investment programme and
replace individual doors ad
void stage.
Doors to be replaced with 60
minute fire doors

August 2020

DB

Confirmed by new
risk assessors that
there is no
requirement to
replace flat doors.
Propose to close.

June 2020
January 2021

DB

To be confirmed with fan
servicing contractor (Engie)
and back up installed if not in

Confirmation:
December 2019

DB

Doors are being
manufactured. To
be installed January
2021
No back up –
exploring options of
installing back up.

14

Various lobby doors not 60 min fire
doors

High

18

Confirmation required that
communal extraction fan has a
back-up power supply

Medium
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No.

Issue

Priority

Action
place.

Timeframe
Back up installed:
March 2020
October 2020
January 2021

Lead

Progress notes
June update: Engie
investigating
feasibility for
potential back up
installation.
August update – no
further update.
Chasing Engie.
November update –
Engie unable to
provide. New M&E
contract due to start
in Dec which
includes condition
report at first visit.

20

21

Common issues across both property archetypes
Inter-linked smoke/heat alarms not
Low
Programme initiated with high
fitted in every property
rise properties prioritised.
Compliant alarms installed in
over 1/3 of the stock.
Other property types
Only FRAs completed in multi-storey N/A
stock

February 2021
Jan 2022 (to be
confirmed by
Scottish
Government)

DB

Ongoing programme
of installation –
deadline extended
due to COVID

In 2020 commission fire risk
assessment of a tenement to
provide a set of standards to
work from

August 2020

DB

Draft
checklist/guidance
produced for FRAs
in low rise stock.
Comments provided
and chasing risk
assessor for an
update.

Ian Munro to ask for fire risk
assessments in commercial
properties

CB

07.04.20

IM contacting
properties in w/c 27/4.

January 2021.

Actions from internal review of policy and practice
October 2020.
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No.

Issue

Priority

Action

Timeframe

Lead
January 2021

Check fire alarms in
Shakespeare Street and produce
guidance on what to do for
customers

DB

07.04.20
September
2020
January 2021

Progress notes
14/8: 5 responses
received.
Commercial property
owners emailed Nov
2020. Fire policy will
require update to
reflect inability to
source these.
DB spoke to Rapid
Fire and they are
unclear exactly what
is installed within the
close beyond the
smoke vents due to a
gap in data. They
have proposed they
will attend
Shakespeare St to
confirm exactly what
is in each.
Once done guidance
for customers can be
produced.

Developing a plan (comms and
procedures for implementing
clear close policies)

RR

31.10.20

Check tenancy agreements for
clear policy – add in to the list at

RR

December
2020
April 2021

Update Nov 2020 –
discussing with Rapid
Fire what properties
will need to be
accessedcin order to
determine.
Comms plan and
procedures complete.
Roll out by December
2020.
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No.

Issue

Priority

Action
section 19. Update on next print
run for the tenancy agreement.
Produce vulnerable tenants’
procedure including fire service
referrals if people require
assistance
Clear void spaces in high rise

Timeframe
RR

RR

Lead

Progress notes

30.06.20
End July 2020
September
2020
December
2020
January 2021

Workshop set up but
moved out. New date
in the diary.

Initial deadline set for
teams to respond
about retaining items
– end Nov 2020
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Water safety
Activity
Electrically heated properties
Procure programme of drain, clean and
disinfect tanks in electrically heated properties
where heating system replacements are
scheduled for after 2021.

Who

When

Comments

Asset Manager

December 2020

Being procured
through SPA, quick
quote has been
issued, due back by
20th of November, will
then be scored and in
place for December
20.

Complete drain, clean and disinfect
programme

Property Manager September 2021

Clarify whether any changes in specification
are required to air source heat pump installs to
remove dead legs.

Head of Property

September 2020
November 2020

Head of Property

September 2020
December 2020

District heating properties
Confirm position re TMVs and servicing
required

Status

As above, intend on
having phase 1
completed by April 21
with the remaining
completed by Autumn
21.
Clarification required
from Housing H&S
Compliance on which
type of ASHP system
was used for the report
External advice sought
from Housing H and S
compliance July 2020
to clarify way forward.
Nov 2020: No
consistent approach
carried out by peer
associations. Return to
external advice and
incorporate into policy.
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Confirm common cold water tanks are part of
Amalgamate inspection programme
Gas central heating properties
Complete programme of tank inspections

Asset Manager

September 2020

Confirmed included in
programme. Close.

Customer
Services
Manager

April 2020
December 2020

Procuring programme of works to address
issues identified by tank inspections

Asset Manager

May 2020
May 2021

Delivering programme of work to address
issues identified by tank inspections and treat
tanks
Consulting tenants/owners on disconnecting
from tanks (on a whole close basis)

Property Manager August 2020
August 2021

Contractor due to
complete by end of
November, there are
some common areas
which require asbestos
remedial work, e.g.
removing of asbestos
cement debris.
Delayed due to delays
in tank inspections.
Working on
specification.
Specification complete,
liaising with SPA to call
off frameworks for
drain/clean/disinfect of
common tanks.
Delayed due to delays
in tank inspections.

Asset Manager

September 2020 onwards
September 2021 onwards

Delayed due to delays
in tank inspections.
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Asbestos
Area

Action
Investigate procuring asbestos
management and R and D surveys
from the SPA framework and to add
into spec for KBRs etc. to try to
minimise delays.

Who
FB

When
29.11.19

HD

End March
2020

Complete additional asbestos surveys
and add to register.

Contractor/CCT

Tender for 5 year programme of annual
of resurveys

Asset team

End of July
End August
January
2021.
TBC
depending
on covid-19
restrictions
November
2020
End June
2020
January
2021.

Comments
Asset manager has explored with SPA who have
confirmed we can call off their framework.
Specification to be produced.

Status

HD working on specification will be complete by end
November. Contract to commence January 2021.

The team has already loaded over 202 surveys from
the new reports. Register simplified and made easier
to search etc. There is a total of 57 remaining
outstanding which will be completed by end of
November. CD to complete instructions for register
Currently working on specification & will form one of
the three lots as above.
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Electrical safety
2

Action
Procedure for action electrical check certificates when received to be revisited
to ensure all recommendations are being noted and actioned on SDM and in
future programmed work.

Lead
HD

Timeframes
January 2020
February
2020
October
2020.
December
2020

3

Develop a process map for electrical inspection process which includes the
data and records coming back into the Association and how they should be
stored and details inputted into SDM.

DB

End May
2020
End July
2020

5

Complete electrical safety training as appropriate for the property team and
update the training matrix.

BW/JB

6

Update health and safety leaflet for new tenants

BW

Update
Training being procured from Landlord H and
S compliance on how to read an EICR and
incorporate into asset database and
investment plans.
Training in place 28/10/20. Procedure to be
updated following this.
November 2020: Initial session complete.
Further training required & complete overhaul
of procedure when EICR received as training
on 28/10 flagged issues with what is being
recorded. Meeting set up 1st week of
December to confirm next steps.
Process Map still to be completed – End of
July 2020. Particular focus is needed on the
process for addressing and documenting no
access process and evidence to move to an
abeyance.

End August
2020
End
September
2020

Nov 2020: process map complete.

End
September
2020

Winter newsletter included H and s focus.
Leaflet to be fully updated by end March
2021.

Training completed. Propose to close.

March 2021
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Governance Effectiveness Plan 2020/21
Quarter 2 update
Status Key
Action is complete
Action is expected to be completed by the agreed target date
A minor delay (<3 months) in completing the action is expected
A significant delay (>3 months) in completing the action is expected

1. We lead and direct to achieve good outcomes for customers
No

Action

Who

When

Comments

a.

Review the format and frequency of Strategy
Away Days to ensure they best meet the
needs of the Association and Board members.

CEO / Perf & Gov
Manager

May 2020

All Board members were asked to feed back on the
approach to away days and no changes were
suggested.

b.

Review our approach to Assurance in line with
the Scottish Housing Regulator’s lessons from
the first round of Annual Assurance
Statements.

CEO / Perf & Gov
Manager

May 2020

Our approach to assurance has been reviewed in
line with the Regulator’s publication, with no major
changes made as a result. We will further review
our approach through a governance audit later in
the year.

c.

Improve attendance at Board meetings by
considering any changes that can be made to
make it easier for Board members to
participate.

CEO / Perf & Gov
Manager

May 2020

The move to virtual Board meetings has greatly
improved attendance levels. We will look to
continue this as an option in future.

Status

2. We are open and accountable, taking account of customer needs and priorities
No

Action

Who

When

Comments

a.

Use the quarterly Complaints & Other
Customer Feedback report to identify emerging
themes across complaints and customer
surveys and to agree improvement actions.

Perf & Gov
Manager

July 2020

The revised Complaints & Other Customer
Feedback assurance report now focuses on
themes and categories, as well as lessons learned.

Status
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No

Action

Who

When

Comments

b.

Improve use of the website and social media to
provide updates on Board decisions and
activities to customers.

Chair / CEO / Perf
& Gov Manager

September
December
2020

All Board papers and minutes are now published
on the website. Use of social media to be
considered between now and the end of the year.

c.

Review our tenant scrutiny groups to ensure
their work fits with our overall governance
structure.

CEO / Perf & Gov
Manager

December
2020

The scrutiny group is currently not meeting due to
COVID but will hopefully start up again soon.

Status

4. We base our decisions on good quality information and identify and mitigate risks
No

Action

Who

When

Comments

a.

Review the Board and Committee paper format
and update the guidance for officers writing
reports.

Perf & Gov
Manager

July
September
2020

A revised paper template has been sent to Senior
Managers with additional guidance on format and
content.

b.

Make better use of the Knowledge area on
BoardPacks to share information that does not
need to be discussed at Board meetings,
including briefing sheets for those unable to
attend training sessions.

Perf & Gov
Manager

September
December
2020

The Knowledge area has been fully updated with a
range of useful information. Briefing sheets to be
considered when training starts up again.

Status

5. We conduct our affairs with honesty and integrity
No

Action

Who

When

Comments

a.

Ensure all Board and Committee papers are
being read in advance, so questions can be
raised and / or clarification sought prior to
meetings.

All Board
members

June 2020

The introduction of a survey in advance of
meetings has helped ensure we capture some
Board member feedback or questions in advance.

b.

Ensure all Board members contribute to
meetings they cannot attend by submitting any
questions and comments – including
confirmation that they are happy to approve
any decisions – via email prior to meetings.

All Board
members

June 2020

As above, the introduction of a survey and an
increased emphasis on asking questions in
advance via email or phone has allowed those not
attending to contribute.

Status
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No

Action

Who

When

Comments

c.

Provide a Diversifying Governance session for
all Board members to learn about and discuss
equality, diversity and inclusion issues.

CEO / Perf & Gov
Manager / All
Board members

June
December
2020

This training has been delayed due to COVID but is
now being arranged, to take place remotely over
Teams or Zoom.

d.

Implement the new Model Rules, for approval
at the SGM.

CEO / Perf & Gov
Manager

September
2020

The Rules have now been approved by the FCA
and published.

Status

6. We have the skills and knowledge needed to be effective
No

Action

Who

When

Comments

a.

Review Board learning and development
arrangements and the budget to ensure they
continue to meet the needs of the Association
and Board members.

CEO / Perf & Gov
Manager

May 2020

All Board members were asked for their feedback
on learning and development arrangements and no
changes were suggested. Most conferences and
training are currently on hold due to COVID. This
will be looked at again in the future if required.

b.

Introduce a new learning and development
booking form to identify all expenses
requirements up front, to improve the payment
process.

Perf & Gov
Manager

May
December
2020

This form is now in use and is working well.

c.

Review the use of team insight sessions to
determine whether these are the best way for
Board members to learn more about our
teams.

CEO / Perf & Gov
Manager

June 2020
February
2021

As meetings cannot currently take place due to
COVID restrictions this work has been delayed. It
will be looked at in the new year.

d.

Provide a Housing Quality & Energy Standards
training session for Board members.

CEO / TC Young

August 2020
March 2021

Due to priority being given to training sessions on
the Code of Conduct and Equality & Diversity, this
will now be looked at later in the year.

e.

Recruit new Board members and cooptees,.targeting known skills gaps on the
Board.

Chair / CEO / Perf
& Gov Manager

September
November
2020

The first round of recruitment was successful with
five new members on the Board. A second round
is now underway with three applicants due to be
interviewed in November.

Status
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No

Action

Who

When

Comments

Status

f.

Provide a briefing session on Mayhill Housing’s
partners and strategic relationships.

CEO

September
2020
March 2021

Due to priority being given to training sessions on
the Code of Conduct and Equality & Diversity, this
will now be looked at later in the year.

g.

Train and support Board members who
express an interest in becoming an office
bearer, to assist with succession planning for
the Chair.

Chair / CEO / Perf
& Gov Manager

March 2021

This will be covered by the Board development
project now underway with the support of North
Star. The first step will be the Board review
meetings for this year.

7. We ensure organisational changes safeguard the interests of tenants
No

Action

Who

a.

Set up new governance arrangements for the
Maryhill Communities subsidiary, including
recruitment of new Subsidiary Board members.

When

Comments

Status

November
2020
January
2021

As our developments have been delayed due to
COVID the requirement to set up new governance
arrangements is delayed.

Actions from governance review 2020
Action
Revise Protocol to specify that
the identification of the issue of
concern and the drafting of a
statement or brief must be
undertaken by someone
unconnected to the matter.

Priority Intended Outcome(s)
Issue of concern is clearly defined
Brief / statement comprehensively
reflects the issue(s) to be considered

Lead
Perf & Gov
Manager

Timescale
October
2020

Comments
The protocol has now been revised and
approved by Board.

Issue(s) of concern reviewed objectively
before proceeding
Oversight of process is undertaken by
someone without direct involvement in
the issue
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Action

Priority Intended Outcome(s)

Lead

Timescale

Comments

Ensure that the process by which
concerns relating to the Code of
Conduct are progressed is coordinated by someone
unconnected to the matter.

The process being followed is explicit
and agreed

Perf & Gov
Manager

October
2020

This is reflected in the new protocol.

Revise Protocol at 2.1 to clearly
define scope and application

Specify application of the ‘informal’
process is appropriate only for minor
issues

Perf & Gov
Manager

October
2020

This is reflected in the new protocol.

Complete

Specify that there should be a formal
record to define the issue of concern
Specify that a letter should be issued
confirming the outcome of the matter
Clarify that, where this process is
followed, Board notification is not
required
Confirm that matters resolved via this
route are not Notifiable Events to SHR
Revise the Recruitment
Procedure to make provision for
feedback from initial discussions
between candidates and the CEO
to be introduced separately from
the interview process

The roles of Company secretary and
CEO are perceived as being distinct /
separate

Perf & Gov
Manager

Adopt the 2020 Model Rules.

Board members do not play any part in
MHA’s governance until the issue of
concern has been resolved

Perf & Gov
Manager

Revise the Protocol to specify
that any Board member whose
actions are subject to
investigation should take leave of
absence until the investigation is
complete

Board members agreed that the CEO
should not participate in future Board
member interviews when they
discussed this on the 3rd August.

September Approved at SGM and by the FCA
2020
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Action

Priority Intended Outcome(s)

Lead

Timescale

Board

August
2020

The Board should give specific
consideration to the concerns
expressed by the former vicechair in her letter of resignation

The Board considers and seeks to
resolve the wider issues relating to
MHA’s governance

Provide training for the Board on
the Code of Conduct, combined
with training around equality and
diversity. This should focus on
the behavioural aspects,
emphasising that this relates to
the conduct of Board members at
all times and not just during
formal Board meetings.

Raised profile of the Code of Conduct
and ensure Board members have a full
understanding of what is expected of
them.

Perf & Gov
Manager

Commission an external person
to carry out a review of the
reasons for Board members
leaving in the last year. This
should refer to resignation emails
and existing exit surveys, but also
involve a conversation with each
former Board member.

Reasons for the high turnover in Board
members is fully understood and action
can be taken to address any themes.

Perf & Gov
Manager

Comments
Complete. Considered at the Special
Board on 3rd August.

The Board agrees an appropriate
strategy to examine the issues raised
and to identify any pattern / common
themes relating to Board resignations
over the last year
December
2020

Equality and Diversity training to be
delivered by E and D expert in
standalone session.
Code of Conduct training to be
delivered as part of Board development
project at existing away day.

September This review has now been completed
2020
and improvement actions agreed by
Board.
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Actions from review of Board member resignations
Ref Recommendation

Lead Role

Response / Agreed Action

The Role and Influence of the Board has been Reduced in Recent Years
1
Some Chairs make periodic reports to their
Chair
Board agreed that this would be good to
Board about their activities: it may be that
introduce. RP to consider how best to do this –
some similar communication would be
this may just be a verbal update at meetings, or
useful at MHA
could be covered in a regular email or paper to
Board.
The Role of the Vice-Chair is Nominal
2
It may be useful to review Board member
Chair, Vice Board noted that the role descriptions had been
and Office Bearer role descriptions in the
Chair &
presented and agreed at tonight’s Board meeting.
context of recent experience.
Company
It was agreed that the Vice Chair would be more
Secretary
involved in discussions and activities outside of
Board meetings.
The Role and Perspective of Tenant and Community Members is Under-Valued
3
Role descriptions should be explicit that
Perf & Gov Board agreed that reference to collective
each Board member has a shared and
Manager
responsibility should be included in the Code of
collective responsibility, regardless of any
Conduct, if it wasn’t already. The P&G manager
specific expertise which may influence their
will ensure this is included and bring any changes
election/ appointment.
back to Board.
4
A Board Profile should be developed from a Chair &
Board agreed that this would be achieved through
collective exercise involving all Board
Perf & Gov the internal governance review due to be carried
members which then informs succession
Manager
out by an external expert this year. The P&G
planning, training and recruitment.
Manager would ensure this was built into the final
brief.
The Influence of the CEO
5
The Board should take time for some
Chair
Board agreed that this had been covered during
specific discussion and reflection about the
tonight’s discussion. The main action to be taken
current situation and the issues which have
was consideration of the future of the Company
arisen
Secretary role.
The Chair would also re-emphasise the need for
other officers to present their own papers and
answer any questions, with the Chief Executive
being less involved in the discussion.

Timeframe Comments
From Oct
2020

New item now added to
Board agenda and update
went well in October.

From Oct
2020

New Vice Chair is now
being included in a range
of emails and activities.

Oct 2020

It has been confirmed that
this is already included in
the Code of Conduct.

Oct 2020

This is included in the
brief.

TBC

This has been put on hold
while the Director of
Resources is absent.

From Oct
2020

Heads of Service
attended in October to
present their own papers,
and this will continue.
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Ref Recommendation

Lead Role

Response / Agreed Action

6

Chair

Board agreed that meeting reviews should take
place without officers present.

From Oct
2020

These have now been
added to the agenda and
the review went well in
October.

Chair, Vice
Chair &
Director of
Operations

Board agreed that a review of the softer customer
feedback information reported to Board should be
undertaken, to ensure members are clear on the
current views of customers and the reputation of
the Association. Strengthening of this customer
feedback information could involve more input
from Housing Management, promotion of RTOs
and feeding back from their meetings.

Feb 2021

An area profile session for
Board members will be
provided, led by Housing
Officers. This will include
photos and information
relating to each patch,
focusing on both the
positives and challenges.

Nov 2020

In the shorter term the
Customer Feedback
Assurance Report has
been updated to focus
more on identified themes
and improvement actions.

It might be useful to consider re-introducing
post-meeting reviews for Board members

MHA’s Reputation as a Landlord
7
The Board may wish to give specific
consideration as to how best to support any
improvement to service delivery that is
required.
It is important that Board members have
access to information about how the
organisation is regarded by key
stakeholders and it would be valuable for
MHA’s Board to consider how effectively
this is currently achieved and how
successfully the Board oversees any
consequential actions.

Timeframe Comments
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Delivery Plan 2020/21 – post covid
Key
Action is complete
Action is expected to be completed by the agreed target date
A minor delay (<3 months) in completing the action is expected
A significant delay (>3 months) in completing the action is expected

1. Improving customer experience and increasing customer satisfaction
No

Action

Who

When

Comments

Status

1.1

Owning issues, being clear about what customers can expect and following through on commitments

a.

Train all staff on the Customer Charter.

Chief Executive

Quarter 4

This project has been delayed by lockdown but the
aim is still to complete this within the current financial
year.

b.

Launch a video for our Customer Charter, to be
used to explain the Charter to both staff and
customers.

Performance &
Governance
Manager

Quarter 4

Part of the above project, the video will be
commissioned to start work in January.

1.2

Using data and customer feedback to actively shape our services

a.

Improve reporting on learning from complaints
and other surveys.

Performance &
Governance
Manager

Quarter 4

The Learning from Complaints Group has now been
launched, with meetings scheduled from now until
the end of the financial year. Outputs will be
reported in the complaints assurance report.

b.

Investigate options for completing a full
customer survey more frequently than every
three years.

Performance &
Governance
Manager

Quarter 4

As we are not aiming to refresh our satisfaction
figures for next year’s ARC this has been delayed.
Options will be looked at by the end of the financial
year with the survey itself moving into next year.

c.

Undertake Brixx modelling to reflect outcomes
from multi storey stock options appraisal.

Director of
Resources

Quarter 3

This is now complete with an update presented to
October Board.
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1.3

Re-procuring a new reactive repairs contract that meets customer aspirations and provides value for money

a.

Procurement of a new reactive repairs contract
and development of all relevant / subsequent
interfaces / processes

1.4

Dealing with enquiries at the first point of contact

a.

Provide comprehensive Customer Advisor
training for all frontline operational enquiries.

b.

Director of
Operations

When

Comments

Status

Quarter 4

The contract award has now been approved by
Board and following the standstill period
arrangements for the new contract will be finalised.

Head of Property

Quarter 4

Factoring training has now taken place and further
sessions will be planned between now and the end
of the financial year. Sessions are now being
provided remotely.

Develop guidance on how to deal with an antisocial behaviour complaint / enquiry for CCT.

Head of Property
& Head of
Housing

Quarter 4

As above.

c.

Review Housing Officer Duty Cover to ensure
that customers receive a meaningful service at
the first point of contact.

Head of Housing

Quarter 4

This review will still take place but as we are
currently working with specialist teams – and the
office remains closed – this is currently on hold.

1.5

Sustaining an empowered, professional staff team

a.

Carry out a full review of the recruitment
process.

HR Manager

Quarter 3

This is delayed slightly because of the absence of
the HR Manager but will be completed in quarter 4.

b.

Deliver action plan from the 2019 Best
Companies results.

HR Manager

Quarter 4

Actions to address the issues raised through last
year’s Best Companies survey have been identified
and continue to be progressed.

1.6

Giving customers easier and better ways to contact us, e.g. via text, online

a.

Review our Communications Strategy to
improve our use of social media.

Performance &
Governance
Manager

Quarter 4

Work has now started on this and the strategy is on
track to be finalised by the end of the financial year.

b.

Develop a Digital Inclusion Strategy.

Head of Housing

Quarter 4

The Digital Inclusion Co-ordinator had been
furloughed but is now back at work with the role now
being extended. This remains a priority and will still
be completed by the end of the financial year.
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Action

1.7

Growing our in-house services offer

a.

Update the void process to include void cleans
and clearances.

Who

When

Comments

Status

Head of Housing

Quarter 3

This has now been moved into the next financial
year due to staff shortages in the Neighbourhood
Team and the need to develop a bulk uplift service to
replace the GCC service.

2. Reducing poverty and enabling customers to make their lives better
No
2.1

Action

Who

When

Comments

Ensuring our rents remain affordable for current and future generations

a.

Continue the VFM Working Group and deliver
on the action plan and refreshed VFM Strategy
to feed into 2021/22 Business Plan.

Director of
Resources

Quarter 4

The Interim Director of Resources has now started
work to relaunch this group, with Board volunteers
identified.

b.

Implement the Treasury Management Strategy.

Head of Finance

Quarter 4

This remains a priority to be completed this financial
year.

Quarter 3

This has been slightly delayed due to covid but will
be taken forward during quarter 3.

2.2
a.

2.3

Status

Working with partners to address crime and anti-social behaviour
Implement the Anti-Social Behaviour Strategy
and revise anti-social behaviour procedures
and letters.

Head of Housing

Supporting more of our customers to get online

a.

Amend the rent structure and consult with
customers about the installation of the internet.

Director of
Resources

May 2020

This work is now complete and the rent structure
approved by Board.

b.

Select and procure an internet provider for
installation in the mini multis to tie in with air
source heat pump installations.

Business
Transformation &
ICT Manager

Quarter 3

The company installing internet at 266 Cumlodden
will be awarded the contract for our other mini multis
during quarter 3.

2.4
a.

Supporting our customers to navigate welfare reform, sustain tenancies, move into employment and reduce rent arrears
Review the Financial Support Service to ensure Head of Housing
it meets the changing needs of customers.

Quarter 3

This has now been moved into the next financial
year as it is a lower priority.
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b.

Develop a ‘rent in advance’ culture in our
management of tenancies and rent arrears.

Head of Housing

Quarter 4

The work to revise process and practice has started
and will be completed this financial year.

2.5

Celebrating diversity and ensuring we represent and reflect our customers

a.

Develop an Equality, Diversity & Inclusion
Agenda.

HR Manager

Quarter 4

This work is underway with the Employee Diversity
and Wellbeing Strategy now approved by Board.

b.

Hold a series of inclusive community events to
help further engage our customers from a
range of different backgrounds.

Performance &
Governance
Manager

Quarter 4

This is currently on hold as public events cannot be
held. These will be resumed whenever restrictions
are lifted. The Halloween even was replaced by a
social media competition, to ensure we remain
engaged with our communities where we can.

2.6

Status

Supporting our young people to realise their potential and older people to take an active role in society

a.

Deliver a programme of Youth Diversionary
Activities at the Locks & Valley and Glenavon.

Head of Housing

Quarter 4

Youth activities have been impacted by lockdown
restrictions. However YoMo have now resumed their
outdoor sessions. Indoor sessions will be started
later, as restrictions allow.

b.

Develop a volunteer strategy to create
sustainable projects and real work experience
that leads to employment.

Head of Housing

Quarter 4

This remains on track with the strategy due to be
presented for Board approval in March.

2.7

Working with partners to improve our customers health and wellbeing

a.

Broaden the social isolation activities currently
only provided in our retirement complex
common rooms.

Head of Housing

Quarter 4

These activities have been impacted by lockdown
and our retirement complexes remain closed. This
work will be resumed once restrictions allow.

b.

Investigate activities and initiatives that would
benefit residents’ mental health and secure
external funding for these activities.

Head of Housing

Quarter 4

Investigation of these activities is underway. Some
funding has been secured to deliver the Nu Me
health and wellbeing service but more funding is
required to allow it to continue.
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3. Providing better homes and developing neighbourhoods to feel proud of
No
3.1

Action

Who

When

Comments

Status

Improving the energy efficiency of our homes to meet EESSH 2 and reduce fuel bills

a.

Agree an appropriate heating solution for
Glenavon properties based on data and
feedback from pilot properties.

Head of Property

Quarter 4

There has been a slight delay but this will be carried
out and an update provided to Board early in the
new year.

b.

Progress the installation of air source heat
pumps across electrically heated stock.

Director of
Operations

Quarter 3

The contract award for our mini multi stock has now
been approved by Board and following the standstill
period work will begin on delivering the contract.

c.

Agree appropriate options for heating in new
build properties and where required for retro
fitting.

Head of Property
& Head of
Development

Quarter 4

This will be looked at by the end of the financial year.

d.

Set out a plan for working towards delivery of
EESSH 2.

Head of Property

Quarter 4

This remains a priority to be completed this financial
year.

e.

Assess and identify a technical solution for
replacement of electrical storage heaters in low
rise properties.

Head of Property

Quarter 4

This will still be carried out within this financial year.

Head of
Development

Quarter 4

This work continues with an update being provided
to November Board.

3.2
a.

3.3

Shaping the regeneration of North Maryhill
Work with Glasgow City Council (GCC) to
complete the masterplan for North Maryhill
TRA.

Improving the efficient planning and delivery of our investment programme

a.

Standardise the specifications for key projects
and common component replacements, such
as kitchens, bathrooms, boiler installations.

Head of Property

Quarter 3

This has been delayed slightly due to covid but will
be picked up again in quarter 3.

b.

Produce a customer communication plan for
the Investment Programme.

Head of Property

May 2020

The communication plan is now in place and
communications will pick up again with programmes
starting as lockdown restrictions allow.
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c.

Plan and implement a stock condition survey of
10% of Maryhill Housing stock.

Head of Property

Quarter 4

This will now be a 5% target, to be carried out during
the remainder of this financial year. If restrictions
continue to impede this work we will look at desktop
alternatives to physical surveys.

3.4
a.

3.5

Engaging tenants and owners to improve back courts and communal areas to create positive, usable spaces
Agree a standard specification for back courts
and develop a plan to visit, assess and agree
priority improvements.

Director of
Operations

Quarter 4

This will still be carried out during the current
financial year.

Building new homes that meet housing need

a.

Rothes Drive - tender approval and start on
site.

Head of
Development

Quarter 3

Start on site now scheduled for January 2021. Full
update provided in Development assurance report.

b.

Smeaton Street - tender approval and start on
site.

Head of
Development

Quarter 3

Start on site now not anticipated until April 2021.
Full update provided in Development assurance
report.

c.

Botany Corner - tender approval and start on
site.

Head of
Development

Quarter 3

Start on site scheduled for December 2020. Full
update provided in Development assurance report.

3.6
a.

3.7
a.

Status

Taking responsibility for council-owned land around our buildings in order to deliver improvements
Work with the Investment Team and landscape
architects to explore potential improvements
the environment around the multis and mini
multis at North Maryhill TRA.

Head of
Development

Quarter 3

Initial environment study complete. Resident
consultation to start in quarter 3.

Quarter 4

This remains a priority to be completed this financial
year.

Assessing the Association’s aspirations for growth
Consider options / appetite for long term growth Chief Executive
including consideration of partnerships.
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4. Meeting our Legislative and Regulatory Requirements
No
4.1

Action

Who

When

Comments

Health and Safety

a.

Complete the review of key areas within the
Landlord H&S Manual (asbestos, legionella,
gas, lifts, electricity, fire).

Head of Property

Quarter 3

This remains a priority to be completed in quarter 3.
A full update is provided in the H&S assurance
report.

b.

Ensure the effective ongoing management of
asbestos re-testing in line with legislative
requirements.

Head of Property

Quarter 4

This work has now resumed following covid
lockdown and is on track. A full update is provided
in the H&S assurance report.

c.

Develop and deliver a programme of watertesting within storage tanks.

Head of Property

Quarter 4

This work has now resumed following covid
lockdown and is on track. A full update is provided
in the H&S assurance report.

4.2

Status

Governance

a.

Review the thematic review of Assurance
processes and propose amendments as
appropriate.

Chief Executive &
Performance &
Governance
Manager

April 2020

Our approach to assurance has been reviewed in
line with the Regulator’s publication, with no major
changes made as a result. We will further review
our approach through a governance audit later in the
year.

b.

Introduce a new quarterly Assurance report on
procurement and community benefits.

Director of
Resources

Quarter 4

This has been delayed as a lower priority but will be
picked up again for reporting in quarter 4.

c.

Establish regular meetings and / or joint
briefings for local elected members and canal
councillors.

Performance &
Governance
Manager

Quarter 4

To be picked up once councillors are back following
lockdown restrictions. Written comms are being
used in the meantime to keep them up to date on our
services.

d.

Recruit new members for the Boards of
Maryhill Housing Association and Maryhill
Communities subsidiary.

Chief Executive &
Performance &
Governance
Manager

Quarter 3

The first round of recruitment is now complete and
the second round is now at interview stage, with 3
additional candidates having applied.
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e.

Set up new governance arrangements for the
Maryhill Communities subsidiary.

Chief Executive &
Performance &
Governance
Manager

Quarter 4

As the Development Programme has been further
delayed the subsidiary governance will not need to
be looked at until later in the year.

Head of Finance

July 2020

This is now included within the monthly accounts
pack.

Head of Housing

Quarter 3

This work is well underway with some minor
changes to procedures still to be completed.

4.3
a.
4.4
a.

Status

Finance
Implement Capital Expenditure Reporting.
Legislation
Ensure changes to succession, assignation,
sub-letting and joint tenancies introduced by
Housing (Scotland) Act 2014 are fully
incorporated into our procedures and practice.
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